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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

This document provides details of all activities undertaken from August to December 2016 as part of the 
initial community consultation phase of the Tweed River Estuary Coastal Management Program (CMP). It 
documents the key findings of consultation including community values of the estuary, the current concerns 
and issues and the community’s relative priorities for river management.  

Consultation activities included the Tweed River Survey - a community phone survey and parallel ‘opt-in’ 
online/paper-based survey as well as targeted stakeholder consultation with key stakeholder groups and 
government agencies. A project webpage was used to provide information, link to the on-line survey, and 
allow community to provide feedback and information to the project team. Follow-up discussions with the 
relevant stakeholders were undertaken as necessary and are ongoing.  The project is also being overseen 
by Council’s Tweed Coast and Waterways Committee, an established advisory body comprised of 
community stakeholder groups and State Government Agency representatives. 

The Tweed River Estuary and the development of the CMP has generated a significant amount of 
community interest to date, with a high number of webpage visits as well as direct correspondence to TSC 
staff and the project team and articles appearing in the local newspapers. The Tweed River Survey received 
a huge response with 814 respondents completing the online version, and 44 more completing printed 
copies. This is in addition to 405 people who provided their input through a telephone survey of randomly 
selected residents.  

Key messages from the Community Survey 

Values 

• The river is valued for its natural and scenic values and is generally considered to be healthy.  

• This natural setting provides an important recreational opportunity and there is general support for a 
wide range of passive and active, water and shore-based pursuits. 

• There is a perception that conflict between river users is occurring and that this risk is increasing. 

• Some activities are identified as less acceptable uses than others. For example, commercial fishing 
is ranked as having low acceptability and this is likely due to perceived conflict with highly popular 
recreational fishing and widely held concern about declining fish stocks due to overfishing. Similarly 
jet ski use was also considered less acceptable due to potential for conflicts with other users and the 
amenity of the waterway. Generally there is high acceptance for passive water-based recreation, 
river tours and motorised boating. Water skiing and wakeboarding were also considered acceptable 
uses by the majority of the community, although at lesser rates. 

• Both motorised boating and passive recreational uses such as canoeing and kayaking are popular 
pursuits on the river, and they are not always compatible (e.g. motorised boating with or without 
towing can generate noise and wake and passive craft users generally desire calm quiet conditions 
to enjoy natural surroundings). A key management challenge will be to equitably provide for 
competing uses.  

• Despite the majority of people believing the river is healthy, there are concerns about a number of 
issues that need to be managed to ensure the health and amenity of the river into the future. These 
include reduced fish stocks, bank erosion, siltation, poor water quality, usage conflicts, lack of bank 
vegetation, the need for improved access and facilities, enforcement of existing boating rules and 
litter. 

Management Priorities 

Management priorities matched the main issues perceived by the community and included: 

• Protection of the natural features of the waterway, addressing bank erosion and ensuring good water 
quality. 
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• Ensuring that usage of the waterway is able to be enjoyed without conflict by ensuring better policing 
of boating rules (e.g. speed limits and restricted areas), reducing anti-social behaviour (e.g. 
disregard for other river users, verbal abuse and excessive alcohol consumption), and exploring 
options to better manage competing uses. 

• The community was not overly concerned about the continued use of rock walls for erosion 
protection where necessary. However, wherever more eco-friendly and aesthetically pleasing 
options are viable, the community generally favours these options to rock walls. 

• Improving public accessibility to the waterway (including disabled access), improving facilities, 
planning for sea level rise and undertaking dredging for navigational safety and water exchange. 

Direct community feedback 

Direct feedback from key stakeholder groups and the broader community via the project webpage, email, 
letters, phone calls or discussions is summarised as follows:  

• The Tweed River Estuary is valued for its scenic beauty, biodiversity and ecological attributes, 
fisheries resources, recreational and sporting opportunities, conveyance of flood waters, drainage of 
the floodplain, agricultural uses and past and present Aboriginal cultural heritage values and 
traditional practices including cultural fishing. 

• The ecological health of the river underpins everything else and supports the various uses and 
values enjoyed by the community. 

• A number of issues were raised including: the need for good water quality; concern about 
wastewater discharges; pollution from construction phase of development, stormwater and Gold 
Coast Airport contamination; acid sulfate soils; the increasing risk of flooding and sea level rise; 
sedimentation affecting drainage of the floodplain and boat passage; bank erosion; bank erosion and 
controls impacting Aboriginal sites (e.g. middens); specific types of boat wake-generating activities 
contributing to bank erosion; litter and flood debris; on-river refuelling; reduced fish stocks; threats to 
shorebirds; environmental impacts of commercial yabbie pumping tours; the need for assessment of 
the impacts of dredging; dangers posed by speeding boats; houseboats staying for extended 
periods; illegal boat mooring and recreational use conflicts. 

• In terms of future management there were a range of ideas and considerations put forward including: 
annual reporting of water quality to the community; removing wastewater discharge from the river; 
improved boating access and recreational fishing; creation of more estuary beaches for boating and 
swimming access; dredging to improve drainage of the floodplain, boating passage and 
flushing/water quality; investigate and use alternative options to rock walls for erosion control; 
support for the oyster growing industry; habitat improvements; riparian restoration; involvement of 
Aboriginal community in implementation of on-ground actions; raising the profile of Aboriginal history, 
values and cultural practices associated with the river; education programs including school-based 
education; shorebird management actions; improved conditions for passive recreational uses; 
investigate zoning for different recreational uses; more education and better enforcement of boating 
rules; and a proposal for an off-river water sports complex for power-boating activities (tow sports). 

Government Agency Feedback 

Feedback from key government agencies involved in the CMP development included: 

• The Department of Primary Industries – Fisheries (DPI Fisheries) provided guidance on fishery and 
habitat management. The CMP will need to detail any potential impacts on marine vegetation 
resulting from proposed management measures and approvals under the Fisheries Management Act 
are likely to be required; 

• The Office of Environment and Heritage (OEH) provided guidance on the NSW coastal management 
reforms and in particular the new Coastal Management SEPP and associated mapping and 
requirements of the CMP under current state government requirements; and 
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• Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) provided information regarding boating regulation and 
enforcement and the status of boating management planning in the Tweed.  

• The NSW Department of Industry - Lands (DI Lands). The project team will need to liaise with DI 
Lands regarding any proposed CMP management measures on Crown Land and determine any 
approvals likely to be required. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

This document provides details of all activities undertaken from August to December 2016 as part of the initial 
community consultation phase of the Tweed River Estuary Coastal Management Program (CMP) being prepared 
on behalf of Tweed Shire Council (TSC) by Hydrosphere Consulting. It documents the key findings of consultation 
including the identified community values of the estuary, the current concerns and issues facing the community 
and priorities for management. 

2. COMMUNITY CONSULTATION ACTIVITIES 

A detailed program of community and stakeholder consultation was undertaken for the CMP. Consultation 
activities included: 

• Community phone survey - a random and representative telephone survey of 405 Tweed Shire LGA 
residents was undertaken in September 2016 to ensure a random and robust sample of community views 
and opinions. While surveying was conducted on a purely random basis, all sub-regions within the LGA 
were appropriately sampled, and a robust mix of ages and genders were represented in respondents.  

• Community online and paper-based survey – To further engage the Tweed community and allow anyone 
who wasn’t part of the random phone survey to have their say, an online and paper-based survey was 
open to the public for 7 weeks, between 4th of October and 19th November 2016. There was a strong 
response to the survey with 814 on-line and 44 hard copy surveys (858 total surveys) completed. A copy 
of the survey is provided in Appendix 1; 

• Project webpage – A project webpage was used to introduce the project, provide a link to the on-line 
community survey, project updates and contact details for further information. The webpage also contains 
a “Share Your Story” section where the public can upload text, images and video about the Tweed River 
and provide information and feedback to the project team for consideration. The webpage address was 
communicated to community and stakeholders in media and other correspondence. The webpage will 
remain live for the duration of the project with regular updates and information provided to the community 
as it becomes available. It can be viewed at: http://yoursaytweed.com.au/tweed-river-estuary; 

• Media and advertising – various forms of media were utilised to advertise the project and encourage 
community involvement in the survey and stakeholder meetings. This included: 

o Posters promoting the survey and project webpage, put up at Council libraries and administration 
buildings and other key community outlets (Appendix 2). 

o Media releases – Wednesday 14th September 2016 – introduction of the project and notification 
of the up-coming survey. Thursday 6th October 2016 – launch of the community survey. Thursday 
3rd November 2016 – extension of the community survey deadline to 19th November (Appendix 
3); 

o Advertisement in the Tweed Daily News (front page advertisement), promoting the survey 
(October 2016) (Appendix 4); and 

o Articles in the TweedLink – distributed to Tweed Shire residents. Wednesday 13th September 
2016 – introduction of the project and notification of the up-coming survey, Tuesday 4th October 
2016 – launch of the community survey. Thursday 3rd November 2016 – extension of the 
community survey deadline to 19th November 2016 (Appendix 5). 

o Tweed River Festival stall 12th November 2016 – the TSC stall included activities and information 
about the Tweed River Estuary CMP. Project staff were on hand to discuss the project with 
community members and answer questions. The community survey was also available at the stall 

http://yoursaytweed.com.au/tweed-river-estuary
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for people to fill out.  Environmental education activities aimed at children were provided at the 
stall. 

• Targeted stakeholder consultation with key stakeholder groups. This included a phone call, email or letter 
informing stakeholders of the project, the community survey, webpage and inviting input. Follow-up 
meetings were held with stakeholders where necessary to discuss and clarify comments (refer Appendix 
1); 

• Meetings with the Tweed River Committee (TRC) made up of relevant TSC staff, community 
representatives and government agencies) and ongoing liaison as required. The project team is 
scheduled to meet with the TRC on four occasions throughout the project. An introductory meeting was 
held in August 2016 to introduce the project team, discuss the project and gain input from the group; 

• Targeted Stakeholder Meetings – September to October 2016. Meetings with key river stakeholder 
groups were conducted to introduce the project, discuss management concerns and issues and facilitate 
ideas for the CMP development. This was mainly targeted at groups with specific uses or values for the 
Tweed River Estuary and whose views would not necessarily be captured fully by the community survey.  
Meetings were held with commercial fishers; Tweed Cane Industry representatives; TSC Aboriginal 
Advisory Committee; and recreational boating stakeholders (refer Section 3.2 for discussion of key 
outcomes).    

• Follow-up discussions with the relevant stakeholders as necessary on issues as they arise. 

Further consultation will be undertaken throughout the course of the CMP including: 

• Meetings with the TRC – Meeting #2: February 2017 to present this Community Values Report and use 
the information gathered to assist in developing a vision for the river and objectives for management. This 
is a key step in the development of the CMP as it will set the desired outcomes for the River and actions 
and strategies will be geared towards achieving the objectives and ultimately the vision for the River. 
Meeting #3: October 2017: Presentation of Recreational Strategy. Meeting #4 January 2018: 
Presentation of Coastal Strategy Statements and Draft CMP. 

• Councillor workshops – Workshop #1 October 2017: Presentation of Recreational Strategy for 
endorsement by Council. Workshop #2 January 2018: presentation of Coastal Strategy Statements and 
Draft CMP for endorsement by Council prior to Public Exhibition.  

• Public Display - The Final Draft CMP will be placed on public exhibition for 60 days during early 2018. 
Formal (written) submissions on the Draft CMP will be sought from the community and stakeholder 
groups. Submissions will be considered in the development of the Final CMP; and  

• Community drop-in sessions or round-table discussions will be held during public exhibition in early 2018. 
Two sessions are planned in Tweed Heads and Murwillumbah and will be open to the public. This will 
provide an opportunity for informal discussions between the community, stakeholders and the project 
team to discuss issues and obtain feedback prior to formal submissions. 
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3. RESULTS OF COMMUNITY CONSULTATION 

3.1 Tweed River Community Survey 

The Tweed River Survey received a huge response with 814 completing the online version, and 44 more 
completing printed copies. This is in addition to 405 people who provided their input through a telephone survey 
of randomly selected residents.  

Key messages coming out of the survey were: 

• The river is valued for its natural and scenic values and is generally considered to be healthy.  

• This natural setting provides an important recreational opportunity and there is general support for a wide 
range of passive and active, water and shore-based pursuits. 

• There is a perception that conflict between river users is occurring and that this risk is increasing. 

• Some activities are identified as less acceptable uses than others. For example, commercial fishing is 
ranked as having low acceptability and this is likely due to perceived conflict with highly popular 
recreational fishing and widely held concern about declining fish stocks due to overfishing. Similarly jet ski 
use was also considered less acceptable due to potential for conflicts with other users and the amenity of 
the waterway. Generally there is high acceptance for passive water-based recreation, river tours and 
motorised boating. Water skiing and wakeboarding were also considered acceptable uses by the majority 
of the community, although at lesser rates. 

• Both motorised boating and passive recreational uses such as canoeing and kayaking are popular 
pursuits on the river, and they are not always compatible (e.g. motorised boating with or without towing 
can generate noise and wake and passive craft users generally desire calm quiet conditions to enjoy 
natural surroundings). A key management challenge will be to equitably provide for competing uses.  

• Despite the majority of people believing the river is healthy, there are concerns about a number of issues 
that need to be managed to ensure the health and amenity of the river into the future. These include 
reduced fish stocks, bank erosion, siltation, poor water quality, usage conflicts, lack of bank vegetation, 
the need for improved access and facilities, enforcement of existing boating rules and litter. 

• Management priorities matched the main issues perceived by the community and included: 

o Protection of the natural features of the waterway, addressing bank erosion and ensuring good 
water quality. 

o Ensuring that usage of the waterway is able to be enjoyed without conflict by ensuring better 
policing of boating rules (e.g. speed limits and restricted areas), reducing anti-social behaviour 
(e.g. disregard for other uses, verbal abuse and excessive alcohol consumption), and exploring 
options to better manage competing uses. 

o Improving public accessibility to the waterway (including disabled access), improving facilities, 
planning for sea level rise and undertaking dredging for navigational safety and water exchange. 

o The community was not overly concerned about the continued use of rock walls for erosion 
protection where necessary. However, wherever more eco-friendly and aesthetically pleasing 
options are viable, the community generally favours these options to rock walls.  

Table 1 presents the key findings and results of the community survey (both phone and online/paper-based) in 
relation to the survey objectives. Supporting data and further discussion of results is provided in Appendix 1 
(Community Survey Technical Report, Jetty Research, 2016). 
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Table 1: Key findings of the community survey 

Survey Objectives: Key findings and results Supporting 
Data 

1. Understand what the community 
values about the Tweed River 
Estuary; 

The river values most important to the community are scenic 
beauty, environmental values and recreational opportunities.  
• The scenic beauty of the river was the most frequently 

mentioned aspect liked or valued (76% phone, 80% online), 
followed by the environmental value (28% phone, 52% 
online) and recreational fishing (17% phone, 35% online). 
Passive (10% phone, 51% online) and powered (8% phone, 
44% online) water-based activities are also highly valued by 
the community. 

Appendix 1 
Tweed River 
Survey Report 
Graph 2.2.  

2. Measure level of engagement with 
river, and key uses; 

The majority of survey respondents feel the River is important in 
their lives. The most popular activities on the water are 
recreational fishing, boating, swimming and canoeing/kayaking. 
The most popular land-based activities are picnics and BBQ’s, 
walking, relaxing, and exercising dogs.  
• Over three-quarters of respondents indicated that the Tweed 

River was important in their lives (77% phone, 97% online). 
• The Tweed River Estuary is highly valued as a place for 

recreation with the most popular water-based activities being 
recreational fishing (71% phone, 53% online), followed by 
motorised boating (30% phone, 52% online), swimming 
(26% phone, 52% online), and canoeing/kayaking (21% 
phone, 42% online). 

• The most popular uses of the estuary and its surrounds for 
other non-water purposes included picnics and BBQ’s (59% 
phone, 69% online), walking (51% phone, 71% online), 
relaxing (16% phone, 49% online), and exercising dogs 
(10% phone, 36% online). 

• Unsurprisingly, water sports such as swimming, water skiing 
and canoeing/kayaking were more likely to be undertaken in 
the warmer months. Driving and walking near the river were 
more likely to be undertaken year round. 

• Access to the river most often occurs within the Lower 
Estuary (50% phone, 55% online), Mid Estuary (37% phone, 
43% online) or Upper Estuary (27% phone, 55% online) with 
a small proportion accessing the Rous River (8% phone, 
15% online). 

Appendix 1, 
Graphs 2.3, 1.3, 
1.7b, 1.10, 1.11 
 
 
 
 

3. Understand conflicts and 
aspirations for the river; 

The community wishes to maintain and enhance those values 
which are most important to them (see Objective 1). Usage 
conflicts are of concern to many people and there is a general 
feeling this is increasing.  
• Just over half of people surveyed were concerned about 

usage conflicts (51% phone, 55% online) and the increasing 
tension between powered craft and other users was a 
common theme emerging from the unprompted concerns 
provided by respondents.  

• See objective 1 for values to be maintained and enhanced. 
• See objective 8 for priorities for management which capture 

the community’s aspirations for management. 

Appendix 1, 
Graph 3.1, 3.3 
and 2.2. 
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Survey Objectives: Key findings and results Supporting 
Data 

4. Understand attitudes to 
acceptable/unacceptable uses; 

Generally there is high acceptance for passive water-based 
recreation, river tours and motorised boating. Water skiing and 
wakeboarding were also supported by the majority of the 
community, although at lesser rates. Jet skiing and commercial 
fishing were not supported by the majority of the community. 
• The most frequently accepted uses of the river, with highest 

support were rowing/kayaking (98% phone, 92% online), 
sailing (94% phone, 91% online), recreational fishing (93% 
phone, 96% online), commercial river tours (89% phone, 
93% online), and motorised boating without towing activities 
(82% phone, 87% online). Water skiing and wakeboarding 
were also supported; albeit at lesser rates (Water skiing 
70% phone, 62% online and wakeboarding 59% phone, 
52% online). The only activities to receive less than 50% 
"acceptable" ratings were jet skiing (45% phone, 43% 
online) and commercial fishing (31% phone, 21% online). 

Appendix 1, 
Graph 2.4b 

5. Measure awareness and 
perceptions around river health; 

The majority of the community feel that the estuary is healthy or 
very healthy, commenting that it looks clean with good fish and 
bird life. The main factors affecting river health are perceived to 
be effluent and runoff, pollution and rubbish. 
• Over half of survey respondents (54% phone, 64% online) 

perceived the Tweed River to be healthy or very healthy 
with a small percentage considering it unhealthy (6% phone, 
12% online). The remaining respondents considered it 
neither healthy nor unhealthy (33% phone, 13% online) and 
7% phone and 12% online respondents were unsure. 

• When asked why they gave that score, the top responses 
for healthy scores were: it looks clean and healthy (41% 
phone, 33%online); good fishing (8% phone, 2% online); 
and presence of bird and aquatic life (3% phone, 21% 
online). The top responses for poor health were: effluent 
and runoff (12% phone, 10% online); pollution/rubbish (10% 
phone, 5% online); and it looks dirty (9% phone, 3% online). 

Appendix 1, 
Graph 2.5, 2.6a 
and 2.6b 
 

6. Understand awareness of and 
attitudes towards rock walls as an 
erosion control measure; 

Most community members were not particularly concerned about 
the spread of rock walls along the estuary, although most 
preferred more eco-friendly options to address bank erosion 
wherever possible.  
• When asked if they were concerned about the spread of 

rock walls along the river for erosion protection, 35% of 
phone and 39% of online respondents said they were 
concerned. 

• Adding or extending rock walls received moderate support 
(60% phone, 57% online) as a method to control bank 
erosion and was ranked 4th in a list of potential approaches 
to address bank erosion. 

Appendix 1, 
Graph 3.1 

Appendix 1, 
Graph 3.4 
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Survey Objectives: Key findings and results Supporting 
Data 

7. Understand what the community 
perceives to be the current issues or 
problems for the estuary; and 
 
8. Prioritise the key issues for 
management; 

The top issues for the community are: reduced fish stocks, bank 
erosion, siltation and poor water quality. Usage conflicts, lack of 
bank vegetation and the spread of rock walls were lesser ranked 
issues. A number of other concerns were raised around the need 
for improved access and facilities, usage conflicts, enforcement of 
existing boating rules and litter. 
• The estuary management issues of highest concern were 

reduction in fish numbers or species (75% phone, 62% 
online), bank erosion (73% phone, 63% online), siltation 
(57% phone, 45% online), poor water quality (56% phone, 
51% online) and usage conflicts (51% phone, 55% online). 
Of relatively lower concern were lack of foreshore 
vegetation (47% phone, 50% online), and the spread of rock 
walls for erosion protection (35% phone, 39% online). 
Issues ranked as the lowest concern were difficulty 
accessing public foreshore on the river bank (31% phone, 
42% online) and difficulty accessing the river for recreational 
boating (23% phone, 37% online).  

• Among other (unprompted) concerns, major themes 
included: improved access (in particular parking, boat 
ramps, picnic areas, access for the disabled, public toilets, 
pontoons, and refuelling facilities); bank erosion; increasing 
tension between powered craft and other users; 
enforcement of existing rules, particularly relating to 
powerboat speed and location (i.e. no-powercraft areas); 
and debris and litter. 

Appendix 1, 
Graph 3.1, 3.3 
Table 3.1 
 

9. Prioritise future resource allocation 
for river management; 

The community’s priorities for management generally reflected 
their ranking of key issues with protecting natural habitats, 
addressing bank erosion and improving water quality as top 
priorities. Improving recreational facilities, planning for sea level 
rise, and improving scenic beauty were considered as moderate 
priorities. Improving boating and public access, and recreational 
fishing were lower priority. Additional priorities for management 
raised by respondents were: better policing of boating rules, 
reducing anti-social behaviour and the need for more dredging. 
• Protecting natural habitats, addressing bank erosion and 

improving water quality were considered of highest priority 
(91%, 90% and 84% phone and 73%, 70% and 66% online 
importance ratings respectively). Improving recreational 
facilities, planning for sea level rise, and improving scenic 
beauty were considered as moderate priority (with 73%, 
72% and 69% phone and 65%, 48% and 56% online 
importance ratings respectively). Improving boating facilities 
and trailer parking, improving recreational fishing and 
improving public access to the river foreshore were 
considered of lower priority (but still with 48%, 53% and 
54% phone and 49%, 37% and 55% online importance 
ratings respectively). 

• Almost 500 respondents (60% of total combined across the 
two surveys) took the opportunity to provide additional 
comment on other important management issues. In 
declining order from the most mentioned: better policing – 
particularly speed limits and locations (i.e. no-powercraft 
areas); better recreational facilities (e.g. improved public 
toilets, a dedicated beach for launching canoes etc., and 
more picnic/BBQ areas); reducing anti-social behaviour; 

Appendix 1, 
Graphs 3.1, 3.6, 
3.8 Table 3.2, 
3.3 
 

Appendix 1, 
Graph 3.4, Table 
3.2 
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Survey Objectives: Key findings and results Supporting 
Data 

protecting the river’s wetlands, banks, flora and fauna; 
maintaining river health generally; new and/or different 
access points; and the need for more frequent dredging. 

• When asked specifically about addressing bank erosion the 
management actions which received the strongest support 
were: build erosion controls that incorporate vegetation and 
fish habitat wherever possible (92% phone, 82% online 
support); planting more vegetation along banks (82% 
phone, 76% online) and limit vessel speeds to reduce wave 
energy and erosion (79% phone, 58% online support). The 
“do nothing” option was not supported by the majority of the 
community (only 7% phone, 10% online support). 

10. Understand how the above vary 
by selected demographics – e.g. age, 
gender, region, proximity to river, 
education, existing uses. 

Certain demographic use patterns emerged from the survey that 
may assist in tailoring management actions to key user groups. 
Respondents who mostly accessed the Rous River tended to rate 
river health lower than other respondents indicating poor river 
health at this location.   
• Younger people (aged 18-39) and those with children were 

more likely to use the river for swimming and the river 
surrounds for picnicking, BBQs, walking and relaxing.  

• Those living in the Lower Estuary, Upper Estuary and Rous 
River areas were more likely to walk near the river than 
those residing in the Mid Estuary area. 

• Young people and those with children in the household were 
more likely to be accepting of water skiing, wakeboarding 
and jet skiing than their older, child-free counterparts. 

• Older telephone respondents (i.e. those aged 60 years and 
older) rated the health of the river higher than those aged 18 
to 39 years as did those who had lived in the Shire for more 
than 20 years when compared to those who had lived there 
for less than 5 years. 

• There were relatively few differences for health ratings 
differed by the location of typical access to the river. One 
exception was people accessing the Rous River were more 
likely to nominate poor fish stocks and lack of foreshore 
vegetation as concerns, while those accessing primarily via 
the lower and mid-estuary were most likely to say the river 
looked clean and healthy. 

Appendix 1, 
Graph 1.3, 1.6, 
1.7a, 2.4a, 2.5, 
Table 2.3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.1.1 Key differences between telephone and online survey responses 

Overall, the beliefs and attitudes of online/paper-based survey respondents were relatively similar to those of the 
"general population" telephone sample. The key differences between the two formats were: 

• The online survey sample was strongly skewed towards active and regular river users. This was expected 
as those people who have an existing connection and involvement with the river would naturally be 
motivated to access and complete the questionnaire.  

• Online respondents were far more likely to note the value of both passive and powered water-based 
activities – once again suggesting a strong correlation between active river users and online survey 
participants. 

• Online respondents were more optimistic about river health, and less concerned about specific issues 
regarding river health. They also nominated conflicts between passive and motorised recreational uses 
as a high concern which is reflective of more direct involvement and familiarity with these activities. 
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• Support for the various actions was slightly but uniformly lower among the online respondents than the 
telephone, also reflecting the general lower level of concern about management issues. Online 
respondents were also less likely to favour measures such as reducing boat speed or restricting 
powerboat towing activities to certain areas of the river. This suggests that online respondents (more 
active river users) tend to have a greater level of contentment with current river condition in terms of their 
needs, and are more in favour of maintaining the status quo. 
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3.1.2 Additional community comments provided 

Several of the survey questions asked respondents to provide additional information, thoughts and ideas on 
estuary values, waterway health, current issues and considerations for management. Over 2000 comments were 
received over the four categories, giving personal accounts and opinions about the Tweed River Estuary. A 
snapshot of typical comments is provided below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“The residents of Tweed Shire have chosen to 
live here to enjoy the serenity, natural beauty 
and lack of pollution” 

“Family friendly ease of access” 

“Biodiversity of flora & fauna” 

“As a family we love and enjoy boating on our 
river” 

“Tweed River is a great asset to the 
community and the local area and there is 
heaps of room for everyone who loves to be in 
it or on it to enjoy all aspects of it.” 

         
          

   Values and Uses 

 

“The wildlife appears to be strong and vibrant 
indicating good water quality.” 

“I regularly see dolphins in the river and we 
watch groups of birds and dolphins feed” 

“clean flowing water, birdlife, sea life, fauna and 
I live directly on the river so I have first hand 
experience” 

 

 Estuary Health 

 

“A huge overfishing in the last 20 years by 
commercial fishing. There has been a 
dramatic reduction in fish numbers” 

“Water quality is very poor due to removal of 
riparian vegetation and man made runoff / 
sedimentation.” 

“I'm concerned about the run off of chemicals 
from the cane fields and sugarmill.” 

 “High speed boating /Jet Ski activity is 
dangerous and a hazard to passive river 
activities and the health of the river” 

“Alcohol, speed, disregard for other users by 
water ski, power boats, jet ski” 

“Dumping of rubbish in or near the river” 

 

 

 Current Issues 

 

“I think the erosion issue is an ongoing 
problem…council should be proactive not 
reactive.” 

“In addition to managing river banks, on-farm 
management practices should also continued 
to be prioritised to reduce soil and pollutant 
runoff and improve water quality as well as 
farm sustainability and productivity” 

 “Need for water police on river for speed 
alcohol issues weekends and public holidays” 

“Accessibility for aged and disabled, 
swimming pontoons” 

“More boating facilities including mooring 
jetty, mini beach, potable fresh water and 
toilets” 

“Toilet facilities in parks is also greatly 
needed ie. Condong park near the sugarcane 
factory” 

“Dredging the river to improve safety and 
access for all river users” 

 

 

 
Management Actions 
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3.2 Targeted Stakeholder Consultation 

The key outcomes of consultation with specific stakeholder groups are provided in the following sections. Note 
that this is a summary of consultation feedback received with the intention of capturing key concerns and 
suggestions rather than providing a verbatim record of the discussions. Also note that in many cases the 
comments listed below are the views of individual persons and do not necessarily reflect the views of the 
stakeholder sector as a whole. Some of the individual views within groups varied considerably, demonstrating the 
diverse nature of opinion, varying perceptions of the river and different priorities for management. 

3.2.1 Tweed River Committee 

The key outcomes of initial consultation with the Tweed River Committee are listed below: 

Community Values and Uses 

• The ecological health of the river underpins everything else and supports the various uses and values 
enjoyed by the community. It will be important to help the community to understand this link. 

• The river is a vital community asset and a critical natural resource for preservation of an ecosystem that 
supports so many other systems and uses (e.g. the economy, recreation, tourism etc.) 

• The river is highly valued for rowing and hosts regular regattas and competitions attracting local, state 
and inter-state competitors. 

• The Tweed River is the “Jewel in the Crown”. 

• River Tourism is a key economic contributor in the Tweed and eco-tourism is a growing area with 
educational benefits in the broader community.  

• The river serves as a drainage channel for floodplain sugarcane farms.  

• For some communities, the river is the last place left to undertake traditional Aboriginal cultural practices. 

Key Issues 

• The waterway is prone to flooding and is vulnerable to sea level rise. These risks are only going to 
increase into the future. 

• Bank erosion is a key concern for Council with an estimated$9 million worth of river bank erosion 
stabilisation works required to stabilise high risk erosion areas over the next 10 years. There is concern 
about specific types of boat wake-generating activities contributing to bank erosion.  

• Loss of riparian and terrestrial vegetation is a key contributor to poor water quality and ecosystem health. 

• Conflicts between powerboats and passive recreational users. 

• There are no speed limits in the main river channel and jet skis have been observed travelling at 
dangerously high speeds close to people swimming and other water craft.  

• There is a very real carrying capacity of the river. Problems occur when it is exceeded. 

• Visiting boats from south-east Queensland and surrounding areas add to overcrowding of the river and 
facilities. 

• General lack of awareness and understanding of the potential impacts of climate change and sea level 
rise on the river. 

• Impacts of climate change (specifically sea level rise) on estuarine vegetation communities. 
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• Sedimentation in the river affecting drainage of the floodplain and boat passage.  

• Acid Sulfate Soils (ASS) are a continuing issue requiring management. There is a need to keep acid in 
the landscape for as long as possible. 

 

Figure 1: Recent bank remediation works next to the Tweed Valley Way near Murwillumbah  

Current and Past Management Practices 

• Dredging was carried out historically all the way to Murwillumbah to allow boat passage. Dredged 
material was used to fill land in Murwillumbah. 

• The Tweed leads the world in remediation of ASS, with numerous research projects and trials undertaken 
since the late 1980’s. 

• In the past, rock walls have traditionally been used as the main form of bank erosion control. There is 
concern about the long-term visual and ecological impact of continuing use of traditional rock walls.  

Considerations for Future Management 

• Riparian restoration is key and it will be important that restoration activities are appropriately planned and 
implemented in consultation with landholders following good practice with suitable on-going maintenance.    

• There may be a need to set aside areas for migration of vegetation communities occurring naturally in 
response to sea level rise. 

• We want a management plan which is based on genuine engagement with the community and which 
contains actions which are directly informed by community consultation. We are seeking a plan that is 
endorsed by the community and links to policy. 
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• It will be important that the community understands the plan must be paid for. 

• The stretch of river from the Condong Sugar Mill to Bray Park Weir should be reserved as a passive 
recreation area.  

• The carrying capacity of the river must be enforced (limit the number of boats). 

• Roads & Maritime Services (RMS) have recently recommenced the process of reviewing the current 
(2006 – 2010) boating plan for the Tweed. This CMP needs to set some policies for recreational use of 
the estuary. This will occur via the Recreational Use Strategy. TSC recognises that RMS is responsible 
for boating regulation and there is a risk that impractical or unjustifiable the plan actions would not be 
signed off by RMS for implementation. The plan will be developed in conjunction with RMS and address 
key community concerns wherever possible. The CMPwillguide the TSC decision making processes on 
provision of waterways infrastructure. 

• There is a need to consider Aboriginal cultural practices associated with the river, both historically and 
ongoing.  

• Dredging is required in the future to maintain adequate drainage from sugarcane farms and the floodplain 
in general. 

• Alternative options to rock walls for bank erosion control should be looked at wherever possible. This 
includes options that incorporate habitat features and vegetation to enhance ecological values and 
improve scenic amenity. 

3.2.2 Commercial Fishermen 

The key outcomes of consultation with Tweed River commercial fishing representatives are listed below: 

Community Values and Uses 

• Commercial fishing activity has been steadily decreasing over time (less commercial fishing licenses 
operating) while recreational fishing is increasing;  

• The commercial sector supplies locally caught seafood to local outlets and is seen as a significant 
contributor to the local economy and specifically tourism. Locally caught seafood is a sought after 
product. It is important that the quality of fish and protection of the commercial fishing industry continues; 

• Commercial fishers nominated water quality and habitat as the two most important values of the estuary 
itself to be protected. 

  

Figure 2: Left: Fishing trawlers at Tweed Heads Marina, Right: Fresh local seafood at a local Tweed fish 
and chip shop (Photo source: Tweed Daily Mail http://www.tweeddailynews.com.au/news/hooking-the-
best-seafood-in-tweed/3121120/)  

http://www.tweeddailynews.com.au/news/hooking-the-best-seafood-in-tweed/3121120/
http://www.tweeddailynews.com.au/news/hooking-the-best-seafood-in-tweed/3121120/
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Key Issues 

Water quality issues: 

• Construction phase of development was seen as a key contributor to decline in water quality. Many had 
observed 1st hand the effects of erosion from cleared development sites through discoloured water and 
siltation of waterways and bays. There was concern about the future impacts from the Cobaki 
development and the Airport extension. Past construction work at the Tweed Heads Golf Course were 
also highlighted as having significant water quality impacts. Erosion controls (e.g. sediment fencing etc.) 
were seen as inadequate to prevent pollution – stakeholders had observed that as soon as a decent 
storm occurs, controls fail and a lot of sediment ends up in waterways. 

• Coolangatta Airport contamination from firefighting foam chemicals. There was concern about the 
potential impacts of the chemicals on water quality, human health and potential fishing closures. Fishers 
have so far had trouble getting information about what is going on. They understand that soil testing had 
been undertaken and water quality testing was just beginning. There is potential for water quality impacts 
on the Cobaki Broadwater, Terranora Creek which flows to Terranora Inlet and the main river. 

• Stormwater – a major drain with an outlet located at Chinderah (between the intersection with Chinderah 
Bay Rd and River St and roundabout on Chinderah Bay Rd and Wommin Bay Rd) was noted as having 
poor water quality discharging to the river. It was a natural creek that had been modified and further back 
in the catchment redeveloped into man-made lakes at the Noble Park Retirement Village. Hydrosphere 
note from aerial photographs that this drain also extends back to parts of the Cudgen Plateau farming 
land.  

• Sugarcane farming and acid sulfate soils are seen as ongoing issues. Generally water quality is 
considered acceptable until there is a big rain event. There haven’t been any major fish kills for a while. 
There was acknowledgement that there had been a lot of work by some landholders to improve 
environmental outcomes (e.g. shallowing drains, opening floodgates and flushing drains) but there was a 
general feeling that more work was required on the part of more landholders.   

• Houseboats have been observed staying for extended periods of time moored in the river (believed to be 
longer than they should be). There were concerns about boats not using the pump out facilities and 
therefore directly polluting the river from wastewater. 

• Litter is a problem at times and at certain locations. The Tweed Heads Marina is known to fill up with litter 
at times. 

Habitat: 

• Seagrass comes and goes, but generally there was no perceived reduction overall. 

• New areas of seagrass are being observed in the main river where it is getting shallower. 

• “Bubble weed” observed in Terranora Broadwater on seagrass beds. Looks like bubble wrap, is brown 
like a large cornflake weed. 

Navigation/Dredging: 

• More comprehensive and ongoing dredging is required of the river generally to improve flushing/water 
quality and maintain navigation. 

• The lower estuary from the ocean mouth to Chinderah was seen as the priority area for dredging. 

• Dredging up around Stotts Island (recently proposed by Crown Lands) was not seen as worthwhile from 
their perspective. Some fishers using that area had not been consulted about the work that may impact 
their commercial fishing practices.  

• Dredging of the entrance bar had left a ‘hump’ in the river causing pressure waves coming up the river 
making boating difficult in places. 
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• Commercial sand extraction by Action Sands at Chinderah was creating large deep holes, with steep 
sides, reduced habitat value and creating difficulties for certain fishing methods. Also, it was noted that 
batters did not appear to be compliant with requirements of the Action Sands license.    

Recreational use: 

• For some fishers powerboats/jet skis, wakeboarders etc. did not affect them as they do not fish on the 
weekends when recreational use is most prevalent. 

• Others had been directly impacted by wakeboarding boats (e.g. almost capsized by wake generated by 
the boats, when coming around a corner and not expecting it). 

• Some felt that powerboating, particularly wake boarding and jet skiing contributed to bank erosion. 

• There was a general consensus that speed was the issue for all watercraft. 

• The greatest concentration of problems with powered craft were experienced from Chinderah to 
Murwillumbah. 

Access: 

• It was thought that generally, there were not enough boating access points to keep up with demand 
especially during peak periods.  

• Kennedy Drive boat ramp was identified as a particularly overloaded ramp and there were concerns 
about traffic being backed up and potential for accidents in this area. Parking was seen as inadequate 
also. Overcrowding was attributed to the fact that this is the first ramp you come to when driving from Qld. 

• The Fingal Head boat ramp was seen as under-utilised by comparison probably because it was further to 
drive to get to the water.  

• Tumbulgum was also identified as not having enough boating access points. 

• Some were happy with the existing level of access, as they felt that better access would encourage more 
boating users and contribute to crowding of the waterway. 

Social issues: 

• Population growth is seen as the biggest issue, meaning more development, more people on the water, 
more competition, conflict etc. 

• The new Chinderah wharf opposite the tavern was thought to encourage unsocial (drunken) behavior 
around the waterway with houseboats able to moor there and easily access the tavern. 

• There have been a number of incidents where commercial fishermen have been harassed by members of 
the public when fishing the estuary, even though they are operating within their licence conditions. 

Current and Past Management Practices 

• Commercial fishers are heavily regulated and managed by NSW DPI Fisheries; 

• The General Fisheries EIS covers all the environmental requirements and management of the fishing 
industry in NSW to ensure fishing activities are environmentally sustainable; 

• There is a lack of community understanding about the amount of regulation of the fishing industry and the 
considerable efforts made by fishers to improve environmental outcomes. Examples include: restrictions 
on catch and methods employed by commercial fishers; requirements to provide catch data to DPI 
Fisheries so they can monitor fish stocks; the large areas set aside for the recreational fishing haven in 
the Tweed; no commercial fishing on weekends; restrictions on the number and type of licenses etc.; 

Considerations for Future Management 

• Fishers would like TSC to promote the values and benefits of commercial fishing in the estuary and 
educate the public about the science-based management of the industry;   
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3.2.3 Sugarcane Industry 

The key outcomes of consultation with Tweed River sugarcane industry representatives are listed below: 

Community Values and Uses 

• The primary function of the river is to drain the catchment and floodplain. Rivers are conduits for water. 
The broader community has lost focus on this and sees the river as a place primarily for recreation. 

• There are many benefits of sugarcane on the floodplain including carbon sequestration; economic 
benefits; and ongoing management of acid sulfate soils, which are often overlooked. 

• The cane industry is often seen as the ‘bad guy’, despite considerable effort to improve environmental 
outcomes of cane farming in recent decades (see below). There were calls for educational programs to 
lift the profile of the sugarcane industry. 

 

Figure 3: Aerial photo of the Tweed River at Condong, surrounded by cane farms on the floodplain (Photo 
supplied by TSC) 

Key Issues 

Floodplain Drainage: 

• Drainage is the main issue of concern for Tweed cane farmers, particularly following floods as after 5-6 
days of inundation, cane will die. Cane farmers believe the floodplain does not drain the way it used to 
and this is believed to be due to a combination of a number of factors including: road building and raising 
(Tweed Valley Way and other roads) which change surface drainage and can act like levees; trees falling 
into drains and creating blockages (once fallen in, trees are not permitted to be removed in many cases 
due to Fisheries habitat legislation); silt build up in drains and the river itself due to lack of maintenance 
(dredging); sea level rise was acknowledged as an increasing pressure.  
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• The Tweed Drainage Union was set up under the Water Act when the Minister put in place private 
drainage boards/unions to manage drainage infrastructure on floodplains in NSW. Landholders/cane 
farmers comprise the majority of drainage board membership and are responsible for maintaining 
drainage. It was noted that many other landholders on the floodplain (e.g. residential) are also affected by 
drainage and rely on drains to get rid of surface/flood water. 

• The Drainage Union has limited jurisdiction and particular note was made of the area between floodgates 
and the river. No one manages this area currently and build-up of fallen trees, debris and silt is affecting 
floodplain drainage further upstream. Condong Creek was given as an example of this kind of issue. 

• There is a myriad of bureaucracy to deal with on the floodplain. It would be better to have one authority to 
deal with. 

European changes and impacts: 

• Europeans have greatly modified the catchment by putting dams in the upper catchment and building the 
weir. This has changed water quality and created a more saline environment (with reduced freshwater 
flows coming down river). Before European settlement the river was lined with rainforest all the way to 
Tumbulgum. Now mangroves are present right up to Murwillumbah. Mangroves are considered to be 
colonizing the river and are indicative on increasing salinisation.  

• The greatest impact has been siltation of the river. Clearing timber in the catchment has increased silt 
loads. Below Tumbulgum there is a large mud bank on the northern side of the river which has been 
building up and has changed the course of the river, pushing the channel to the southern side and 
contributing to bank erosion in this area. 

Current and Past Management Practices 

There has been a concerted management effort over several decades to address environmental issues including:  

• Huge research effort into ASS that started in the Tweed in late 80’s and is ongoing;  

• Laser-grading of farms is now common practice to reduce water retention on farms and therefore risk of 
stagnation/black-water development;  

• Sugar industry self-regulation system - management plans have been developed for all farms; soil cores 
of each farm are taken to assess level of acidity and depths;  a process for approval for any new drains 
and necessary management  actions is required; annual auditing of 10 farms in the Tweed is completed 
on a random basis by Sunshine Sugar and TSC; all farms are contracted to Sunshine Sugar and they 
regulate environmental performance; they are bound by a code of practice for growing sugar as part of 
their contract and would be in breach of contract if they did not meet the standards; and 

• Strict controls on the use of fertilizer and other chemicals including requirement for soil and leaf analysis 
prior to usage to minimize overuse or unnecessary use. 

• There is a very high level of awareness of ASS issues among cane farmers these days for both on-farm 
productivity and environmental management. 

• Fish gates have been installed on many of the major floodgates which allow a controlled opening with the 
tide, allowing fish passage between the river and drains. This was a cooperative project between TSC 
and DPI Fisheries in partnership with landholders and the Drainage Union. Fisheries installed sonar 
devices to monitor fish passage. 

• A 4-year water quality program was undertaken about 10 years ago by the sugar industry to assess water 
quality impacts of cane farming and effectiveness of management. The program looked at fertilisers and 
chemicals used on farm. A paper by Beattie et al. (2004) documents results. 
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• A similar program is currently underway with first samples taken in August 2016. Likely to go for at least 2 
years. 

• Many drains have had Lomandra planted along their banks as part of TSC’s Sustainable Agriculture 
Program. After saline water introduction to drains they found bank slumping was occurring due to the salt 
stripping out clay from soils. The plantings were successful in protecting the banks from slumping and 
also had benefits for some erosion and sediment control and filtering overland runoff. This project was 
seen as a win-win by cane growers and many would be happy to see it extended. 

• Some farms had undertaken riparian restoration projects. Some experienced problems including: 

o Large trees falling in and creating more issues with silt build up and blockages; 

o Lack of maintenance and some areas being infested with invasive weeds (lantana, camphor 
laurel etc.) that then creates problems on farm. 

Figure 4: Top left and right: examples of riparian plantings along cane drains using lomandra and 
casuarina sp.; Bottom left: float style fish gates installed on floodgate near Murwillumbah; Bottom right: 
heritage listed Condong sugar mill. 

Considerations for Future Management 

• It was discussed that there would likely be hesitation for many landholders to plant large trees on banks 
for the above reasons, but low plantings such as Lomandra sp. and Casuarina sp. were seen as 
accepable by most.   

• Some landholders were keen to plant appropriate tree species in some locations along drains. Sutable 
vegetation types/methods need to be assessed on a case by case basis with landholders. 
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• If riparian planting was put forward as a potential option, it may need some kind of agreement/MOU 
between TSC and landholders documenting the maintenance responsibilities and addressing concerns. 
Also suitability of vegetation types needs to be assessed to avoid further issues. 

• Condong Creek was identified as a potential site for remediation works. 

• There were concerns that this CMP process will suggest sugarcane should leave the floodplain. If there 
are calls to remove or scale-back sugarcane from the floodplain, there needs to be a comprehensive 
assessment of what would be a better option.  

• Other crops have been looked at by farmers and the industry for use on the floodplain but nothing so far 
appears to be a good alternative to sugarcane. Research/trials focus on water-tolerable varieties of cane. 

3.2.4 TSC Aboriginal Advisory Committee (AAC) 

The key outcomes of consultation with TSC AAC are listed below: 

Community Values and Uses 

• Cultural fishing practices in the Tweed were discussed in relation to recent research funding by the 
Fisheries Research and Development Corporation (FRDC).  The community has an intrinsic connection 
with waterways. Key cultural catch species were: mullet, tailor, pipis, oysters and mud crab. Some 
species are particularly sensitive to disturbance and water pollution such as oysters and pipis. A draft 
plan of management for cultural fishing practices in the Tweed has been produced which sets out desired 
actions/changes to improve cultural fishing practices in the Tweed. Currently, negotiations with Fisheries 
NSW and the Aboriginal Fishing Advisory Council are underway to agree on a way forward for 
implementation of the plan. It has recently been given the go forward by the Minister to negotiate the 
plan. 

• There isn’t any area within the estuary that isn’t vulnerable to impacts in the eyes of the Aboriginal 
community. Some key significant areas include (but are not limited to) Ukerebagh Island, the lakes at 
Fingal, Cook Island (offshore). 

• It is important to talk about archaeological information available to document the history of Aboriginal 
occupation around the estuary. This will assist in highlighting the cultural significance of the area. The 
Elsie Street Midden was dated to over 4,500 years old and this was just the newer layers on the surface. 
Kelly Fox’s thesis was given as a good example of recent work in the Tweed. 

• The community don’t want their values to be ‘de-valued’ by being changed/interpreted by other people. It 
was very important to acknowledge the information given. The community don’t want to block people from 
using the river, but want it to be protected for all people.  

 

Figure 5: Left: Mangroves along Kerosene Inlet; Right: inside the Minjungbal Aboriginal Cultural Centre 
museum displaying relics, artwork and providing information on traditional practices in the area.   
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Key Issues 

Erosion/Dredging: 

• River bank erosion was raised as a concern because there are many significant Aboriginal sites located 
on river banks and erosion as well as measures to control erosion (e.g. rock revetment) affects the sites. 

• The east side of Ukerebagh Island and One Tree Point were raised as particular areas of concern for 
erosion.  

• There was general approval for alternative approaches to rock revetment such as incorporating habitat 
components (logs, reef structure etc.) and riparian revegetation to produce more aesthetically pleasing 
and ecologically sound solutions to bank erosion. It was acknowledged that in some cases there were 
limited options (e.g. were roads were immediately under threat). 

• There were concerns about erosion on Letitia Spit (ocean coastline) and operations at the Tweed River 
Sand Bypassing Project contributing to erosion. 

• Concerns about Kerosene Inlet being smothered by sand (including areas of seagrass) and some called 
for dredging of the Inlet. 

• There were calls for more dredging of the lower river generally and placing sand on Letitia Spit beaches 
(north of Fingal Head) to protect against coastal erosion. 

Litter/Illegal dumping: 

• Illegal rubbish dumping is an ongoing problem on Ukerebagh Island. More signage is needed. It is the  
responsibility of NPWS but little action has been taken. 

Houseboats: 

• The issue of houseboats staying for extended periods of time at mooring sites (both legal sites and illegal 
anchoring) was raised.  

Commercial Fishing: 

• Commercial fishing was seen by some as having a negative impact on the river. 

Stormwater: 

• Stormwater pollution had been observed coming out of the drain coming from the Tweed City Shopping 
Centre site during its upgrade. ‘Purple’ water was seen flowing to the river at Ukerebagh Passage which 
was believed to be due to paint from the renovations being washed into stormwater. There were general 
concerns about stormwater pollution affecting the estuary and the community was supportive of work to 
improve stormwater pollution. 

Recreational Use: 

• Some felt that there are a lot of Queenslanders who come to the Tweed to use the river and the boat 
ramps become over-crowded as a result, particularly Kennedy Drive and Fingal Boat ramps. 

• The commercial wakeboarding school proposal was raised as a recent example of the kind of proposals 
the community has opposition to.  

• Wakeboarding is seen by some as ruining the river. 

Commercial river tours: 

• Yabbie pumping tours in Cobaki Terranora Broadwaters are causing damage.  
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Considerations for Future Management 

• Aboriginal people are heavy river users and the community wants to take ownership of actions and be 
involved in implementation of the CMP. 

• The community would like to have input into the process for prioritisation of issues/actions and ensure 
their values are prioritised appropriately. 

• It is important that the CMP feeds into TSC’s decision making processes (planning and development). 

• There is strong support for education within the community and particularly school-based education 
programs. The TBLALC usually puts together a school education program for Fingal Head Public School 
for each project that they do (currently fox-baiting program). They are looking at rolling it out to other 
schools. 

• There is an opportunity for the community to have a voice in rehabilitation projects and in implementing 
actions on-ground and a greater involvement in education. 

• Raising the profile of Aboriginal history, values, uses and cultural practices associated with the river is 
important. Translation of these values can be sensitive and it is important to get it right. 

• The AAC has a standard preamble text that could be used in the CMP. 

3.2.5 Boating 

The key outcomes of consultation with Tweed community boating representatives are listed below: 

Community Values and Uses 

• A study done 10-15 years ago estimated that the Tweed Marine Industry was worth $60 million. No 
recent studies have been done. It would be good to re-do this work to evaluate today’s economic value of 
the Tweed Marine Industry. 

• Some Tweed Shire Councilors want to ban some types of recreational boating on the river and many 
community members are concerned that the CMP process is driven by this desire and is therefore not 
considering their values fairly. 

 

Figure 6: Tumbulgum boat ramp and pontoon 

Key Issues 

Bank Erosion 

• Major erosion is occurring between the Weir and Bray Park. 
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User conflicts: 

• The main historical user conflicts were between skiers and rowers in the Condong to Murwillumbah 
stretch. But measures had been taken to manage these issues so that they are no longer a problem (see 
current and past management below). 

Speeding 

• Oxley Cove is a designated ‘no wash zone’ but there is always boating travelling at speed through this 
section. Boats also go too fast under Barneys Point Bridge. 

Terminology 

• There was concern about the use of the term ‘wakeboarding’ and it was seen as misleading. 
Wakeboarding includes all activities that generate and utilise boat wake. The point was made that you 
can wakeboard behind a tinnie. The Council resolution to ‘ban wakeboarding’ has turned the community 
against wakeboarding. “Towing” is a better term to use as it captures all activities. Impacts are about the 
boating wash generated rather than the board used. 

Dredging 

• Dredging was required at a number of locations for safety: Commercial Road boat ramp; the corner of 
Tumbulgum Bridge; Dunbible Creek.  

Red tape 

• It is very difficult to get approval for private bank erosion works due to the number of different 
departments that have to be contacted and various permits required. There were calls for TSC to 
coordinate this work for private landholders. 

On-river refueling 

• There are no on-river re-fueling facilities in the Tweed and many people including large commercial 
operators re-fuel with jerry cans. This is seen as an accident waiting to happen. Mini-tankers are also 
used by some operators and this was seen as adequate by some.  

Current and Past Management 

• Measures to reduce user conflict (particularly between rowing and power boats) included:  

o The Tweed River Ski Club developed a Code of Conduct which sets general rules for operating 
vessels in a manner which is considerate of other users and minimizes safety and environmental 
risks.  

o Also, rowing and skiing events are coordinated so as not to overlap. 

• The Tweed River Ski Club plans to put members through a course for best use of the river incorporating 
safety and environmental aspects. This hasn’t happened yet and costs are high – approx. $2,000 for four 
people.  

• The Tweed River Users Inc. have created a flyer that they hand out to people which has tips to help 
people enjoy and preserve the Tweed River. 

• Ad hoc discussions by local community members with people on the water when observed doing the 
wrong thing. 

• RMS have conducted campaigns where they talk to people and hand out materials at boat ramps with 
mixed success. A lot of people don’t want to be told how to conduct themselves, others are more 
receptive. 
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• The construction of beaches constructed at Tumbulgum were not seen as successful as there was not 
enough room to land a boat. The amount of space available to create a beach was limited by the park 
space behind it. 

• Recent upgrade at Condong Boat Ramp created a good beach at low tide but is too small. The geobags 
used were liked by some in the group, but they would have liked to have seen stepped bags to create 
easier access to the beach. This was restricted by the presence of ASS in the bank. 

• The Upper River EMP (PWD, 1996) identified areas for beach creation. 

Considerations for Future Management 

• The Clarence River Boating Study that was undertaken by RMS was raised as a good example of an 
effective management process. The Water Research Laboratory, UNSW conducted an assessment of 
bank erosion in the Clarence and looked at causes including flooding, wind erosion and boat wash/wake. 
The work was perceived as very well done and followed a logical process to formulate management 
actions, which were mostly well received. Management involved stopping wake boarding in certain areas 
vulnerable to erosion. One negative was an increase in traffic experienced in some areas.  

• Some commented that they did not support restricting uses to certain areas of the river. 

• An educational process is required to inform the community of the boating rules (speed limits etc.), 
environmental impacts and encourage consideration for other people on the water and nearby residents. 

• Talking to people at boat ramps with educational materials to hand out was seen as an effective method.   

• An on-river refueling facility is needed. The lower river area was seen as a more suitable location. DI 
Lands would be responsible for such a facility and it was seen as a good time to start the ball rolling on 
the need for this facility. The Clarence Valley Council identified having a re-fueling facility as a tourist 
attraction for large boats passing by to come into the Clarence and spend a few days. 

• There are opportunities as part of the CMP to identify areas for recreational enhancement. 

• There was a call for more beaches in the estuary to provide shoreline access (including boating access).  
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3.3 Project Webpage (Have Your Say Tweed) 

The project webpage was launch in September 2016 on the Have Your Say Tweed section of TSC’s website. 
Figure 7 shows the main webpage.  

 

Figure 7: Screenshot of the project webpage (http://yoursaytweed.com.au/tweed-river-estuary)  

In the last three months since its launch, the webpage has attracted over 1,000 visits with participants viewing 
information and photos, downloading content and contributing stories and photos of the Tweed River Estuary. 
Table 2 presents the key statistics and highlights to date. Figure 8 shows the frequency of visits over time. Peak 
visitations were seen at the initial webpage launch and during the final two weeks of the Tweed River Survey. The 
maximum number of visitors on a single day (54) occurred on 12th November, coinciding with the Tweed River 
Festival at Tumbulgum. Applie iPads were made available at TSC’s stall at the Tweed River Festival for 
community members to complete the Tweed River Survey, which may explain to peak visitors on this day.     

http://yoursaytweed.com.au/tweed-river-estuary
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Table 2: Project webpage highlights from September to 14th December 2016 (Source: TSC, 2016) 

Project Highlights Number 

Total visits 1,002 

Aware participants (visited at least one page) 748 

Informed participants (visited multiple pages or downloaded content) 215 

Engaged participants (contributed content) 9 

Total number of stories contributed 15 

Photo views 134 

Document downloads 22 

Maximum single day visitors (12/11/2016) 54 

 

Figure 8: Webpage visitor summary as at 14th December 2016 (Source: TSC, 2016) 

As at December 2016, 15 story items including text and photos had been uploaded to the webpage. A summary 
of feedback is provided below: 

• Calls to reduce the boating speed limit from Kennedy Drive Boat Ramp through to the Tweed River 
entrance. A community member recounted witnessing several close calls with tinnies and jet skis going 
too fast through this area and coming very close to swimmers along the foreshore. They also note that 
water users undertake towing in this area (which is a no tow zone) after 4pm in summer when they know 
the area is not patrolled. There are also boats that do not use lights after dark posing a safety risk to 
themselves and other vessels. 

• Concern was expressed about the environmental impacts of tourist boat activities pumping and collecting 
yabbies on sand flats in Terranora Inlet. This activity is licenced by DPI Fisheries and the DPI is currently 
assessing the impacts of the activity. Note that the area is outside the study area for the Tweed River 
CMP as it is covered in a separate more recent plan previously adopted by TSC. 
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• Concern about erosion around the Seascape Apartments in Jack Evans Boat Harbour following the 
cessation of beach nourishment by State authorities in 2007. The resident has observed erosion of the 
park, loss of large trees, rock wall collapse (which was rebuilt at significant cost), seagrass beds 
disappeared, turtle and dolphin visits became less and the harbour became shallower. They are calling 
for dredging and beach nourishment works to maintain the harbour. 

Figure 9: Left: Aerial view of the sandy beach adjacent to Seascape Apartments in 2000. Right: the same 
area in 2016 (photos contributed by T&V Rees) 

• Questions regarding the environmental investigations undertaken to date and planned as part of the 
CMP. Information about the project and upcoming ecological investigations was provided by the project 
team. 

• Appreciation of Stotts Island as the only patch of ancient rainforest left on the Tweed floodplain. 

• Concern about rubbish on the Cobaki foreshore. A community member had completed 8 clean ups of the 
foreshore (Figure 10). Note that the Cobaki area is outside the study area for the Tweed River CMP, 
however litter problems are known throughout the estuary. 

Figure 10: Rubbish collected by a community member on Cobaki foreshore (photos contributed by 
PaddleHard) 

• Concern about rubbish washed up on banks of the Tweed River at Fingal Head. Figure 11 shows the 
rubbish collected by a resident along the banks of the Tweed River along Fingal Road, Fingal Head in 
one morning. 
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• Appreciation of the bike/walking path along Fingal Head was expressed. The community member felt it 
provided opportunities for a great life style and felt very lucky to be able to enjoy it. 

Figure 11: Left: rubbish collected along the banks of the Tweed River along Fingal Road, Fingal Head in 
one morning. Right: Bike/walking path along Fingal Head (photos contributed by D. Guillemin)  

• Several photos were uploaded showing the scenic values of the Tweed River. The contributor 
commented that the river looked amazing and called to “keep it this way”. 

 

Figure 12: Scenic beauty of the Tweed River (photos contributed by D. Guillemin) 
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3.4 Direct Feedback from the Community 

The project team had direct contact with the community and community groups through written submissions, 
emails, phone calls and discussions. Key points of this communication are summarised below: 

Community Values and Uses 

• Key values of the Tweed River Estuary are its scenic beauty, biological productivity, recreation and 
fishery resources. 

• There is considerable community expectation that the Jack Evans Boat Harbour and park will remain 
relatively free from commercial activity and remain scenic and park-like. 

• Both Boyds Bay and Chinderah are well known for their beauty with their backgrounds of Mount Warning 
and the scenic Razorback Mountain lookout. 

• The Tweed River bed remains open to Land title claim by the Tweed Aboriginal community, with the local 
Aboriginal community still active in fishing and in other related activities. 

• The Minjungbal Aboriginal Cultural Centre adjacent to Ukerebagh Island has significant reference to past 
Aboriginal occupation of the lower Tweed Area and contains the Aboriginal cultural museum, Bora 
ceremony area, wetland boardwalks and a history relative to Aboriginal occupation of Ukerebagh Island.  

• The Ukerebagh Passage and its wetlands teem with small marine life in the sediment and are vital links in 
the marine food chain and the overall ecology of the Lower Tweed River Estuary.  

• Yabbies are a very important part of the Tweed River as are all marine life. 

• Recreational fishermen have worked yabby grounds for over 60 years in the Tweed and there are still 
plenty of yabbies. 

• “The Tweed River…A privilege not and entitlement”. 

• Passive recreational activities such as kayaking, stand up paddle boarding are enjoyed at many locations 
including Fingal Head, Ukerebagh Island, Terranora Inlet and down to Murwillumbah and including the 
Rous River. 

• Picnicking and bike riding are also popular along the river. 

• The Murwillumbah Rowing Club has a 2000m Olympic rowing course on the Tweed River that is 
recognised as one of the best courses in Australia. Regular competitions and training camps are held at 
the course. 

• The Tweed River contains very important habitat for shorebirds and bird watching is a popular activity. 

• The Tweed River estuary has been ranked as an important habitat for migratory shorebirds. 

• Kerosene Inlet is the only location in the Tweed estuary that is suitable for large flocks of shorebirds, 
including resident beach-nesting birds, during spring high tides.  

• Birdlife Northern Rivers has been active in the Tweed region for almost twenty years and members carry 
out monthly counts of waders and other shorebirds at seven sites in the Tweed River Estuary and 
Terranora Broadwaters. They report that they have observed 91 species of which 30 are waders and the 
rest include raptors, heron/egrets, seabirds, etc. 

Key Issues 

Water Quality: 

• Questions were asked about whether water quality monitoring has been undertaken and is reported.  
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• Sometimes the salty tidal influence of upper Tweed River breaches the Bray Park Weir wall and affects 
the bulk fresh water quality of water stored. 

• Climate change is likely to adversely affect already ‘poor’ water quality in our Broadwater coastal lakes 
and creeks that discharge and affect the water quality of the mid and Lower Tweed River Estuary. 

Wastewater: 

• Tweed Shire Council’s two sewage treatment plants are located on the shoreline of the Lower Tweed 
River Estuary and its nearby Terranora Creek. Both sewage treatment plants are likely to be affected by 
rising sea levels. The Kingscliff sewage treatment plant outfall also includes discharged marine 
aquaculture waste. 

Litter/flood debris: 

• Broken glass continues to wash up on bank and beaches in the upper estuary. It is believed to be from a 
beer truck that crashed into the river some years ago. It’s generally considered that not much can be 
done about it. 

• Following heavy rainfall or even a big tide, debris is washed down the river and poses a safety hazard to 
recreational craft and river users. Debris includes trees and logs, fences and household rubbish. It was 
pointed out that if people did not leave unsecured items on the riverbank, they would not be washed 
away. 

Recreational Fishing and fish stocks: 

• Despite the introduction of fishing licences, recreational fishing has diminished substantially over the last 
twenty years as stocks of fish have been reduced. 

Shorebirds: 

• Due to population growth and development, previously quiet beaches and estuaries are now subject to 
constant disturbance by humans, off-leash domestic dogs, vehicles (both illegally and permitted vehicles), 
surf kites, boats and jet skis, beach carnivals and events. It is expected this intensification of human use 
will increase, as coastal development continues. Beach-nesting birds are highly susceptible to these 
activities which threaten breeding success. The breeding season for beach-nesting birds coincides with 
the peak season for beach activities and events on the Tweed Coast. 

• Mangrove encroachment is increasing and has reduced the quality and extent of the high tide roosts at 
Kerosene Inlet and Tony’s Bar. 

Bank Erosion: 

• Bank erosion at the Murwillumbah Rowing Club access point is ongoing and left unchecked, creates a 
high ‘drop-off’ into the water which is not suitable for launching rowing boats. The Club has looked at a 
number of different access options including a pontoon and determined the only suitable solution at this 
stage is to pay for sand to be imported to the site on a regular basis to create a suitable beach for boat 
launching. This is a significant ongoing cost to the club.  

Commercial Tours: 

• There were concerns about the environmental damage caused by commercial tourist activities pumping 
and collecting yabbies on sand flats in Terranora Inlet. Community members conveyed that they felt 
significant damage is occurring due to digging and trampling of large areas of yabby banks on a daily 
basis. It was estimated that 80-100 tourist undertake this activity seven days a week. Claims were made 
that the activities are occurring outside of designated areas and damage to seagrass has been observed. 
This activity is licenced by DPI Fisheries and the DPI is currently assessing the impacts of the activity. 
Note that the area is outside the study area for the Tweed River CMP and it will not be included in the 
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issues to be addressed by this CMP. The issue has been included in this community values report due to 
the level of concern raised by residents.  

• One submission fully supported educational and pleasure commercial tours on the river and picnic boats 
but did not support tours involving interaction with the ecosystem (e.g. fishing, crab trapping, pumping 
yabbies etc.). They felt these tours were detrimental to the biodiversity of the river. 

Dredging: 

• While sand mining from the Tweed River and dredging for navigability has been allowed in the past, there 
has always been concern, that disturbed bacteria in the sediment could be affecting fish numbers and 
other marine populations. The present science on this matter needs to be reviewed. 

Recreational use conflicts: 

• In the past decade there has been a significant increase in the number of Queensland day trippers and 
holiday makers visiting the Tweed River and the village of Fingal Head. The majority of these visitors 
utilise the Tweed River for motorised boating, jet skiing and wake boarding. The resident’s submission 
stated that they felt these visitors showed disrespect for the ambience of the area and a disregard for the 
sensitivity of the environment and local residents. The impact on them personally was that they are no 
longer able to enjoy the passive recreational activities (kayaking, stand up paddle boarding) they used to 
enjoy on the Tweed River. They do not support the use of jet skis or wake boats on the river. Other 
impacts of concern due to carless use of motorised craft were environmental impacts on seagrasses, 
marine life, roosting birds and the overall biodiversity and ecosystems of the river.  

Considerations for Future Management 

• There was a call for an easy to read annual report card on water quality for the Tweed River similar to the 
SEQ program: The Ecosystem Health Monitoring Program (EHMP), managed by Healthy Waterways. 

• Upgrade Bray Park Weir Wall to stop salt water intrusion into fresh water storage. 

• Our attention was directed to specific management actions for shorebird management at sites within the 
Tweed River were recommended in Guidelines for the Management of Beach-nesting Birds on Tweed 
Coast Public Lands (Charley et al., 2013). Recommended management actions at Tweed River sites 
include: restoration or replacement of degraded high tide roosts; restrictions of vehicular access to 
important sites; feral animal control (foxes and cats); educational signage; boating access restrictions 
during breeding season; continued monitoring of beach-nesting birds; and encouraging fishers to remove 
all left over bait and fish remains.  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Left: mapped locations of beach nesting birds in Lower Tweed Estuary, Right: Pied Oyster 
Catcher and chick (Source: Charley et al., 2013) 
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• Consideration to the relocation of estuary sewage outfalls to an ocean outfall should be given so as to 
reduce pollution in the mid and lower estuary reaches of the Tweed River and its Broadwater coastal 
lakes. 

• Council should consider community concerns about the overdue maintenance of local boardwalks, 
improved jetty waiting areas, marine mooring infrastructure and foreshore embellishments at Anchorage 
Island and the Southern Boat Harbour. 

• There has been considerable opposition to past development proposals for mooring, supportive 
infrastructure and boat maintenance facilities at Boyds Bay and Chinderah. This is an indication that our 
community does not want development in these scenic and residential locations. 

• Consultation with the Aboriginal community should be ongoing as to their consideration of any future 
opportunity for development of Aboriginal owned land at Fingal Peninsula and at other lands, adjacent to 
the Tweed River. 

• Further improvement of recreational fishing in the Lower Tweed River and the support of Tweed’s oyster 
growing industry are required. 

• Landcare projects with Council assistance should continue at key habitat sites to protect valuable habitat 
of birds, animals and marine life. Such sites include; bird roosts in the secluded western foreshores of the 
delta islands, Kerosene Inlet and Wommin Lake and adjoining areas; saltmarshes, mangrove forests and 
seagrass meadows along the eastern edge of the main arm, Cobaki Broadwater, the delta islands. 

• A preference for passive water activity on the Tweed River was expressed by some. While controlled 
motorised boating might be considered acceptable, Jet craft skiing, Water Ski activity, wake 
enhancement devices and jet motorised craft in bank erodible areas and in built up residential was 
considered by some to be not acceptable to the majority of Tweed residents. 

• Consideration of the NSW Government Tweed Coast Regional Crown Reserve gazetted on the 25 
August 2006, for the purpose of providing public access and rural services, tourism, environment and 
heritage conservation. 

• An idea was put forward by a community group for an off-river water sports complex to be built on 
floodplain land in the Tweed Shire. The facility would consist of a number of lakes where motorised 
vessels would launch from and conduct their activities in a safe environment whilst at the same time 
alleviating activity on the river. The complex could cater for skiers (including barefoot), wake boarders, 
wake skate hyrdofoilers, and knee boarders. There is scope for inclusion of national associations which 
hold events throughout year. The idea is put forward as one possible solution to perceived conflict 
between river users and bank erosion whilst at the same time generating economic investment. It is seen 
as a solution which would run in conjunction with the ongoing activities of the river and does not suggest 
removal of motorised craft from the river. An existing facility at Telegraph Point, Port Macquarie called 
Stoney Park was nominated as a similar style of facility (Figure 14).  

Figure 14: Stoney Park Watersports Complex, Telegraph Point, Port Macquarie (Source: 
http://www.stoneypark.com.au/)  

http://www.stoneypark.com.au/
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3.5 Government Agencies 

The project team also had direct contact with relevant government agencies through emails, phone calls, 
meetings and discussions. Key points of this communication are summarised below: 

Key Issues 

• DPI Fisheries have concerns about environmental impacts (yabbie banks, whiting habitat etc.) of ongoing 
commercial sand extraction activities in the Tweed River. The original 1991 licence approval was 
extended in 2014 for an additional 10 years (valid to 2024). 

• DPI Fisheries discussed acid sulfate soils as an issue requiring continued management and monitoring. 
There have not been any fish kills in the Tweed recorded on Fisheries Fish Kill Database for 15 years. 

• The fishway on Bray Park Weir is not functioning adequately and requires modification for effective fish 
passage. 

• The issue of boating activity and riverbank erosion was identified as a particularly contentious issue 
through RMS consultation with stakeholders and the general public in developing the Tweed to Clarence 
Regional Boating Plan (Transport for NSW, 2014).  

• DPI Fisheries researcher Rowan Chick is currently investigating the impact of commercial yabbie 
pumping tours in Terranora Inlet. The project title is: “Bait Security – Ensuring sustainable and productive 
NSW invertebrate bait resources” and involves sites in the Tweed as well as Port Stephen, Port Hacking 
and Shoalhaven. To date the research has not found evidence of detrimental impact in the Tweed as a 
result of the activities but research is ongoing to detect longer-term impacts. Final reporting is due in July 
2018. 

Current and Past Management Practices 

• A cooperative project between DPI Fisheries, the Tweed Drainage Union, TSC and landholders involved 
the installation of 22 auto-tidal fish gates installed on priority floodgates to allow some tidal exchange and 
fish passage. Fish gates still are operational and seen as a success by all parties. It is considered that all 
priority floodgates have had fish gates installed in the Tweed. 

Considerations for Future Management 

• DPI Fisheries provided guidance on fishery and habitat management. The CMP will need to detail any 
potential impacts on marine vegetation resulting from proposed management measures and approvals 
under the Fisheries Management Act are likely to be required. 

• DPI Fisheries commented that a review of all past, present and future planned dredging in the Tweed 
River would be useful to assess current status, environmental impacts and recommendations for future 
dredging. 

• DPI Fisheries have indicated that in principle they do not support removal of mangroves to improve high 
tide bird roosts. 

• NSW Roads and Maritime Services (RMS) manages boating, navigation infrastructure, oil spill and vessel 
based pollution in the Tweed Estuary; and the Pacific Highway and associated infrastructure which 
crosses the lower estuary at Banora Point. The Tweed to Clarence Regional Boating Plan (Transport for 
NSW, 2014) focusses on identifying boating safety, access and infrastructure actions needed to improve 
the boating experience in NSW. A key outcome of the plan was allocation of funding to improve boating 
facilities in the Tweed. Upgrade works have commenced and are continuing over three years.  
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• Further investigation into the issue of boating and bank erosion for the Tweed (similar to the approach 
followed in the Clarence) may occur in the near future. RMS is to keep the project team updated on 
developments.  

• OEH provided guidance on the status of NSW coastal management reforms. The new Coastal 
Management Act 2016 provides the architecture for strategic management of our coastal areas into the 
future. When it commences, the new Act will replace the current Coastal Protection Act 1979. The Act will 
not commence until public consultation on the draft Coastal Management State Environmental Planning 
Policy (SEPP) is completed. The new Coastal Management SEPP and associated mapping is currently 
on Public Display until January 2017. The new SEPP is expected to be finalised by March 2017.  

• The NSW Department of Industry - Lands (DI Lands) is responsible for the sustainable management of 
the Crown Land estate which encompasses the dry land and the submerged land of the State’s 
waterways 5.5 km out to sea and includes the ocean floor, most coastal estuaries, many large riverbeds 
and some coastal wetlands. The project team will need to liaise with DI Lands regarding any proposed 
CMP management measures on Crown Land  and determine any approvals likely to be required. 
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APPENDIX 1: COMMUNITY SURVEY TECHNICAL REPORT (JETTY 
RESEARCH)
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Disclaimer 
 
While all care and diligence has been exercised in the preparation of this report, Jetty Research Pty. Ltd. 
does not warrant the accuracy of the information contained within and accepts no liability for any loss or 
damage that may be suffered as a result of reliance on this information, whether or not there has been 
any error, omission or negligence on the part of Jetty Research Pty. Ltd. or its employees. 
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Executive summary 
 
In October 2016, Tweed Shire Council (via its consultant Hydrosphere Consulting) commissioned Jetty 
Research to conduct a random and representative CATI (i.e. telephone) survey of 400 local residents to 
measure usage, values and perceptions around the Tweed River Estuary. The survey also sought to gauge 
support or opposition towards a number of potential actions which could be used to manage and maintain 
the Tweed River Estuary going forward. 
 
Telephone surveying was conducted from September 15th to 22nd as a random poll of 405 adult residents 
living within the Tweed Shire LGA. No formal quotas were applied, although we did attempt to ensure an 
adequate mix of respondents across age groups and sub-regions. 
 
Based on the number of households within the nominated LGAs, a random sample of 405 adult residents 
implies a margin for error of approximately +/- 4.8% at the 95% confidence level.  
 
In addition to the random and representative telephone survey, an opt-in online survey was run in parallel. 
The online survey link was published on business cards and posters which were distributed in libraries and 
community centres. Emails regarding the online survey were sent to various Council stakeholder lists 
inviting participation. The survey was also promoted via TweedLink (Council's weekly newsletter), 
advertisements in local newspapers, Council webpage and at the Tweed Riverfest. It was also made 
available as a self-complete paper version to ensure inclusiveness.  
 
In total, 858 residents completed the survey either online or on paper. 
 
For more information on survey methodology, sampling error and sample characteristics, see pages 8-9. 
For more detailed information on the demographic breakdown of survey respondents, see pages 11-13. 
 
Among the telephone survey’s major conclusions: 
 

1. The river was easily accessed and well used by a large proportion of residents. 
a. Three in ten residents lived less than 1km from the Tweed River and approximately half 

used the river for water-based activities. 
b. Fishing was the most popular water-based river activity (71%) followed by motorised 

boating (30%), swimming (26%) and canoeing/kayaking (21%).  
c. Almost three quarters used the river and its surrounds for other non-water purposes such 

as picnics and BBQ’s (59%), walking (51%), relaxing (16%) and exercising dogs (10%).  
d. Water sports such as swimming, water skiing and canoeing/kayaking were more likely to be 

undertaken in the warmer months. Driving and walking near the river were more likely to 
be undertaken year round. 

 
2. Access to the river was most often from the Lower Estuary (55%), Mid Estuary (37%) or Upper 

Estuary (27%) with a small proportion accessing the river from Rous River (8%).  
 

3. The scenic beauty of the river was the most frequently mentioned aspect liked or valued (76%), 
followed by the environmental value (28%) and fishing (17%) and over three-quarters indicated 
that the Tweed River was important in their lives. 
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4. The most frequently accepted uses of the river, with majority approval, were rowing/kayaking 
(98%), sailing (94%), recreational fishing (93%), commercial river tours (89%), and motorised 
boating without towing activities (82%). Water skiing and wakeboarding were also given majority 
approval, albeit at lesser approval rates (70% and 59% respectively). Jet skiing and commercial 
fishing were considered the least acceptable uses (with only 45% and 31% deeming these 
acceptable river uses). 

5. Over half (54%) perceived the Tweed River to be healthy (39% healthy and 15% very healthy) with 
33% considering it neither healthy nor unhealthy and only 6% considering it unhealthy. Key issues 
or concerns regarding the Tweed River centred around pollution, runoff and sewage and rubbish.  
 

6. Major concerns for the river were a potential reduction in fish numbers (with 75% very or quite 
concerned), bank erosion (73% concerned), siltation and/or sand build-up (57% concerned) and 
poor water quality (56% concerned). 
 

7. Among other (unprompted) concerns1, major themes included: improved access (in particular 
parking, boat ramps, picnic areas, access for the disabled, public toilets, pontoons, and refueling 
facilities); bank erosion; increasing tension between powered craft and other users; enforcement of 
existing rules, particularly relating to powerboat speed and locations; and debris and litter. 
 

8. In relation to minimising river bank erosion, the management actions which received the strongest 
support were build erosion controls that incorporate vegetation and fish habitat wherever possible 
(92% support) and limit vessel speeds to reduce wave energy and erosion (79% support).  

 
9. When respondents were asked to evaluate the relative importance of nine specified potential river 

priorities, protecting the natural habitats, addressing bank erosion and improving water quality 
were considered of highest priority (with 90%, 89% and 83% ratings of 4 or 5 on a 5-point 
importance scale respectively). Of the nine, improving boating facilities and trailer parking, 
improving recreational fishing and improving public access to the river foreshore were considered 
of lower priority (with still respectable 47%, 49% and 51% importance ratings respectively).  
 

10. Other (unprompted) management issues which should be prioritised for funding2 included, in 
declining order of mention: better policing – particularly location- and speed limits for powered 
craft; better recreational facilities (e.g. public toilets, a dedicated beach for launching canoes etc., 
and more picnic/BBQ areas); reducing anti-social behavior: protecting the river’s wetland, banks, 
flora and fauna: maintaining river health generally; new and/or different access points; and the 
need for more frequent dredging.  

 
  

                                                           
1 Note that only 56% of respondents across CATI and online survey platforms collectively chose to answer this 
question. The most-mentioned theme of improved access was raised by 14% of all respondents. 
 
2 Only 35% of CATI and online respondents combined answered this question. The most-mentioned theme of stronger 
policing was mentioned by 7% of all respondents. 
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As one would expect, the opt-in online survey sample was strongly skewed towards active and regular river 
users. However by and large their beliefs and attitudes were relatively similar to those of the "general 
population" telephone sample. In particular, there was next to no difference in the proportions considering 
particular types of river use as acceptable. 
 
However online respondents were more optimistic about river health, and less concerned about specific 
measures of concern regarding river health. They were hence less likely to favour measures such as 
reducing boat speed or restricting powerboat towing activities to certain areas of the river, and more in 
favour of maintaining the status quo. 
 
 

 
James Parker, QPMR, B. Ec, Grad Cert Applied Science (Statistics), AMSRS 

Managing Director 
February 1st 2017 
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Introduction 
 

Background and Objectives 

 
In October 2016, Tweed Shire Council commissioned Jetty Research to conduct a random and 

representative CATI (computer-assisted telephone interviewing) survey of 400 adult residents to measure 

use and perceptions of the Tweed River Estuary. A parallel online survey was also run to ensure residents 

keen to have their say had the opportunity to do so, while still maintaining the integrity of the 

representative telephone poll.  

 

Specifically, the research sought to:  

1. Understand what the community values about the Tweed River Estuary; 

2. Measure level of engagement with river, and key uses; 

3. Understand conflicts and aspirations for the river; 

4. Understand attitudes to acceptable/unacceptable uses; 

5. Measure awareness and perceptions around river health; 

6. Understand awareness of and attitudes towards rock walls as an erosion control measure; 

7. Understand what the community perceives to be the current issues or problems for the 
estuary; 

8. Prioritise the key issues for management;  

9. Prioritise future resource allocation for river management; 

10. Understand how the above vary by selected demographics – e.g. age, gender, region, proximity 
to river, education, existing uses. 

 

Methodology 

 

Telephone 

 
The survey was conducted using a random fixed line telephone poll of 405 residents aged 18+. Respondents 
were selected at random from a verified random sample residential telephone database of 3,860 
residential telephone numbers within the LGA3.  
 
A survey form was constructed collaboratively between Hydrosphere Consulting, Tweed Shire Council, the 
Tweed River Committee and Jetty Research (see Appendix 1), based on satisfying the above objectives. The 
final survey instrument was constructed in parallel telephone and online formats. 
  

                                                           
3 Postcodes sourced were 2483-2490 inclusive. As with any postcode-based source, some records may lie outside LGA 
boundaries. SamplePages, the provider of verified random residential numbers, is a respected supplier of random 
numbers to the market and social research industry. 
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Telephone polling was conducted between Thursday September 15th and Thursday September 22nd 2016 
from Jetty Research’s Coffs Harbour CATI4 call centre. A team of 12 researchers called residents on 
weekday evenings (excluding Friday) from 3.30 to 8pm. Where phones went unanswered, were engaged or 
diverted to answering machines, researchers phoned on up to five occasions at different times of the 
afternoon or evening. 
 
The poll was conducted on a purely random basis, other than ensuring an adequate mix of respondents 
across different sub-regions. Respondents were screened to ensure they were aged 18 or over, and lived 
within the Tweed Shire.  
 
Telephone survey time varied from 7 to 30 minutes, with an average of 13 minutes. Response rate was 
satisfactory for an uncompensated survey of this length, with 39% of eligible households reached agreeing 
to participate. 
 
A final sample of 405 was achieved. Results have been post-weighted by age and gender to reflect the adult 
population of the Tweed Shire (based on 2011 Census data). 
 

Online survey 

 
In addition to the random and representative telephone survey, an opt-in online survey was run in parallel. 
The online survey link was published on business cards and posters which were distributed in libraries and 
community centres. Emails regarding the online survey were sent to various Council stakeholder lists 
inviting participation. The survey was also promoted via TweedLink (Council's weekly newsletter), 
advertisements in local newspapers, Council webpage and at the Tweed Riverfest The survey was  made 
available as a self-complete paper version to ensure inclusiveness, but for simplicity is referred to in this 
report as the ‘online survey’.  
 
The online survey went live on Tuesday 4th October and closed on Saturday 19th November. By survey 
completion deadline, some 858 surveys had been completed - 812 online and 46 by paper.  
 
Although some online surveys were completed from the same IP address, raising the possibility of 
deliberate duplication to unfairly influence results, the problem was deemed minimal in this instance. To 
ensure that "legitimate" cases of duplication from the same IP address were not disadvantaged (e.g. where 
responses were completed by a husband and wife, or from a public library terminal) no completed online 
responses were removed from the database prior to analysis. 
  

                                                           
4 Computer-assisted telephone interviewing 
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Analysis and reporting 

 
Due to the CATI survey being random and the online survey being non-random (i.e. self-selecting, or "opt-
in"), results have not been combined. Instead they are presented side-by-side wherever possible. 
 
Please note that due to the nature of the survey, not all respondents answered every question. The number 
of respondents answering each question is marked as “n = XXX” in the graph accompanying that question. 
Caution should be taken in analysing some questions due to the small sample size. 
 
Data was entered into statistical database SPSS for analysis. Where differences in this report are classed as 
significant, this implies they are statistically significant based on independent sample t-scores, Chi-square 
or other analysis of variation (ANOVA) calculations. In statistical terms, significant differences are unlikely 
to have been caused by chance alone. Unless indicated otherwise, significant differences are typically 
highlighted in blue (above mean) and pink (below mean). Cross analysis was undertaken by key 
demographics within the telephone sample only. 
 

Sampling error 

CATI (Telephone) Survey 

 
According to the 2011 ABS Census (Usual Resident profile) the total population of Tweed Shire Council was 
85,106 of which 66,592 (78%) were aged 18 and over. A random sample of 405 implies a margin for error of 
+/- 4.9% at the 95% confidence level. (This means in effect that if we conducted a similar poll 20 times, 
results should reflect the views and behaviour of the overall survey population to within a +/- 4.9% margin 
in 19 of those 20 surveys.)  

 
As Graph i shows, margin for error falls as sample size rises. Hence cross-tabulations or sub-groups within 
the overall sample will typically create much higher margins for error than the overall sample. For example 
using the above population sizes, a sample size of 100 exhibits a margin for error of +/- 9.8% (again at the 
95% confidence level). 
 

Graph i: How sampling error varies with sample and population size 
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In addition to the random sampling error, above, there may also be some forms of non-random sampling 
error which may have affected results. These include respondents without fixed line phones, the proportion 
of non-respondents (refusals, no answers etc.) and/or imperfections in the survey database. However steps 
have been taken at each step of the research process to minimize non-random error wherever possible. 
 

Online survey 

 
Due to the self-selecting (i.e. “opt-in”) nature of the online survey, and the fact that it was more likely to be 
completed by those with strong views and/or a high level of interest in the subject matter, random 
sampling error cannot be applied to the results. This in turn means that the findings cannot be extrapolated 
to the wider Tweed Shire population. 
 
As results are representative only of those who chose to take part, they should instead be interpreted as a 
snapshot of community opinion. These views may or may not represent those of the wider community.  
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Sample characteristics 

 
The following breaks down the survey sample by demographic characteristics: 
 

Graph ii: Survey sample by age (weighted) 

 
 
As the telephone survey data has been post-weighted to reflect the age and gender profile of adults living 
within the Tweed Shire5, the sample matches the shire's age profile precisely. This also indicates that the 
online sample over-represents those aged 40-59 at the expense of other age groups.  
 

Graph iii: Survey sample by gender (weighted) 

 
  

                                                           
5 Based on 2011 ABS Census data 
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As with age, the CATI sample reflects the gender profile of the adult population as a whole. The online 
sample was slightly skewed towards males.  
 

Graph iv: Survey sample by region 

 
 
 
Seven in ten residents in the CATI sample lived in urban areas (compared with six in ten of the online 
sample). Forty nine online respondents (6% of the sample) lived outside the Tweed Shire, the vast majority 
of these residing in South-East Queensland. 
 

Graph v: Survey sample by children at home 

 
 
 
Just under a third of the CATI sample, and slightly under half of the online sample, had children living at 
home. 
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Graph vi: Survey sample by length of time in the Tweed Shire 

 
 
 
Length of residence in the Tweed Shire was similar by sample type, with approximately two-thirds of both 
surveys having resided in the area for 11 years or more. 
 

Graph vii: Samples by Indigenous vs. non-Indigenous 

 
 
 
Two per cent of the CATI sample, and 5% of the online sample, identified as Aboriginal or Torres Strait 
Islander. This compares with 3.8% of the Tweed Shire population identifying as such in the ABS 2011 
Census. 
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Table i: Home suburb 

Home city/town/ 
suburb 

CATI v Online 

Total CATI Online 

Banora Point 21.3% 9.4% 13.3% 

Bilambil 1.2% .6% .8% 

Bilambil Heights 3.2% 3.5% 3.4% 

Bogangar 1.5% .7% 1.0% 

Bray Park 2.2% 2.4% 2.3% 

Burringbar 1.2% 1.3% 1.3% 

Byangum 1.0% .4% .6% 

Cabarita Beach 2.2% .2% .9% 

Casuarina .7% 1.2% 1.0% 

Chillingham 1.0% 1.1% 1.0% 

Chinderah 1.2% 2.6% 2.2% 

Condong 2.0% 5.1% 4.1% 

Cudgen .7% 1.0% .9% 

Duranbah .5% .5% .5% 

Fernvale .2% 1.7% 1.2% 

Fingal Head .2% 3.6% 2.5% 

Hastings Point .7% .1% .3% 

Kingscliff 7.7% 4.3% 5.4% 

Kunghur .2% .2% .2% 

Murwillumbah 10.1% 16.9% 14.7% 

Piggabeen .5% .6% .6% 

Pottsville 7.2% 2.5% 4.0% 

Round Mountain 0.0% .4% .2% 

South Murwillumbah 1.0% 4.9% 3.6% 

Terranora 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 

Tomewin .2% .5% .4% 

Tumbulgum 1.0% 6.0% 4.3% 

Tweed Heads 10.6% 12.3% 11.8% 

Tweed Heads South 7.4% 2.0% 3.8% 

Tweed Heads West 6.9% 2.1% 3.7% 

Tyalgum .5% 1.3% 1.0% 

Uki 2.7% 1.6% 1.9% 

Wooyung 0.0% .7% .5% 

Other 0.0% 5.8% 3.9% 

Total 
404 838 1242 

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 

 
 
As one might expect, the CATI sample was skewed towards residents in higher population areas such as 
Tweed Heads and Banora Point. The online sample was similar, but with a higher proportion of respondents 
from Murwillumbah. 
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Part 1: Use of the Tweed River  
 
The survey commenced with a series of questions designed to understand current use of the Tweed River. 
These included the types and frequency of activities undertaken.  
 
This section commenced by asking residents approximately how far the river is from their home: 
 

Graph 1.1: Approximately how far is the river from your home? 

 
 
 
Within the CATI sample, three in ten residents lived less than 1km from the Tweed River while the 
remainder lived further than 1km from the river (including 27% who lived further than 5km  from the river). 
 
Just over two in five residents within the online sample lived less than 1km from the Tweed River. (This is 
understandable, in that those within walking distance are more likely to have enough of an interest in the 
subject matter to complete an online survey.) 
 
 
 
 
 
(Continued next page…) 
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Graph 1.2: Do you ever use the river itself? 

 
 
 
Approximately half of the Tweed Shire LGA residents sampled by phone used the river for water-based 
activities (higher among: those residing less than 2km  from the river, at 60%; those aged 18-39 years at 
64%; and those with children living at home, at 66%). 
 
Meanwhile 91% of online respondents claimed to use the river for water-based activities. This 
(understandably) suggests a higher level of engagement with the river than that found among the 
population as a whole. 
 
Next, residents were asked a number of questions regarding the activities they typically undertook in the 
river itself: 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
(Continued next page…) 
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Graph 1.3: What sort of water-based activities would you typically undertake in the river? CATI vs. online 

 
 
 
Fishing was by far the most frequently mentioned water-based activity undertaken in the river, with 71% of 
telephone respondents and 53% of online respondents undertaking this activity. This was followed by 
motorised boating (30% CATI, 52% online), swimming (25% CATI, 42% online) and canoeing/kayaking (21% 
CATI, 42% online). 
 
"Other" included a diverse range of activities such as oyster growing, bird rescue, marine rescue, knee 
boarding and outrigger canoes. 
 
Swimming was more likely to be undertaken by those aged 18-39 years than those aged 60 years and older 
(33% vs. 9%) and by those with children living at home compared to those without (39% vs. 17%). 
 
When comparing the water-based activities undertaken by the telephone and online respondents), it is 
clear that those completing the online survey were more active river users (as they were more likely to 
undertake each activity and also more likely to undertake multiple activities6): 
 
  

                                                           
6 This may also reflect a methodological effect – those completing the survey over the phone were not prompted with 
codes while those completing online completed their response from the list provided. This methodological difference 
generally encouraged additional responses from online. 
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Respondents were next asked how often they use the river for water-based activities: 
 

Graph 1.4: On average, how often would you use the river for these sorts of purposes? 

 
 
 
Telephone respondents represented a mix of frequent and infrequent river users. Over two in five (44%) 
used the river infrequently – a few times a year (30%) or once or twice a year (14%) – while the remaining 
three in five were more frequent users (22% monthly, 14% fortnightly and 19% weekly). 
 
Those residing closer to the river (2km or less) were more likely to use the river at least fortnightly than 
those who lived more than 2km away (42% vs. 22%). 
 
In line with previous results, online respondents were more frequent users of the river with almost half 
(47%) using the river weekly. 
 
Respondents were next asked whether these water-based activities were undertaken mainly in the warmer 
months, the colder months or all year round: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Continued next page…) 
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Graph 1.5: Is this mainly in the warmer months, or mainly in the colder months or year-round? 

 
 
 
Among the telephone respondents, there was an equal split between those using the river mainly in the 
summer months and those using it year-round. Online respondents were significantly more likely to be 
year-round users. 
 
As outlined in Table 1.1, below, those telephone respondents aged 18-39 were more likely to reserve their 
water-based activities for the summer than those aged 60 years and older (who were slightly more likely to 
be year-round river users): 
 
 

Table 1.1: Is this mainly in the warmer months, or mainly in the colder months or year-round? By age 

  

18-39 40-59 60+

41 45 19 105

57.7% 53.6% 37.3% 51.0%

0 0 2 2

0.0% 0.0% 3.9% 1.0%

30 39 30 99

42.3% 46.4% 58.8% 48.1%

71 84 51 206

100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%
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Respondents were then asked whether they visited the river and/or its surrounds for non-water based 
activities: 
 

Graph 1.6: Do you ever visit the river or its surrounds for other purposes? 

 
 
 
Almost three-quarters of the telephone sample used the river and its surrounds for other purposes - as did 
90% of the online sample. 
 
Those aged 18 to 39 or 40 to 59 were more likely than those aged 60 years and older to use the river and its 
surrounds for other purposes (77%, 78% and 64% respectively). Those with children under 18 living in the 
house were also more likely to use the river and its surrounds for other purposes (83%) compared with 67% 
of those without children living in the house. 
 
Residents were then asked what sort of activities they do around the river: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Continued next page…) 
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Graph 1.7a: What sort of activities would you do around the river? CATI only 

 
 
 

Picnics and BBQ’s were the most popular activity enjoyed around the river (59%) followed by walking 
(51%), relaxing (16%) and exercising dogs (10%).  
 
Picnics were particularly popular among those aged 18-39 years (67% compared with 49% of those aged 60 
years and older) and those new to the shire (67% among those who had lived in the LGA for less than 5 
years, compared with 48% of those who had lived there for 11 to 20 years). 
 
Those living in the Lower Estuary, Upper Estuary and Rous River areas were more likely to walk near the 
river than those residing in the Mid Estuary area (56%, 57% and 60% respectively vs. 36%). 
 
Graph 1.7b compares the non-water based activities undertaken by the telephone vs. online samples: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Continued next page…) 
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Graph 1.7b: What sort of activities would you do around the river?  CATI vs. online 

 
 
 
Again, online respondents were more likely to select more uses of the river compared with telephone 
respondents, appearing generally to be much more active river-surrounds users7. 
 
Major components of "other" include photography, landcare/bush regeneration, other forms of exercising 
and bird rescue.  
 
Respondents were then asked how frequently they use the river surrounds for these purposes: 
  

                                                           
7 As with Graph 1.3, this may be partially a methodological effect. 
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Graph 1.8: How often would you typically visit the river for these sorts of purposes? 

 
 
 
Again, telephone respondents represented a mix of frequent and infrequent river surrounds users. One 
third (33%) used the river infrequently – a few times a year (27%) or once or twice a year (6%) – while the 
remaining two thirds were more frequent users (24% monthly, 15% fortnightly and 27% weekly). 
 
Those residing closer to the river (2km or less) were more likely to use the river at least fortnightly than 
those who lived more than 2km away (56% vs. 22%) as were those who had lived in the Tweed Shire for 
less than 5 years compared with those who had lived there between 5 and 10 years (60% vs. 24%). 
 
In line with previous results, online respondents were more frequent users of the river with more than half 
(53%) using the river weekly. 
 
Respondents were next asked whether these water-based activities were undertaken mainly in the warmer 
months, the colder months or all year round: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Continued next page…) 
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Graph 1.9: Is this mainly in the warmer months, or mainly in the colder months or year-round? 

 
 
 

Unsurprisingly, the non-water activities were more likely than the water-based activities to be undertaken 
year-round. For example 70% of telephone respondents undertook river surrounds activities year round, 
compared to the 48% undertaking water-based activities year round. 
 
Meanwhile some 87% of online respondents undertook river surrounds activities year round. 
 
Graph 1.10, of the major activities undertaken by CATI respondents, overlays the results of Graph 1.3 
(water based activities) and Graph 1.8 (river surrounds activities) on a pseudo time continuum (based on 
whether respondents suggested they undertook each activity during the summer months or year-round8): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(Continued next page…) 
 
 
  

                                                           
8 Based on telephone respondents only. 
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Graph 1.10: Activities enjoyed on/around the river, by size/popularity and season (CATI only) 

 
 
 
Unsurprisingly, water sports such as swimming, water skiing and canoeing/kayaking were more likely to be 
undertaken in the warmer months. Driving and walking near the river were more likely to be undertaken 
year round. 
 
The final question for the section asked respondents were they typically accessed the river from: 
 
 

Graph 1.11: Where do you typically access the river? 
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Telephone respondents typically accessed the river at the Lower Estuary (55%), mid estuary (37%) or Upper 
Estuary (27%) with a very small proportion accessing the river from Rous River (8%). 
(See Appendix 2 for summary of "other".) 
 
Online respondents were more likely to access the river from multiple locations, leading to higher 
frequencies for all entry point categories. 
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Part 2: Value placed on the Tweed River 
 
Residents were next asked a series of questions designed to understand the aspects that they valued most 
about the river, the impact of the river on their lives, uses of the river they considered acceptable and how 
healthy they felt the river was in its current state. 
 
Telephone respondents were first asked, in an open question, if there was anything they particularly valued 
or liked about the Tweed River. These responses have been coded, with the main themes shown in Graph 
2.1: 
 

Graph 2.1: Is there anything in particular you like or value about the Tweed River? CATI only 

 
 
 
Among telephone respondents, the scenic beauty of the river was the most frequently mentioned aspect 
liked or valued (76%), followed by the environmental value (28%) and fishing (17%). Other aspects were 
varied and specific and included; good for passive and powered water activities, clean, good swimming, 
relaxing/peaceful, cultural value and good for tourism or the economy. 
 
Graph 2.2, over page, compares the aspects valued by telephone vs. online survey participants (who, unlike 
telephone respondents, were offered a series of pre-coded answer options): 
 
 
 
(Continued over page…) 
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Graph 2.2: Is there anything in particular you like or value about the Tweed River? CATI vs. online 

 
 
 
Again, the difference in methodology between prompted (online) and unprompted (CATI) questions has 
created very different responses between the surveys, with online respondents providing an average of 4.4 
responses (compared to just 1.8 for telephone). 
 
While the "scenic beauty" value is similar between the two surveys, online respondents were far more 
likely to note the value of both passive and powered water-based activities – once again suggesting a 
strong correlation between active river users and online survey participants. 
 
See Appendix 3 for a summary of "Other". 
 
Respondents were next asked to consider how large of a role the river plays in their lives. Specifically, they 
were asked to select a statement that most closely reflected their relationship with the Tweed River: 
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Graph 2.3: Which of the following statements most closely reflects your relationship with the Tweed 
River? 

 
 
 
Over three-quarters of telephone respondents indicated that the Tweed River was important in their lives 
(centrally and critically important to 18% and important to 59%) while the remaining 22% agreed that the 
river plays little or no role in my life. 
 
As is often the case in an opt-in sample, those who participated in the online survey had more of a vested 
interest in the river than telephone respondents (which is by its random nature more accurately 
representative of the Tweed Shire population). Online respondents were significantly more likely to agree 
that the river plays a central and critical role in my life than telephone respondents (36% vs. 18%).  
 
Those residing 2km or less from the river were also more likely to consider the river a critical element in 
their lives that those residing more than 2km: 
 

Table 2.1: Role of the river, by distance to the river 

 
  

2km or 

less

More 

than 2km

46 27 73

23.5% 13.0% 18.1%

119 117 236

60.7% 56.5% 58.6%

31 63 94

15.8% 30.4% 23.3%

196 207 403

100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Dist. to river

Total

River role The river plays a central and critical 

role in my life

The river is important to my life

The river plays a little/no/negative role 

in my life

Total
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Respondents were next offered a number of potential uses of the river and asked whether each use was 
acceptable or unacceptable: 
 

Graph 2.4a: Are the following uses of the river acceptable or unacceptable? (CATI only)9 

 
 
 
The most frequently accepted uses of the river, with majority approval, were rowing/kayaking (98%), sailing 
(94%), recreational fishing (93%), commercial river tours (89%), and motorised boating without towing 
activities (82%). Water skiing and wakeboarding were also given majority approval, albeit at lesser approval 
rates (70% and 59% respectively). Jet skiing and commercial fishing were considered the least acceptable 
uses (with only 45% and 31% deeming these acceptable river uses). 
 
Young people and those with children in the household were more likely to be accepting of water skiing, 
wakeboarding and jet skiing than their older, child-free counterparts. 
 
Graph 2.4b, next page, compares the proportion of telephone and online respondents deeming specific 
uses "acceptable": 
 
  

                                                           
9 Note that some within the motorised boating community felt that wakeboarding, water skiing etc. should be 
categorised simply as "motorised boating activities with towing" within the surveys. However a decision was made to 
use more specific terms such as waterskiing, to make the intent clearer to respondents. 
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Graph 2.4b: Are the following uses of the river are acceptable or unacceptable? CATI vs. online 

 
 
 
In this regard, online and telephone respondents had very similar views on the acceptability of various uses 
of the river.  
 

Table 2.2: Acceptable/unacceptable activities, CATI vs. online 

 
 
 
Meanwhile online respondents were more likely to oppose commercial fishing in the Tweed River than 
those interviewed by phone. However other results were within the statistical sampling error. 
  

CATI Online CATI Online CATI Online

Commercial fishing 31% 21% 59% 69% 11% 10%

Recreational fishing 93% 96% 4% 2% 3% 1%

Motorised boating without towing activities 82% 87% 13% 10% 4% 2%

Water skiing 70% 62% 26% 33% 4% 5%

Wakeboarding 59% 52% 33% 42% 8% 6%

Jet skiing 45% 46% 51% 48% 4% 6%

Sailing 94% 91% 3% 8% 2% 1%

Rowing, kayaking etc. 98% 92% 2% 7% 0% 1%

Commercial river tours 89% 93% 4% 3% 7% 4%

No opinionUnacceptableAcceptable
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Respondents were next asked to rate their perception of the health of the Tweed River: 
 

Graph 2.5: How healthy or unhealthy do you think the Tweed River is? 

 
 
 
Over half of telephone respondents (54%) perceived the Tweed River to be healthy (39% healthy and 15% 
very healthy) with a further 33% considering it neither healthy nor unhealthy and only 6% considering it 
unhealthy. 
 
Older telephone respondents (i.e. those aged 60 years and older) rated the health of the river higher than 
those aged 18 to 39 years (with mean health ratings of 3.92 and 3.34 respectively) as did those who had 
lived in the Shire for more than 20 years when compared to those who had lived there for less than 5 years 
(3.75 vs. 3.35). 
 
Online respondents rated the mean health of the Tweed River slightly higher than telephone respondents 
(3.81 vs. 3.68) with a higher proportion of very healthy ratings (21% vs. 15%) and lower proportion of 
neither healthy nor unhealthy ratings (13% vs. 33%). 
 
In an open-ended question, respondents were next asked why they gave their score. These responses have 
since been coded to identify major themes. CATI responses are shown in Graph 2.7a and online in 2.7b 
(both next page): 
 
  

1% 5%

33%
39%

15%
7%2% 10% 13%

43%

21%
12%

0%

20%

40%

60%

Very
unhealthy

Unhealthy Neither healthy
nor unhealthy

Healthy Very
healthy

Unsure/
can't generalise

How healthy or unhealthy do you think the Tweed River is? 

CATI (n=405) Online (n=856)

CATI     mean  = 3.68
Online mean  = 3.81
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Graph 2.6a: Can you briefly explain why you gave this score? (CATI)  

 
 

Graph 2.6b: Can you briefly explain why you gave this score? (online) 

 
  

6%

-12%

-10%

-9%

-7%

-5%

-4%

-2%

-1%

2%

3%

3%

3%

8%

8%

41%

-20% -10% 0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50%

Unsure

Cleaner than other rivers

Less rubbish

Lots of birds/dolphins/life

Less pollution

Other- healthy

Good fish stock

Looks clean/healthy

Can you briefly explain why you gave this score?
(CATI only, n=405, multiple answers allowed)

Looks dirty

Effluent/runoff (general)

Reduced fish stock/vegetation

Runoff from farms

Pollution/rubbish

Other- unhealthy

Erosion - boats

Erosion - general

2%

-10%

-7%

-6%

-5%

-4%

-4%

-4%

-3%

1%

3%

3%

6%

21%

22%

33%

-15% -10% -5% 0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35%

Unsure

Cleaner than other rivers

Less rubbish

Less pollution

Other- healthy

Lots of birds/dolphins/life

Good fish stock

Looks clean/healthy

Can you briefly explain why you gave this score?
(Online only, n=858, multiple answers allowed)

Looks dirty

Effluent/runoff (general)

Reduced fish stock/vegetation

Runoff from farms

Pollution/rubbish

Other- unhealthy

Erosion - boats

Erosion - general
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Aside from a few outliers among the online responses (e.g. lots of birds, dolphins etc.), reasons for rating 
the health of the Tweed River as they did were similar between the online and telephone respondents. 
 
While general comments tended to dominate the reasons (looks clean, effluent, pollution, looks dirty) a 
number of specific comments also emerged (runoff from farms, less pollution, less rubbish). 
 
As outlined in Table 2.3, below, there were relatively few differences for health ratings differed by the 
location of typical access to the river: 
 

Table 2.3: Reason for health rating, by where do you typically access the river (CATI + online) 

  
 
 
Those accessing the Tweed River via the Rous River were most likely to nominate reduced fish stock as a 
concern, while those accessing primarily via the mid-estuary were most likely to say the river looked clean 
and/or healthy. 
 
The full list of comments, categorised by health rating given, is available in Appendix 4.  

Lower 

Estuary

Mid 

Estuary 

Upper 

Estuary 

Rous 

River OTHER

24 16 15 2 4

5.6% 5.0% 4.0% 1.9% 8.4%

46 25 39 18 9

10.9% 7.5% 10.6% 17.4% 19.0%

71 52 50 16 9

16.8% 15.7% 13.5% 15.5% 17.9%

34 29 30 12 5

8.1% 8.8% 8.2% 11.1% 10.5%

33 24 26 6 4

7.7% 7.2% 7.1% 5.6% 8.4%

12 8 25 8 1

2.9% 2.3% 6.8% 7.5% 2.1%

16 14 22 6 2

3.8% 4.2% 6.0% 5.7% 4.2%

29 21 27 5 4

6.7% 6.3% 7.3% 4.6% 8.4%

182 153 131 37 19

42.9% 46.3% 35.6% 35.3% 40.1%

97 87 97 29 6

22.8% 26.3% 26.4% 27.7% 12.6%

13 14 14 1 2

3.0% 4.1% 3.7% 1.0% 4.2%

18 14 16 3 0

4.1% 4.1% 4.3% 2.9% .0%

8 3 6 0 0

1.8% .9% 1.6% .0% .0%

89 75 86 28 7

20.9% 22.6% 23.2% 26.8% 14.8%

28 23 32 10 4

6.6% 7.0% 8.7% 9.9% 7.5%

Main Access point

Activity

Cleaner than other rivers

Lots of birds/ dolphins/ life

Other- healthy

Looks dirty

Reduced fish stock/ vegetation

Effluent/ run off (general)

Run off from farms

Pollution/ rubbish

Erosion - general

Erosion - boats

Other- unhealthy

Looks clean/healthy

Good fish stock

Less rubbish

Less pollution
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Part 3: Perceived concerns and support for management options 
 
Residents were next asked about any concerns they have regarding the river and the extent to which they 
support or oppose a number of proposed actions for managing the river.  
 
Respondents were first asked to rate their level of concern with a number of aspects of the river on a 1 to 4 
scale where 1 = not at all concerned 2 = not very concerned, 3 = quite concerned and 4 = very concerned. 
Graph 3.1 shows the results for telephone respondents only: 
 

Graph 3.1: How concerned are you about the following aspects of the river? CATI only 

 
 
 
Among telephone respondents, Reduction in fish numbers or species and bank erosion were both of highest 
concern (with 75% and 73% proportions concerned respectively). Difficulty accessing the river for 
recreational boating and difficulty accessing public foreshore on the river bank was of lowest concern (with  
23 and 31% respectively expressing concerned). 
 
When comparing the telephone and online results by mean concern rating: 
 
 
 
(Continued over page…) 
  

11%

11%

14%

19%

22%

23%

35%

36%

46%

14%

15%

29%

23%

31%

26%

34%

28%

31%

41%

47%

37%

39%

33%

38%

24%

28%

21%

34%

26%

19%

18%

14%

12%

7%

8%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Reduction in fish numbers or species

Bank erosion

Poor water quality

Siltation and/or sand build up

Lack of foreshore vegetation

Conflicts between passive and motorised recreational uses

Difficulty accessing public foreshore on the river bank

The spread of rock walls for erosion protection

Difficulty accessing the river for recreational boating

How concerned are you about the following aspects of the river?
(n=405)

Not at all concerned Not very concerned Quite concerned Very concerned
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Graph 3.2: How concerned are you about the following aspects of the river? CATI vs. online 

 
 
 
Overall, reduction in fish numbers or species was of highest concern (mean concern rating of 2.98 among 
telephone respondents), followed by bank erosion (2.88), poor water quality (2.61) and siltation and/or 
sand build up (2.57).  
 
Online respondents were significantly more concerned with difficulty accessing the river for recreational 
boating than telephone respondents (2.24 vs. 1.79) and with difficulty accessing public foreshore on the 
river bank (2.34 vs. 2.02). Within the telephone sample, those aged 18 to 39 were more concerned with 
poor water quality than those aged 40 to 59 years (2.87 vs. 2.66). 
 

Table 3.1: Levels of concern, CATI vs. online 

 
  

CATI Online CATI Online

Siltation and/or sand build up 43% 55% 57% 45%

Bank erosion 27% 37% 73% 63%

Reduction in fish numbers or species 25% 38% 75% 62%

Poor water quality 44% 49% 56% 51%

Lack of foreshore vegetation 53% 50% 47% 50%

Difficulty accessing the river for recreational boating 77% 63% 23% 37%

Conflicts between passive and motorised recreational uses 49% 45% 51% 55%

The spread of rock walls for erosion protection 65% 61% 35% 39%

Difficulty accessing public foreshore on the river bank 69% 58% 31% 42%

Low/no concern High concern
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Similarly, Table 3.1 (previous page) shows the proportion of CATI and online respondents with low or high 
levels of concern regarding the nine specific aspects. It once again highlights that phone-based respondents 
were more concerned about siltation, bank erosion and reduction in fish numbers or species, while those 
answering online were more concerned about difficulty accessing the river for recreational boating and 
more generally. 
 
Respondents were then asked, in an unprompted (i.e. open-ended) question, whether they believed there 
to be any other current issues or problems with the Tweed River. Just over half of those surveyed across 
CATI and online platforms (56%) provided a response. These have been coded into themes, which are 
shown in Graph 3.3 (next page): 
 
 

Graph 3.3: Based on your observations, do you believe there are any other current issues or problems 
with the Tweed River? (CATI + online) 

 
 
 
Improved access covered issues such as parking, boat ramps, picnic areas, access for the disabled, public 
toilets, pontoons, and refueling facilities. Erosion was also a major concern, particularly from powered and 
towing craft. The need to resolve increasing tension between powered craft and other users was a common 
theme (along with related issues of banning or limiting jet skis and/or towing activities, and better 
enforcement of existing rules, particularly relating to powered boat speed and eligible locations). There was 
also a wish for more action to limit debris and litter in the river.  
 
 
The full (verbatim) list of comments is available in Appendix 5. 
  

5%

1%

2%

3%

3%

3%

4%

4%

5%

6%

6%

7%

9%

9%

11%

14%

0% 2% 4% 6% 8% 10% 12% 14% 16%

Other

Weed/pest control

Problem with siltation

Education/eco conservation

Overuse of river by Queenslanders

Flooding effects and mitigation

Better enforcement of rules

Good as it is/no issues

Banning or limiting water skiing/wake boarding

Banning or limiting jetskiing

River speed limit/speedboats

Overcommercialisation/growth

Reducing litter/debris/pollution entering the river

Resolving conflict between users

Limiting river/bank erosion

Improved access- facilities/maintenance

Based on your observations, do you believe there are any 
other current issues or problems with the Tweed River?  

(n=1263, CATI + online, multiple answers allowed)

NB - 44% of respondents 
responded "no" or chose not to 
answer
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Respondents were next presented with a number of potential actions which could form part of the river 
management plan to limit river bank erosion, and asked the extent to which they would support each one. 
They rated their support on a 1 to 5 scale where 1 = strongly oppose, 2 = somewhat oppose, 3 = 
neutral/unsure, 4 = somewhat support and 5 = strongly support: 
 

Graph 3.4: Thinking specifically about river bank erosion, to what extent would you oppose or support 
the following actions? CATI only 

 
 
 
Only 7% agreed that nothing should be done (78% opposed the action to do nothing). The actions which 
received the strongest support included build erosion controls that incorporate vegetation and fish habitat 
wherever possible (92% support) and limit vessel speeds to reduce wave energy and erosion (79% support).  
 
Support for limit vessel speeds to reduce wave energy and erosion was highest among those aged 60 years 
and over (4.42 mean support rating compared with 3.91 among 18-39 years). 
 
When comparing the telephone and online results by mean score: 
 
 
 
  

62%

7%

8%

3%

16%

8%

4%

4%

3%

15%

26%

18%

11%

14%

6%

4%

37%

29%

33%

24%

28%

3%

23%

42%

49%

55%

64%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Do nothing

Adding or extending rock walls

Create special locations for towing sports
like wake boarding and water skiing where
river banks are protected with rock walls

Planting more vegetation along banks

Limit vessel speeds to reduce wave energy
and erosion

Build erosion controls that incorporate
vegetation and fish habitat where ever

possible

Thinking specifically about river bank erosion, to what
extent would you oppose or support the following actions?

(n=405)

1 Strongly oppose 2 3 Neutral/unsure 4 5 Strongly support
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Graph 3.5: Thinking specifically about river bank erosion, to what extent would you oppose or support 
the following actions? CATI vs. online 

 
 
 
Mean support for each action was slightly lower among the online respondents than the telephone 
(excluding do nothing where support was slightly higher). In particular, online respondents were 
significantly less likely to favour limiting vehicle speeds, or to creating special locations for towing sports. 
 

Table 3.2: Support and oppose following actions, CATI vs. online 

 
 
 
Expressed as percentages of support and oppose, we can see that CATI online respondents were 
significantly more likely than their online counterparts to oppose the "Do nothing" option, while online 
respondents were significantly more likely to oppose limiting vessel speeds and creating special locations 
for towing sports. 
 
  

CATI Online CATI Online CATI Online

Adding or extending rock walls 14% 16% 26% 27% 60% 57%

Do nothing 79% 67% 15% 23% 7% 10%

Planting more vegetation along banks 6% 12% 11% 12% 82% 76%

Build erosion controls that incorporate vegetation and fish habitat 

where ever possible
3% 10% 6% 7% 92% 82%

Limit vessel speeds to reduce wave energy and erosion 6% 34% 15% 8% 79% 58%

Create special locations for towing sports like wake boarding and 

water skiing where river banks are protected with rock walls
12% 37% 18% 10% 70% 53%

SupportOppose Neutral
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Respondents were then presented with a number of nine specific issues faced by the Tweed River and 
asked to rate the level of priority of each one on a 1 to 5 scale where 1 meant very low priority and 5 meant 
very high priority: 
 

Graph 3.6: Can you tell me how much of a priority you think each of the following are? CATI only. 

 
 
 
Of the nine specified potential river priorities, protecting the natural habitats, addressing bank erosion and 
improving water quality were considered of highest priority (with 90%, 89% and 83% ratings of 4 or 5 on a 
5-point importance scale respectively). Improving boating facilities and trailer parking, improving 
recreational fishing and improving public access to the river foreshore were considered of lower priority 
(with still respectable 47%, 49% and 51% importance ratings  respectively). 
 
Protecting the natural habitats, addressing bank erosion and improving water quality were considered of 
highest priority (with 90%, 89% and 83% ratings of 4 or 5 respectively) while improving boating facilities 
and trailer parking, improving recreational fishing and improving public access to the river foreshore were 
considered of lowest priority (with 47%, 49% and 51% ratings of 4 or 5 respectively). 
 
Graph 3.7 and Table 3.3 (next page) shows how results differed by survey type: 
 
 
 
 
 
(Continued over page…) 
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Graph 3.7: Can you tell me how much of a priority you think each of the following are? CATI vs. online 

 
 
 
Similarly to ratings of support for the actions above (Graph 3.4), mean priority ratings for each issue was 
slightly but uniformly lower among the online respondents than the telephone. 
 
 

Table 3.3: Priority levels for suggested improvements, CATI vs. online 

 
 
 
CATI respondents were significantly more likely to place a high priority on six of the nine suggested 
improvements, led by protecting natural habitats (91% of CATI believing this to be a high or very high 
priority, against 73% of online), addressing bank erosion (70% and 70% respectively) and improving water 
quality (84% and 66% respectively). 
 
 
  

CATI Online CATI Online CATI Online

Improving recreational fishing 25% 37% 23% 26% 53% 37%

Protecting natural habitats 3% 13% 5% 13% 91% 73%

Improving scenic beauty 9% 23% 22% 22% 69% 56%

Improving water quality 4% 14% 12% 20% 84% 66%

Improving recreational facilities (lighting, toilets, shelters etc.) 9% 13% 19% 22% 73% 65%

Improving public access to the river foreshore 18% 19% 27% 25% 54% 55%

Planning for sea level rise 14% 30% 14% 22% 72% 48%

Addressing bank erosion 4% 15% 6% 15% 90% 70%

Improving boating facilities and trailer parking 27% 30% 25% 20% 48% 49%

Low priority Neutral High priority
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Finally, respondents were asked if there were "any other management issues you feel are important and 
should be prioritised for funding that have not been mentioned?" More than one-third of respondents 
(combined across the two surveys) took the opportunity to provide additional comment. While the 
feedback was predictably varied, a number of themes emerged. These are shown in Graph 3.8: 
 
 

Graph 3.8: Are there any other management issues you feel are important and should be prioritised for 
funding that have not been mentioned? (CATI + online) 

 
 
 
Better policing – particularly location- and speed limits for powered craft – was the major theme raised. 
(This also included a few respondents seeking further restricted access and/or lower speed limits).  
 
Among the suggestions for better recreational facilities were improved public toilets, a dedicated beach for 
launching canoes and kayaks etc., and more picnic and/or BBQ areas. 
 
In addition to the “stronger policing” request, above, there were multiple pleasfor action to reduce 
perceived anti-social behavior – this ranging from excessive alcohol consumption and litter through to 
dangerous behavior by jet skiers, water skiers etc. and theft of crab pots. 
 
Other common themes included: protecting the river’s wetland, banks, flora and fauna: maintaining river 
health generally; new and/or different access points; and the need for more frequent dredging.  
 
See Appendix 6 for verbatim comments to this question. 
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4%
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Other

Parking

Ban on commercial fishing

Increased river education

More walkways & cycleways

Weed control/access

Immediate dredging of river

More efficient access to river

Greater protection of river (general)

Protection of natural surrounds and ecosystems

Increased monitoring of anti-social behaviour

Better recreational facilities

Stronger policing of river rules

Are there any other management issues you feel are important and should be 
prioritised for funding that have not been mentioned? 

(n=1263, CATI + online, multiple answers allowed)

NB - 65% of respondents 
responded "no" or chose not to 
answer
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Appendix 1: Survey questionnaire 

 

Version 1 Hydrosphere_2016  

Last modified:14/09/2016 2:40:27 PM  

 

Q1. Good afternoon/evening, my name is (name) and I'm calling from Jetty 

Research on behalf of Tweed Shire Council. Council is currently conducting a 

short survey regarding an important local issue. The survey takes just 10 

minutes, all responses are confidential, and we are not trying to sell anything. 

Would you be willing to assist Council by completing a short research survey?   

 Offer a call back. Must be 18 or over to qualify. Check if anyone else home 

would like to take part.  

 

  

 Yes 1     

 No 555    Q1 

 Answer If Attribute "No" from Q1 is SELECTED  

 

Q2. Thank you for your time. Have a great afternoon/evening. . . . . .NOT IN 

TWEED SHIRE: I'm sorry you must live in the Tweed Shire to participate in 

this survey. Thank you for your time.   

 End 

 

Q3.   That's great. Before we proceed can I confirm that you live in the Tweed 

Shire?   

 Must live in Shire to qualify. If unsure - ask which is your local council.   

  

 Yes 1     

 No 555 Go to Q2   Q3 

 

Q4. And could I just have your first name for the survey?   

 Only so we can refer to you by name.   

 

    Q4 
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Q5. Thanks [Q4]. Now this survey is about the Tweed River between Tweed Heads 

and Murwillumbah. To kick things off, approximately how far is the river from 

your home?   

 PROMPTED - except unsure.Excluding Cobaki and Terranora broadwaters   

  

 Less than 1km 1     

 1-2km 2     

 2-5km 3    Q5 

 Further than 5km 4     

 Unsure 666     

 

Q6. And [Q4], we're interested in what sort of stuff you do in and around the 

river. Firstly, do you ever use the river itself? (i.e. for water-based activities)   

 

 Yes 1     

 No 555 Go to Q10   Q6 
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Q7. What sort of water-based activities would you typically undertake in the river?   

 UNPROMPTED - tick any that apply   

  

 Swimming 1    Q7_1 

 Snorkeling/diving 2    Q7_2 

 Canoeing/Kayaking 3    Q7_3 

 Dragon Boating 4    Q7_4 

 Stand up paddle boarding 5    Q7_5 

 Rowing 6    Q7_6 

 Sailing 7    Q7_7 

 Fishing 8    Q7_8 

 Boating (motorised) 9    Q7_9 

 Jet skiing 10    Q7_10 

 Water skiing 11    Q7_11 

 Wake boarding 12    Q7_12 

 Knee boarding 13    Q7_13 

 Tubing 14    Q7_14 

 Barefooting 15    Q7_15 

 Ocean access 16    Q7_16 

 OTHER   Q7_O 

 

Q8. And on average, how often would you use the river for these sorts of 

purposes? Would it be   

 PROMPTED except unsure.All activities combined   

  

 Weekly or more 1     

 Fortnightly 2     

 Monthly 3     

 A few times a year 4    Q8 

 Once or twice a year 5     

 Unsure 666     

 

Q9.  And is this mainly in the warmer months, or mainly in the colder months or 

year-round?   

 UNPROMPTED   

  

 Warmer months 1     

 Colder months 2    Q9 

 Year-round 3     
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Q10.  Do you ever visit the river or its surrounds for other purposes? (i.e land-

based activities)   

 UNPROMPTED   

  

 Yes 1     

 No 555 Go to Q15   Q10 

 

Q11. What sort of activities would you do around the river?   

 UNPROMPTED - tick any that apply or add in other   

  Walking 1    Q11_1 

 Exercising dog/s 2    Q11_2 

 Picnics/BBQ's etc 3    Q11_3 

 Somewhere to take children/kids parties 4    Q11_4 

 Cycling/skateboarding etc. 5    Q11_5 

 Just relaxing on grass 6    Q11_6 

 Bird watching/nature appreciation 7    Q11_7 

 Driving along, across or past river 8    Q11_8 

 OTHER   Q11_O 
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Q12.  And how often would you typically visit the river for these sorts of purposes? 

Would it be   

 

 PROMPTED except unsure.All activities combined   

  

 Weekly or more 1     

 Fortnightly 2     

 Monthly 3     

 A few times a year 4    Q12 

 Once or twice a year 5     

 Unsure 666     

 

Q13. And is this mainly in the warmer months, or mainly in the colder months, or 

year-round?   

 

 UNPROMPTED   

  

 Warmer months 1     

 Colder months 2    Q13 

 Year-round 3     

 

Q14. Where do you typically access the river?   

 

 PROMPTED -tick any that apply   

  

 Lower Estuary (from ocean to Barney's Point Bridge 

and including Terranora Inlet) 

1    Q14_1 

 Mid Estuary (Barney's Point Bridge to Tumbulgum 2    Q14_2 

 Upper Estuary (Tumbulgum to Bray Park Weir) 3    Q14_3 

 Rous River 4    Q14_4 

 OTHER   Q14_O 

 

Q15. Now [Q4], is there anything in particular you like or value about the Tweed 

River?   

 UNPROMPTED - tick any that apply   

  

 Scenic beauty 1    Q15_1 

 Cultural heritage value/history 2    Q15_2 
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 Good swimming areas 3    Q15_3 

 Good fishing 4    Q15_4 

 Good for passive water-based activities ( sailing, 

kayaking etc.) 

5    Q15_5 

 Good for powered water-based activities (boating, 

wakeboarding, jet skiing etc.) 

6    Q15_6 

 Environmental value/ecosystems/habitats 7    Q15_7 

 Good for tourism/the economy 8    Q15_8 

 OTHER    

 

Q16. Which of the following statements most closely reflects your relationship with 

the Tweed River?   

 

 PROMPTED. Negative influence may be due to flooding, mosquitos etc.   

  

 The river plays a central and critical role in my life 1     

 The river is important to my life 2     

 The river plays little or no role in my life 3    Q16 

 The river is a negative influence on my life 4     
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Q17.  I'm now going to read through some typical uses of the Tweed River. I'd like 

you to tell me whether you think the following uses of the river are acceptable 

or unacceptable. If you have no opinion just say so and we'll move onto the 

next one. First we have.   

 

 PROMPTED   

  

  Acceptable Unacceptable No opinion 

 Commercial fishing 1 2 3   Q17_1 

 Recreational fishing 1 2 3   Q17_2 

 Motorised boating without towing activities 1 2 3   Q17_3 

 Water skiing 1 2 3   Q17_4 

 Wakeboarding 1 2 3   Q17_5 

 Jet skiing 1 2 3   Q17_6 

 Sailing 1 2 3   Q17_7 

 Rowing, kayaking etc. 1 2 3   Q17_8 

 Commercial river tours 1 2 3   Q17_9 

 

Q18.  [Q4], I'm now going to ask you how healthy or unhealthy you think the 

Tweed River is. We'll use a scale of 1-5, where 1 means you think the river is 

very unhealthy and 5 means you think it is very healthy.   

 

 Confirm scale if necessary   

  

 1 Very unhealthy 1     

 2 Unhealthy 2     

 3 Neither healthy nor unhealthy 3     

 4 Healthy 4    Q18 

 5 Very healthy 5     

 6 Unsure/can't generalise 6     

 

Q19. Can you briefly explain why you gave this score?   

 Do not answer If Attribute "6 Unsure/can't generalise" from Q18 is SELECTED 

 

 Brief explanation   

 

    Q19 
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Q20. How concerned are you about the following aspects of the river? I'm going to 

read out 9 different aspects, and I'm hoping you can tell me if you are not at 

all concerned, not concerned, quite concerned or very concerned about this 

aspect.   

 

 PROMPTED - confirm scale is correct at the start   

  

  Not at all 

concerned 

Not very 

concerned 

Quite 

concerned 

Very 

concerned 

 Siltation and/or sand build up 1 2 3 4   Q20_1 

 Bank erosion 1 2 3 4   Q20_2 

 Reduction in fish numbers or species 1 2 3 4   Q20_3 

 Poor water quality 1 2 3 4   Q20_4 

 Lack of foreshore vegetation 1 2 3 4   Q20_5 

 Difficulty accessing the river for recreational boating 1 2 3 4   Q20_6 

 Conflicts between passive and motorised 

recreational uses 

1 2 3 4   Q20_7 

 The spread of rock walls for erosion protection 1 2 3 4   Q20_8 

 Difficulty accessing public foreshore on the river 

bank 

1 2 3 4   Q20_9 
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Q21. Based on your observations, do you believe there are any other current issues 

or problems with the Tweed River?   

 

 PROBE if necessary or type no   

 

     

 

Q22.  And thinking specifically about river bank erosion, to what extent would you 

oppose or support the following actions? We'll use a 5 point scale, where 1 is 

strongly oppose, 3 is neutral or unsure and 5 is strongly support. First is.   

 

 PROMPTED   

  

  1 

Strongly 

oppose 

2 3 

Neutral/u

nsure 

4 5 

Strongly 

support 

 Adding or extending rock walls 1 2 3 4 5   Q22_1 

 Do nothing 1 2 3 4 5   Q22_2 

 Planting more vegetation along banks 1 2 3 4 5   Q22_3 

 Build erosion controls that incorporate vegetation 

and fish habitat where ever possible 

1 2 3 4 5   Q22_4 

 Limit vessel speeds to reduce wave energy and 

erosion 

1 2 3 4 5   Q22_5 

 Create special locations for towing sports like wake 

boarding and water skiing where river banks are 

protected with rock walls 

1 2 3 4 5   Q22_6 

 

Q23. Effectively managing the Tweed River Estuary involves allocating funds 

between different issues. Can you tell me how much of a priority you think 

each of the following are? For this we'll again use a scale of 1-5, where 1 is 

very low priority, and 5 is very high priority. If you have no opinion just say 

so and we'll move to the next one.   

 

 PROMPTED.   
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  1 Very 

low 

priority 

2 3 4 5 Very 

high 

priority 

 Improving recreational fishing 1 2 3 4 5   Q23_1 

 Protecting natural habitats 1 2 3 4 5   Q23_2 

 Improving scenic beauty 1 2 3 4 5   Q23_3 

 Improving water quality 1 2 3 4 5   Q23_4 

 Improving recreational facilities (lighting, toilets, 

tables, shelters etc.) 

1 2 3 4 5   Q23_5 

 Improving public access to the river foreshore 1 2 3 4 5   Q23_6 

 Planning for sea level rise 1 2 3 4 5   Q23_7 

 Addressing bank erosion 1 2 3 4 5   Q23_8 

 Improving boating facilities and trailer parking 1 2 3 4 5   Q23_9 

 

Q24. And are there any other management issues you feel are important and 

should be prioritised for funding that have not been mentioned?   

 

 PROBE   

    Q24 
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Q25. Finally [Q4], we just have a few demographic questions to ensure we have a 

broad range of community views. Firstly, could you tell me into which of the 

following age ranges you would fall?   

 PROMPTED   

  

 18-39 1     

 40-59 2    Q25 

 60+ 3     

 

Q26. Gender?   

 DONT ASK   

  

 Male 1     

 Female 2    Q26 

 

Q27. Do you live an urban or rural setting?   

 UNPROMPTED   

  

 Urban 1     

 Rural 2    Q27 

 Unsure/mixed 3     

 

Q28. In what suburb or town do you live in closest to?   

 

 Tweed Heads 1     

 Banora Point 2     

 Bilambil 3     

 Bilambil Heights 4     

 Chinderah 5     

 Fingal Head 6     

 Piggabeen 7     

 Terranora 8     

 Tweed Heads South 9     

 Tweed Heads West 10     

 Bogangar 11     

 Cabarita Beach 12     

 Casuarina 13     

 Cudgen 14     
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 Duranbah 15     

 Hastings Point 16     

 Kingscliff 17     

 Pottsville 18    Q28 

 Round Mountain 19     

 Tanglewood 20     

 Wooyung 21     

 Murwillumbah 22     

 Bray Park 23     

 Byangum 24     

 Fernvale 25     

 South Murwillumbah 26     

 Burringbar 27     

 Chillingham 28     

 Condong 29     

 Kunghur 30     

 Tomewin 31     

 Tumbulgum 32     

 Tyalgum 33     

 Uki 34     
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Q29.  Do you identify as an Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander?   

 

 Yes 1     

 No 2    Q29 

 

Q30. And are there any children under the age of 18 living permanently or part-

time in your home?   

 

 Yes 1     

 No 555    Q30 

 

Q31. Finally, how long have you lived in the Tweed Shire?   

 UNPROMPTED   

  

 Less than 5 years 1     

 5-10 years 2     

 11-20 years 3    Q31 

 More than 20 years 4     

 

Q33. Thanks so much [Q4], that concludes the survey. Tweed Shire Council greatly 

appreciates your feedback. A summary of results from this survey will be 

available on Council's website early in 2017, and may also be reported in local 

media. Did you have any questions about the survey?                       . 

 

Thanks again for your time, and have a good afternoon/evening.   

 

 End 
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Appendix 2: Other access points for river (Verbatim) 

CATI or 
online 

Other access points? 

Online All 

Online All at different times  

Online Anywhere 

CATI Around Chinderah or Jennys Corner 

Online at Condong or at private property, ours 

Online Backyard access 

Online Behind Seagulls 

Online Between Condong and Fingal Head 

Online Between Fingal & Murwullumbah  

CATI Boyds Bay South Tweed 

Online Broadwater Esplanade and Bilambil Creek 

Online Broadwater Esplanade Bilambil Heights 

Online Byangum 

Online Byangum 

Online Chinderah 

Online Chinderah 

Online Clarrie Hall Dam 

CATI Cobaki Inlet 

Online Condong  

Online Condong  

Online Condong 2nd boat ramp 

Online Cudgen Creek 

Online Cudgen Creek 

CATI Depends , usually I get picked up at Tweed Heads 

CATI Drive along the river 

Online Dry dock  

CATI Drydock Rd 

CATI Drydock Rd 

Online Dunbible creek 

Online Dungay Cr 

CATI Everywhere 

Online Farm bank 

Online Fingal 

Online fingal and chinerah 

Online Fingal boat ramp 

Online Fingal mouth 

CATI From the tower near the boardwalk 

Online home 
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Online Home pontoon 

Online I walk 

Online Keith Compton Drive 

Online Keith Compton Drive 

Online Kennedy drive 

CATI Mainly around Kingscliff 

Online Murwillumbah 

Online Murwillumbah 

Online Murwillumbah 

Online My boat ramp 

CATI near Twin Towns 

CATI North of Murwillumbah 

Online Occasionally called to all above localities 

Online Origin  upper Uki 

Online Oxley 

Online Oxley River 

Online Sugar mill boat ramp  

Online Terranora inlet 

Online Terranora Inlet 

Online The whole length 

Online Tumbulgum 

Online Tweed 

Online Tweed 

Online Tweed  

Online Tweed break wall 

CATI Tyalgum Hotel 

Online Uki 

Online Uki, Murbah 
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Appendix 3: Other things people value about the Tweed River (Verbatim) 
 

Method Other comments 

Online Bbqs and shelters, parks by the river 

Online bike riding 

Online Biodiversity of flora & fauns 

Online bird life 

Online bird watching 

Online Birdwatching 

CATI Breakwall 

Online Close to home 

CATI community 

CATI Dolphins 

Online eco boardwalks, education of marine environment, ensure water quality 

CATI families using it 

CATI family friendly ease of access 

Online For my sanity and its intrinsic value 

Online foreshore picnics with BBQ facilities 

Online I row on Terranora Inlet 5 days in every week all year round 

Online I would fish the river more if the fishing was better, I manly fish offshore now 

Online Important foraging and roosting habitat for water birds 

Online Jetties and boardwalks 

CATI Meditate 

CATI New jetty at Chindera 

Online Not overcrowded and more low key than other parts of the coast 

Online peace and quiet 

Online Photography 

Online 
Professional & excessive wake boarding is my biggest concern.  The damage being caused by the boat wash 
is damaging the riverbanks. 

Online public space should be enjoyed by all, not just locals 

CATI Pumping water for home use 

Online remembering how it was 

CATI Restaurants and pubs along the Tweed river 

Online Sailing 

Online Symbol of the Tweed Valley 

Online teaching children water based sports, keeping them active skiing etc 

CATI That it's free flowing and not dammed 

Online The peace that would be destroyed by wake boarding and jet skiing 

Online 
Tweed River is a great asset to the community and the local area and there is heaps of room for everyone 
who loves to be in it or on it to enjoy all aspects of it. 

Online Wildlife in the Tweed River 
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Appendix 4: Reasons for perception of health of the river (Verbatim) 
 

Health 
Score 

Reason for score Method 

1 always had a good time on the river no problems CATI 

1 Around the jetties at Boyd's Bay Bridge there is rubbish in the water. It is not a greenish/blue that it was 10 
years ago. Online 

1 Because of bank erosion from power boats,silt build up and the water being constantly green . Online 

1 because the water is always brown and smelly CATI 

1 council should ensure water quality ie farm chemicals   

1 
I fish in the river regularly and am quite disgusted with the fact it is generally barren in water life.  This River 
is the worst I have fished in throughout NSW and QLD as there is hardly any indication that it is a breeding 
ground with a severe lack of Online 

1 It is silted up and needs dredging. Online 

1 I've heard anecdotes from others that the river used to be clear at the Murwillumbah Bridge Online 

1 
Lack of Riparian vegetation for much of it's length, acid sulphate leaking from cane drains, and power 
boating causing severe slumping of river bank e.g. opposite Condong Creek and elsewhere in the vicinity. Online 

1 Petrol effluent Online 

1 powerboats faster than 4km/hr cause erosion to river bank   

1 
The removal/decline of natural habitat for fish and bird species. The amount of pollution from boat/jetski 
engines that contaminates the water. The noise of boat engines. The excessive unnatural wave turbulence 
that encourages erosion. Online 

1 The river banks are denuded of vegetation and eroding badly Online 

1 
The Tweed River has no fish in it plus the lakes all full of mud needs to be druged,there is lots of old trees 
down up all the creeks coming into the lakes. The crab boat is digging into mangroves as it turns around, 
fishing with nets should be banded,hav Online 

1 
The Tweed River is unheathy, due to the water quality and lack of regulations of this particular waterway. 
The surrounding catchments such as Richmond River Catchment have poor water quality, with the average 
on the 2014 Report Card as a D-. Therefore, th Online 

1 There is a history of massive fish deaths, the river banks are eroded, rubbish is frequently seen on river 
banks and in the river.  Online 

1 We have never contracted any health issues to ourselves in the 30 years in relation to fish / crabs / oysters 
that we have eaten . Online 

1 we used to have fish and wildlife, and now there is a total lack of fish and wildlife CATI 

2 A huge overfishing in the last 20 years by commercial fishing. There has been a dramatic reduction in fish 
numbers Online 

2 A lot of thing flow into the river from agricultural activities. Most councils pump from the dam site where 
there is less exposure to agricultural chemicals. Online 

2 after floods Online 

2 Areas already damaged beyond repair like infill at Tweed, important mudflats lost to development Online 

2 Bank degradtion, poor fishing, ulcers on fish, excessive floating debris Online 
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Health 
Score 

Reason for score Method 

2 Bank erosion Online 

2 Bank erosion Online 

2 
banks are being eroded by over use of motor boats for water skiing. There is no place for wakeboarding 
even the name indicates there is a problem. just sit on the bank and observe the damage. they do it all day. 
Check the rego plates on the boat trailers. Online 

2 
because if you have an open wound it gets infected quite easily and is the case quite often with people I 
know. There is a lot of slick especially after the weekend motorized usage. Algae blooms in the summer 
have causes problems in the past. Online 

2 Because what is dumped into it by the cane factory and other farming practises. Also, the deep brown 
colour of the water Online 

2 Chemical run off from sugar cane farms and industry Online 

2 
Constant use of the river by wake-board boats, ski boats and jet skis cause considerable bank erosion 
allowing soil and vegetation to fall into the river so that now the river has a muddy bottom instead of the 
sandy gravelly one it use to have. Online 

2 council needs to manage run-off from farming/pesticides   

2 Damage from infrastructure, commercial activity too close. Online 

2 
Damage to river banks requiring rock walls. Occasional fish kills. Damage to reed beds. Declining fish stocks. Online 

2 Due to run off from agricultural activities. CATI 

2 Erosion Online 

2 Erosion Online 

2 Erosion along river banks due to motor boats with towing activities.  More and more hardening of banks 
exacerbating the problems and destroying the natural river banks. Online 

2 Erosion, dying natural bank vegetation. Rubbish in water and on banks. Online 

2 erosion, wildlife disruption, pollution inc noise   

2 Far too few riparian areas - and those there are are way too narrow. Too many weeds - primarily because 
of permitting livestock access which is incredibly damaging Online 

2 Farming runoff, too much use of roundup around trees etc. little weed in river Online 

2 
Fish levels are dropping more and more in our beatiful river this commerical netting is a joke they smash 
the area fish youse as a santuray etc(terrnora broadwater ,cobaki broadwater ,behind seagulls its all really 
to tough fishing commerical netters shou Online 

2 Fish stocks too low. Noise and disturbance from ski and wake boats damage banks and impact fish 
breeding. Online 

2 Fished out CATI 

2 Garbage and erosion Online 

2 Garbage, green waste dumping and increasing bank erosion Online 

2 
Has changed from clean to dirty and silted....needs dreding and less runoff from housing developments and 
pesticides. Have lived here 41 years and the river and estuaries were clean and clear back then, great 
fishing and swimming. Have house on water at S Online 

2 Heavily altered catchment, clearly shown in the drained floodplain. Online 

2 I could be looked after better CATI 
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Health 
Score 

Reason for score Method 

2 
I feel the river is unhealthy due to a lack of riparian vegetation along most of the river bank and the 
resulting bank slumping and erosion leading to channel widening and shallowing. The altered drainage of 
the floodplain from once vast lowland rainfores Online 

2 I have read that the Tweed river has had a number of issues particularly with acid suphate soils. Due to the 
many uses I suspect the water quality to not be as good as it could be. Online 

2 
I have used the river all my life for rowing, this has given me a very up close view of the river the banks and 
fish and birds. over the years reeds are disappearing grass beds are disappearing fish have disappeared to 
an extreme extent dolphins don't com Online 

2 I see how many storm waters are getting pumped in to the river. CATI 

2 
I think and know that the river is overfished by commercial fishermen I have seen it first hand and unless 
the local government restricts them from doing so this river will have no fish left. I have grown up on this 
river for 35yrs and have seen a lot of Online 

2 
I think it is a combination of continued silt from the large catchment area that feeds the river along with 
not enough canopy cover [at least 10m on both banks] , letting cattle on river banks, CONSTANT supply of 
weeds feed in from the upper catchment. Online 

2 
I witness severe erosion in many areas of the river bank - and huge cost to rate payers and loss of sandy 
beach amenity from reinforcing river banks withrocks. Wash caused by wake boats and jetski's must be a 
major cause of this Online 

2 

Im not sure if there is sewerage going into the river. There is not much sea life. The rubbish that goes in to 
the estuary between Yukrba and the MidginBal Road from  the schools. People should be more considerate 
of recycling and take up action and signage to make people more aware of littering. Education in the 
schools needs to start and as an example "Bag It, is you're to life  plastic" is an educational movie, which 
should be started in schools. CATI 

2 Increasing erosion and rubbish Online 

2 It been over fish by commercial fishing Online 

2 It could better and this is due to the catchment area. When it floods it blocks the catchment. CATI 

2 It has lots of floating rubbish. I would imagine all the run-off from farms in the area would end up in the 
river, meaning some kind of chemical content would be in the water. Online 

2 It is bound to be affected by run-off from agricultural activities and from passing through the developed 
land along it's banks Online 

2 It looks dirty and there have been a few deceased people washed up in the Tweed river. CATI 

2 Its over fished and been used too much. It needs to be rejuvenated and left alone for a while so the fish can 
come back. CATI 

2 Its over fished from commercial fishing. Needs fish habitats protected and replenishing Online 

2 Its very muddy, I think it may come from farming and fertiliser. Reduction in sea life. CATI 

2 
Ivory marina is full of effluent and live aboard boat owners. rubbish all through tweed river and inlets. river 
is too shallow for boating use and polluted and not kept. residents who live on canals cannot access river 
easily with their boats  due to poor Online 

2 looks bad at low tide   

2 Looks gross, I wouldn't swim in it Online 

2 Looks quite dirty. Have seen it look better CATI 
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2 
lots of mud sediment in river. always lots of floating debris. lack of dredging causing large sand banks Online 

2 
Massive erosion occurring on the river banks in the upper reaches from wakeboats. Loss of sea grass. Online 

2 muddy water, less fish, eroding banks, invasive weeds   

2 
No authority seems to be monitoring the toxic chemical run off from sugar cane farming - this is disgraceful. 
Council should monitor water samples for chemical runoff & work with farmers to reduce/eliminate river 
contamination before the river becomes a d Online 

2 no on I know swims there any more CATI 

2 
Not sure why but I do notice that the littlest cut becomes infected and you only need a few hot days in 
summer and there is a algae problem at the weir. I have noticed that the river near the Tweed Hospital is a 
lot nicer and the water is clearer for swim Online 

2 oil, rubbish, old paint cans   

2 
Over exploited by commercial fishing an netting.Water skiing should be limited to some areas. PWC,s are 
eroding the banks without a speed limit.River is too small for extensive commercial netting and other 
activities.More value to local businesses by enco Online 

2 Over fished and cane farm runoff pollution Online 

2 
Over the last few years difficult to catch fish due to lack of them, have not seen dolphins up our area for a 
couple of years. Banks are giving way. a lot of debris floating in the river. Too many high powered ski boats Online 

2 Overfished, past and present agricultural activities particularly acid sulfate soil runoff from cane farms and 
degraded riparian and floodplain lands. Online 

2 Pollution from sewerage works. Online 

2 Pollution, illegal dumping Online 

2 
river banks  waste jet  tourist  cause bankment damage, over size boats at make shift mooring what 
happens in flood who will be at fault shire take the money with on other responsible . shire has no credit at 
west tweed heads. Online 

2 rubbish along river banks including weeds,  I wouldn't swim in the river Online 

2 Run off from agricultural chemicals and town pollutants. Riparian zone virtually non-existent in lower parts 
of the river. High turbidity. Online 

2 Run off from development and building sites, loss of bird and aquatic life from pollution, careless boaters 
and fisherman Online 

2 Run off from farms and rubbish Online 

2 run off from farms, cane farms, poor vegetation on banks (need less exotics and more natives in many 
areas), erosion, litter Online 

2 Run off from properties and human activities CATI 

2 run off, business, faecal matter   

2 
runoff from septic/sewerage storm water, industry, urban areas and farms e.g. cane and cattle; degraded 
or non existent riparian vegetation in many areas; sedimentation due to land clearing; exotic plants 
replacing native riparian vegetation; fuel/oil dis Online 

2 see it in daily life i know what goes in there in the floods and stuff CATI 
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2 
Silty run off during flood events, occasional fish kills, loss of oyster industry due to urban run off., cows still 
have access to the river and its tributaries, lack of healthy riparian zones along its tributaries Online 

2 the fish have been exterminated & there is septic tank & other pollution, eg from cane drains. Online 

2 the fish numbers decreasing, bank erosion, low lying areas of water CATI 

2 the quality of the water is unattractive and looks dirty all the time with a lot of rubbish in it. CATI 

2 The river needs cleaning, there is a lot of gravel and rubbish in the river, the banks are eroded. The river 
needs clearing CATI 

2 The rubbish I see in the river and on the banks. CATI 

2 The sewerage etc in current location pollutes river. Online 

2 
The water is not clear, it is murky; although the bit you do not mention, up stream from Byangum is better. Online 

2 
There are little or no stormwater treatment devices at outlets to the river.  There are little or no 
stormwater treatment devices upstream of outlets to the river that treat gross pollutants, nutrients and 
sediment.  There are insufficient riparian vegeta Online 

2 There is scum around the water edges. This can have a detrimental effect on open wounds. When 
retrieving my boat, this scum remains on the boat. Online 

2 There is too much effluence going into the river. CATI 

2 
There seems to be a very low number of marine life. Also some sections have foul odour. Other areas have 
a weed problem. Motorised craft especially Jet ski's & speed boats adversely effect the size bird population 
& marine life on the river. House boats a Online 

2 To many skiing boats and jet boats eroding the river banks and do not agree with Comercial fishing Online 

2 To much bank erosion from water skiing and to much soot run off from cane farmers wrecking habitat for 
fish and other wildlife Online 

2 Too much bank erosion from waterskiing, wake-boarding and jet skis and too much agricultural runoff 
coupled with an overall lack of native riparian vegetation. Online 

2 Too much pollution and disturbance for native species and wildlife Online 

2 TOO MUCH SILT. Online 

2 Too often high nutrient & siltation runoff from livestock & erosion can pollute the river. Online 

2 Tweed River & The teranora lake region badly need dredging Online 

2 Unhealthy amount of tree removal and damage to the mangroves has occurred over many years. We 
require a proactive Council to protect and restore the river banks and environment. Online 

2 Urban and agricultural runoff Online 

2 vegetation, sea grass dying off   

2 Wake damage to reeds and foreshore from skiing and wake Online 

2 Water is often dirty with rubbish and strong taste from the sugar mill. There appears to be a runoff of dirty 
water from nearby farmland after rain events.   

2 
Water quality is very poor due to removal of riparian vegetation and man made runoff / sedimentation. Online 

2 water sking and wakeboarding and jetsking are aroding the river bank at huge expense to the council and 
river front houses and environment please stop this vandilisim Online 

2 What do you think of the riverâ€™s health? Online 
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3 A fair bit of rubbish comes down the river during flood CATI 

3 After floods there is a lot of trees, dirt in the river due to clearing. This is not good. Some river bank erosion 
due in part to wake boats and to a degree speed boats in Condong area.  Online 

3 
Agricultural runoff in the cobaki, terranora, and Rous catchments is noticeably detrimental. Commercial 
netting is also unhealthy. However areas in the mid and upper sections of the main river seem okay   

3 Always room for improvement CATI 

3 
Am constantly worried about the number of logs some v large floating in the river. Seems more than past 
years. Also the number of river front residents who either tip garden rubbish directly into the river or leave 
it close to the high water mark ( or flo Online 

3 Around Tumbulgum especially you can smell the chemical runoff from farms Online 

3 At high water the lower river is beautiful and clean but as you progress further up river the discolouration 
in the water appears to be influenced by residential or farming activities Online 

3 Aware of what feeds into the rivewr from upstream. Farming and residents upstream are not careful with 
polutants and pesticides CATI 

3 Bank erosion and degredation in mid to upper reaches of river.  Online 

3 Because at certain times after rain it has a lot of run-off from the land CATI 

3 because depends on the weather varies between 3-4 CATI 

3 Because I don't know enough about it and it looks clean CATI 

3 Because I don't see as many fish as I used to CATI 

3 Because I regularly see rubbish dumped in the river! Online 

3 Because of the colour and the rubbish that I see CATI 

3 believe the river is silted up and we don't have enough flow in it CATI 

3 Brackish but only due to heavy rains or flooding in the valley   

3 can remember it a long time ago, got worse but is slowly getting better CATI 

3 concerned about erosion CATI 

3 Concerned about level of agricultural chemical runoff and pollution from powered craft Online 

3 Could be better but not as bad as other rivers CATI 

3 Currently no signs of summer whiting or soldier crabs from our balcony  as per 10 yrs ago Online 

3 Debris eg garden rubbish and dead animals contaminate the river. Online 

3 depending on the rain CATI 

3 Depends if it rains or not . CATI 

3 doesn't seem to be a lot of fish CATI 

3 dont remember looking at it and thinking its noticeably dirty CATI 

3 dont think its as healthy as it used to be CATI 

3 Dont think water is filtered correctly. Lots of logs come down the river after flooding. Looks murcky CATI 

3 Every now and then see huge amounts of rubbish on the shore and floating but not all the time Online 

3 Fair bit of algae and debris in the last few weeks CATI 

3 Fair bit of damage and pollution in the river. Effect from oyster farming and pesticides and flooding CATI 

3 Fish and other aquatic life is present,birds can live 'off' the river, but there is some siltation issues , and 
certainly erosion of banks. Online 
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3 Fish stocks have dropped dramatically. River is silting up making less water therefore less flush and dirtier 
water Online 

3 Flowing in its brillent flowing out not good CATI 

3 from info I have a lot a bank erosion and invasive species of plants CATI 

3 
From time to  time over the years there have been major fish kills; the reason has apparently not been 
determined conclusively. However I'm a bit doubtful of some agricultural practises and their impact, 
considering the chemicals that simply don't exist i Online 

3 generally appears in good shape Online 

3 Generally by the condition of it. CATI 

3 Hard to know how much agricultural pollution there is. Online 

3 have seen debrie after the rains coming down the river but when not raining all good CATI 

3 
Health is varied along the river.  Increased motorised craft traffic is contributing to erosion in the Tweed 
and Rous Rivers. Parts of the Tweed now look like a canal.  Improved vegetation is increasing bank stability. Online 

3 
Healthy because it is flushed daily by sea water and unhealthy because it is getting so silted up in parts that 
something needs to be done, before the sea is no longer able to flush the mud flats and the mangrove trees 
chock of more and more channels. Online 

3 I am aware of all the run off from farms into the river, but it is a healthy river CATI 

3 
I am no expert but think it can't be too bad if dolphins come all the way up feeding which I have seen.  At 
the same time I feel the reeds that have been washed away would not be helping the cause of keeping it 
healthy and the amount of rubbish I see eith Online 

3 
I believe Runoff from improperly managed agricultural land and river banks leads to sedimentation in the 
river. As a result the river has high turbidity. Proper management of banks and agricultural land  
surrounding the river needs to be addressed. Accele Online 

3 I cross it occasionally it looks okay but it never looks clean it has a lot of rubbish around it. CATI 

3 I dont have any knowledge but I see fish jumping at Murwillumbah and birds fishing but it is not what it was 
before white settlement Online 

3 I don't have enough information Online 

3 I dont know enough about it CATI 

3 I don't really know CATI 

3 I don't really know CATI 

3 I don't really know CATI 

3 I don't really know I don't think it is the cleanest river but it isn't that bad either. CATI 

3 I don't really know what impacts are happening to the water. I know there is bank erosion. CATI 

3 
I don't see much of the river but when I do it looks clean and there is no rubbish or anything like that in it. CATI 

3 i dont think its dead but i dont think its super clean either CATI 

3 I don't think its healthy where I am...because of runoff from farming CATI 

3 I guess when your down near the mouth of the river it seems to be a lot cleaner and more blue but lower 
down the river it is a lot murkier and unclean. CATI 

3 
I have a fear that the river is being polluted by farms and by the people who live on yachts and houseboats CATI 
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3 I have been sick so I have not seen the river for a while, we have always used the river and it has been 
good. CATI 

3 
I have seen a lot of vegetation growth and the river looks fairly clean indicating that it is in good condition. CATI 

3 i have seen rubbish in the river CATI 

3 I have snorkeled in the tweed river for 20 years and have see the river change from being healthy Eco 
system to not so healthy.I have noticed in past five years it is improving. Online 

3 I know it has lots of issues during heavy rain CATI 

3 I see bird life and fish, however I am not entirely sure as to the river health beyond what I see. CATI 

3 
I think from Murwillumbah up until Tweed heads the ocean water is full of nitrates from farming and 
commercial activity so it is not very healthy. I am concerned that they have not included in the survey 
where the cleaner water is from Uki out to the boarder of the Tweed Shire. CATI 

3 I think it does have some silt in it near farms and industrial areas. CATI 

3 I think it is borderline healthy. I cant believe commercial fishing is permitted in such an environment. 
Wakeboarding does erode the banks and jetskis disupt the peace. Online 

3 I think it is in between healthy and unhealthy CATI 

3 I think it looks clean but there are no fish. CATI 

3 I think it looks nice and the weeds seem to be cleaned out fairly regularly. CATI 

3 I think some days it looks really nice and other days not that clean. CATI 

3 I think the flow on effect from humans and neglect... CATI 

3 I think the river is healthy where the river is still salty, I am concerned about where the river changes and I 
am also concerned about the effects of the sugar cane fields on the river CATI 

3 i think the tweed shire looks after it the best they and always room for improvement CATI 

3 I think there is reasonable fish in there but there are places where it is dirty where there is runoff from 
farms near Tumbulgum. CATI 

3 I think there is room for improvement with run off and general pollution CATI 

3 I think we need to be very aware to what flows into the river, e.g., cane fields run off and other industry run 
offs. CATI 

3 I think you should be able to do what you love on the tweed river Online 

3 I'm no expert on water quality and live on the river edge however it looks smells and feels clean Online 

3 im not sure exactly how clean the river is, as I just drive over the bridges CATI 

3 
im really uncertain, you do see things thrown into it . a shopping trolly has been there for awhile and debrie CATI 

3 
I'm sure it could be healthier. Mangroves are gone on much of it. Riparian Veg is missing on much of it. Online 

3 In some areas of the Tweed River specially towards Murwillumbah it needs a lot of attention. Online 

3 In various spots the riverbank is cleared/degraded/poor condition. Online 

3 Increase in Motor boating activities causing water contamination . Noise pollution from jet skis. Silting of 
river bed. Debris along river banks. Online 

3 Increased urban outflows(storm water),continual agriculture use. Online 

3 Increasing amounts of rubbish/plastics in water and on banks.  Increasing amount of green waste dumping. 
Increased bank erosion in skiing a wakeboard areas. Online 
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3 It always seems clean so I don't think there are any issues. Online 

3 it could be cleaner but it is not in a shocking condition CATI 

3 It is a bit murky in places. CATI 

3 It is a lot mudder than a river should be, a lot of runoff from the farming. CATI 

3 It is an average waterway fishing is far from sensational Online 

3 It is healthy enough to still swim in and catch fish but water quality and fish stocks are declining rapidly and 
erosion increasing. Online 

3 It is surrounded by run off from non organic  farms  Online 

3 It looks clean in most places....you can generally see the bottom CATI 

3 It looks healthy to me Online 

3 It seems to be silting up a bit. When it rains the river is brown a sandbank at Barneys point bridge is 
stopping the flushing effect. CATI 

3 its looks dirty all the time its the rain is doing it CATI 

3 It's sometimes unhealthy after heavy rain CATI 

3 Jet skis are the major problem. Similar to hoons on the road. Erodes the banks and disrupts other river 
users. Online 

3 just certain things ive seen while beiung on river CATI 

3 just thimnk some parts can be improved with water quality CATI 

3 Large wake board boats that produce large waves and destroying banks where as other boats produce less 
waves and are causing no harm to the environment Online 

3 Last time when it overflowed it went through my friends car the water was very unclean, there was a lot of 
rubbish and other muck in it. CATI 

3 lived here all my life and have noticed bank erosion and fish stocks have gone down CATI 

3 looks clean CATI 

3 looks pretty good CATI 

3 Looks quite clean but not sure of 'readings' either way. Online 

3 Looks unhealthy CATI 

3 Mainly from people putting things in the river such as people spraying insecticides on their properties and 
then it falls down over the river. CATI 

3 Management is skewed in fisheries and peoples leisure favour, disregarding critical habitat needs of 
migrating and local shorebirds and waders. Online 

3 Massive ammounts of river bank errosion Online 

3 Most is healthy but some areas are unhealthy with low oxygen levels, sediment and pollution. Online 

3 motorised and commercial boats cause pollution, people throw rubbish over the side, fishing debri such as 
lines, hooks bait bags etc CATI 

3 Needs some attention on the ebb tide.. CATI 

3 not an expert Online 

3 Not clear running water, surrounded by fields and run off. CATI 

3 Not consistently good or bad, usually the weather (run off from storms, rain, etc. CATI 

3 Not familiar with the condition of the river CATI 

3 Not knowledgable re health of main river. Online 

3 not sure CATI 
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3 not sure Online 

3 not sure run off etc. CATI 

3 Not sure whether the river is healthy or not CATI 

3 Not to sure about the quality of the water. CATI 

3 Often debris in river - organic and no organic. Have experienced infected open wounds from water contact. 
Have seen much birdlife and dolphins so appears to be healthy. Online 

3 Only 80%  clean appairence, but still reasonable numbers fish. Online 

3 overuse by some activities some real estate too close to the edge Online 

3 People littering, putting trolleys in the water. CATI 

3 
pollution from mainly 2 stroke outboard motors/ Dumping of plastic bait packets & other rubbish such as 
take away food packaging/ River bank erosion caused mainly by wake ski boats, Jet Ski's and high speed 
power boats. Online 

3 Pollution, silt Online 

3 River edge maintenance is low. Would like to see river edges clean from weeds Online 

3 
River erosion is impacting the rivers health .This is largely caused by high speed boating activities such as 
skiing and wakeboarding where boat speed and systems aboard are designed to generate larger waves. Online 

3 River health comes and goes with tides and seasons Online 

3 rubbish in the inlet CATI 

3 Run off pollution and farming byproducts Online 

3 Sections are in good condition but some other areas are very degraded especially where the roads are close 
to high bank and there is no riparian vegetation Online 

3 See sometimes around Tweed Heads it has lots of general rubbish in the water and on the banks CATI 

3 Seems like a normal river to us Online 

3 seems stable at this time Online 

3 Seen a far bit of rubbish in the river at times. CATI 

3 Sewerage is being pumped into the river by Council, three times a year. CATI 

3 Silting after even quite light rain: weed trees  like privet, coral, and camphor (that do little to stabilize the 
banks) and some floating weeds Online 

3 
Some areas are healthy but some of the estuaries are very unhealthy. Mud and silt build up cause the areas 
to smell at low tide. There is a need for the estuarine e.g. Terranora Broadwater to have some dredging 
carried out Online 

3 Some areas are strongly affected by pollution while others are healthy. Online 

3 Some over the river needs a bit of a clean-up. There is not enough enforcement of rules CATI 

3 some people are aware of the environment and are careful. Others dont care of harming the river and are 
careless or ignorant CATI 

3 Some places are a bit smelly and sand build up. CATI 

3 Some points can be dirty as well as dangerous due to currents. Online 

3 Some pollution and limited access  Online 

3 Sometimes I am concerned about run off from the cane farms CATI 

3 Sometimes it has rubbish in the river, and run off from the farmers near the river. CATI 

3 sometimes polluted after rain and dry spells Online 
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3 Sometimes the river is unhealthy, for example after heavy rain. CATI 

3 Surrounding vegetation appears healthy. Some erosion but there may have been erosion of sections of the 
riverbank even hundreds of years ago. Online 

3 The amou nt of run off. Highly urbanised no shawline replanting is going on  . j CATI 

3 The commercial fishermen destroy the weed beds with their netting. I fish the river up to 4 days a week I 
only catch and release. These blokes using nets are ruining the river. Online 

3 The data is not publicly or easily available. Online 

3 The fishing isn't as good as it should be Online 

3 The foreshore is not maintained in Dog Bay Area around Broadwater Esplanade Online 

3 The health of the river depends on siltation and agriculture run off CATI 

3 
The health of the river is affected primarily by local rainfalls and flooding. In particular sediment and farm 
runoff during flood events. established farming adjoining the river and flood plains has a larger affect on 
water quality and erosion than recre Online 

3 The rive has sewage let into it also there are chemical run-offs which impact river quality. CATI 

3 the river is flushed out pretty well that keeps it clean CATI 

3 
the river is much healthier than is has been in the past ( chemical run off from farms + developers  
destruction of important  salt marsh, Mangroves and other important habitat .. )but there is still a lot to be 
done Online 

3 The river is over fished, sometimes a fare bit of rubbish in the river CATI 

3 
The river needs a good clean out, as they use to do by dredging and the Council made money from the 
material that was dredged out the river. The river is now clogged up and the dolphins can no longer get up 
the river as they use to. CATI 

3 The river water looks unhealthy at the surface, however it is probably healthy underneath. CATI 

3 The river would be healthier with more trees/ mangroves restored along it. This would protect the river 
bank edge and give shelter to wildlife. Online 

3 The river would be in a lot better shape if commercial fishing was banned. It would stop damage to the 
habitat with drag nets damaging weed beds and killing any size fish i ndescriminaletly. Online 

3 The sand is starting to bank up in the river and doesn't get the same flow it use. CATI 

3 
The thrill seekers are ruining the river environment for passive water activities, frightening waterfowl and 
wildlife and eroding banks.  These type of water users should be restricted to the river areas downstream 
from the Condong bridge. Online 

3 The upper reaches are possibly effected from land use. Weeds from up stream impact on lower islands and 
shore line in flood events. Online 

3 
The water quality varies but generally seem clean but the amateur fishing has deteriorated dramatically 
over the last few decades. In my passive use of the river ie. canoeing, snorkling etc I am often frightened by 
the speed and activities of the jet skis Online 

3 Ther are parts of the river that arecontaminated CATI 

3 There are no fish in the river. I think the cane farm fertilisers affect the river as does the run-off. CATI 

3 There are no oysters for human consumption to indicate that the river is healthy, also the sugar cane farms 
can pose a problem with run-off CATI 

3 There are parts where bank stabilisation is a real issue; urban runoff in lower river is a pressure; not as 
much bird lie as there should transient estuary life as there should be. Online 
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3 There has been a dramatic decline in fish numbers in the past 20 years but water quality still seems good, I 
blame commercial fishing. Online 

3 there have been plastic bags and rubbish in river CATI 

3 There is a lot of farming that is along the river, this could be polluting the river. CATI 

3 there is alot of rubbish polluting the river from human activities such as fisherman dumping rubbish, but 
other than that it is ok CATI 

3 There is some pollution after rain CATI 

3 There is some pollution and rubbish around and in the river. CATI 

3 There needs to be more attention to reducing the amount of dirt that goes into the river CATI 

3 There seem to not be as many fish as other river systems in the area Online 

3 There seems to be murky more often than not, usually after rain events and the river seems to take a long 
time to recover. CATI 

3 There seems to be very little fish in the river. Fish numbers have been reduced. CATI 

3 There's still cows in the creeks and there are sewer/septic systems possdibly leaking into the river CATI 

3 This river is being put under tremendous pressure from the amount of humans using and abusing it and its 
surroundings. Online 

3 to much chemical spraying sugarcane CATI 

3 Too much rural and development runoff makes water quality less than perfect. Online 

3 Too small a river for all the farms. CATI 

3 Unsure as to the water quality, it looks acceptable but I've done no scientific analysis and unsure whether it 
has improved or declined in quality over recent years Online 

3 unsure of quality of river system   

3 upper tweed ok, lower including lakes polluted   

3 we back onto one of the inlets and we can see how clear the water is and that extends to the river when we 
are on it CATI 

3 we have too much mud and everything coming through the river from agriculture after it rains filling lakes 
and everything around it CATI 

3 
We live on terranora inlet and whilst generally fairly clean, the very large amounts of rubbish, including 
plastic bags, footwear, foam packing, plastic toys and used needles washed up on shoreline is very 
worrying. Online 

3 when driving past it doesnt always look clean CATI 

3 when I have been down to the river it looks okay CATI 

3 When there has been a lot of rain the water looks murky and I am not sure if there is run-off pollution 
affecting the quality of the water. CATI 

3 When we do walk along the banks we see a lot of pollution on the sides. The smell from the catchment area 
when it builds up is terrible. CATI 

3 While water quality (other than flooding) is not too bad, sitting in a tinnie you realise how unable the banks 
are as jet skis and even small boats cause erosion if going fast. Online 

3 Without having the water quality tested I don't know the state of the river.  I see fish jumping around and 
dolphins sometimes. Online 

3 
Wood debris from floods are in the river system for far to long after flooding(mainly from barneys south)  Online 
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3 You should not eat the oysters from the rocks. Online 

4 Things that can be done that havent at this stage CATI 

4 A lot less fish kills these days. Online 

4 Abundance of fish Online 

4 Abundant bird and aquatic animal life Online 

4 Abundant fish life - however possible high nutrient due to Cane Field run off/Cattle access Online 

4 Abundant fish life great looking banks and vegetation the majority of the river Online 

4 After traveling overseas recently, I can see the Tweed River is doing just fine. Online 

4 all good CATI 

4 alot of activity on it , that needs addressing. Arrosen that is happ[ening that can be sustained.  The big killer 
with the Tweed River the Caffalorrel trees. CATI 

4 Alway seem clean Online 

4 Always clean clear water Online 

4 Always clean for a swim except after large rainfall. That's to be expected though Online 

4 Always clean water Online 

4 always flushed by tide in lower estuary.  Floods impact on water quality occasionally. Online 

4 Always looks clean CATI 

4 Always looks quite clean. Online 

4 Always maintained Online 

4 Always room for improvement CATI 

4 always room for improvement sometimes theres alot of rubbish CATI 

4 Always see fish in it so must be reasonably healthy Online 

4 Always see fishing jumping & wildlife swimming. good colour and smell Online 

4 Always sees to look clear and green Online 

4 Always there and I don't see any issues Online 

4 Apart from the logs generally healthy Online 

4 Appearance, tidal, beautiful Online 

4 appearence Online 

4 As a regular water skier I find the river fine and comfortable to jump into there is no smell or foul taste 
when I am in the water, the fish seem to be healthy too. Online 

4 
As a skier, i have primary contact with the water and see/taste first hand the apparent quality of the water.  
This is why i travel to the Tweed to enjoy my sport safely and for the safety of my family, and am willing to 
spend my dollars to support the lo Online 

4 As I visually see it, combined with lack of polluting industries Online 

4 As I water ski etc I get in the water , I find it pretty good Online 

4 as long as the runoff from farms is kept to a reasonable level CATI 

4 As we paddle we regularly have fish jump out of the water beside us. WE have seen dolphins in the river at 
times. Online 

4 As your aware, I frequent the river and I find that the area I live at being Fingal Head is on the majority of 
times, healthy to the eye. Online 

4 Aside from the nature debris that makes it way down the river after heavy rain and/or high tides the water 
is clean and pleasant to swim in Online 
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4 at every high tide, the water is crystal clear, you can see the fish swimming in the water.It smells like clean 
seawater Online 

4 Banks & water ways are clear/clean & are abundant with marine life Online 

4 Based on the way it looks CATI 

4 Because even if every boat was removed from the tweed river it would still be highly effected by litter, 
sugarmill and general human activities Online 

4 because I can not remember any factories messing with the river... CATI 

4 Because I go and pick the rubbish up every day that others leave on the bank or in the park. Other people 
seem unable to lift the lid on council supply bins which there is 2 of. Online 

4 Because it appears to be reasonably clean...and we have dolphins CATI 

4 Because it looks healthy Online 

4 because I've seen dolphins in the river and not much rubbish CATI 

4 Because of high raifall to flush out the inmfluence of farming CATI 

4 because of human activities ruining the bank CATI 

4 Because of the cane farming...it's really muddy when it rains CATI 

4 becomes filthy after downpours, most of the time is tidal and clean CATI 

4 been around river most of my life and i feel fine jumping into that river CATI 

4 
Been skiing there for 40 years and have never had an infection from a cut... The water always feels clean. Online 

4 
Being on the river every week we see fish and birds everywhere, sometimes we see dolphins as well. We 
also see a lot of debris on the river. The use of jetskis and water skies and wake boards at times is very 
irresponsible and dangerous to others using th Online 

4 
being out on water the amount of rubbish gone up onto shore is astounding, oil from stormwater etc CATI 

4 Believe that it is healthy due to what Ive read or heard CATI 

4 Between Barney's point and heads - water appears clear at the higher tides - fish, rays and sometimes 
dolphins can be seen around the Fingel ramp where we launch sail boats Online 

4 bounces back from heavey rain where the river goes brown and blue very quickey CATI 

4 by looking at the river CATI 

4 By using the river allows me to relax from the stress of work through my water sports Online 

4 Cause it has birds fish crabs etc so I would gather it's healthy Online 

4 changes with weather   

4 Clarity of water Online 

4 Clarity of water and fish population Online 

4 clarity of water number of fish and birdlife Online 

4 Clarity of water on most occasions (except after natural events such as rain); lots of wildlife in and around 
the water; good riparian vegetation Online 

4 Clean and clear. Little rubbish. Online 

4 
Clean fresh water (when out of flood), trees lining banks, fish and marine life present. Factors making the 
river less healthy are bank erosion, sugar and cattle farming activities, sediment run off, vegetation clearing Online 
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4 Clean most times. Browns up after heavy rain but comes clean quickly & good rain  is beneficial to flush out 
the system for fish,crabs etc.I am against jet skis as often Online 

4 clean water   

4 Clean water, fish and birds Online 

4 Clean water, fish and wildlife Online 

4 Clear blue waters Online 

4 clear water and fish   

4 clear water and fish present   

4 Clear water and lots of vegetation on its banks Online 

4 clear water appears to be sustaining life eg fish   

4 clear water, fish and other marine life fairly plentiful. low sediment, mangroves, bird life Online 

4 Clear, has vegetation growing Online 

4 colour Online 

4 Colour of the water crystal clear majority  of the time and still catching good sized fish. Online 

4 Commercial fishing/netting Online 

4 Comparative to other waterways, relatively less development and industry Online 

4 Depends If its been raining CATI 

4 Diversity and quantity of fish and wildlife species Online 

4 Diversity of marine life living in the river Online 

4 Doesn't look polluted or oily (from boats) always flowing nice with clean banks Online 

4 doesn't look too bad CATI 

4 Dolphins swim in terranora inlet, native bird life active, river grass healthy Online 

4 Don't hear of any major pollution or episodes of fish kills etc Online 

4 drainage into river is not 100% clean Online 

4 Due to cleanliness of water Online 

4 Due to fish stocks, tidal and rain help flush the river system, oysters still available in certain areas. CATI 

4 Due to limited population pressure compared to other rivers and relatively stable upper catchment landuse 
influences Online 

4 Due to the diversity of marine life, bird life, etc and plant species that live in & around Tweed River and 
choose to call the Tweed River their home. Online 

4 eat the fish, mangroves, dolphines   

4 Ecosystem appears healthy, but could be better. Online 

4 Enough food to sustain bull sharks Online 

4 Erosion is caused by a number of factors. There its erosion on the river but considering the amount of rain 
fall and traffic the river experiences I think it's ok Online 

4 every time I see it looks healthy CATI 

4 Every time I've been we've caught fish, it looks clean generally aside from after storms. I always think it is 
clean when I access it. CATI 

4 Everything is green along the river Online 

4 Everything seems to look healthy and I don't often note any pollution CATI 

4 excellent marine life eg dolphins and eat fish caught   

4 fish Online 
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4 Fish & wildlife in & near river, water looks clean. Online 

4 Fish and birds appear to be in good numbers; sea grasses are encouraged for breeding.  River activities that 
interfere with river flora and fauna are not permitted by Tweed Shire Council Online 

4 fish and colour of water Online 

4 Fish and dolphins are in the river around Tumbulgum.  There are 2 unhealthy signs - siltation and river 
banks collapsing. Online 

4 Fish are healthy water looks clean Online 

4 Fish are plentiful and the flora grows well along the riverbanks especially the banks that are not damaged 
by the ski and wakeboard boats Online 

4 fish life   

4 Fish not floating ;-) Online 

4 Fish stocks appear ok and water appears relatively clean,however erosion of banks is a concern. Online 

4 Fishing is still reasonable good, and water quality seems fine. Online 

4 For the most part the water is clear,  not contaminated. Unfortunately like any rivers after heavy rain run-
off occurs. Perhaps more effort is needed to clear the river of large objects after storms. Online 

4 
Free flowing - not dammed -- good tidal flushing. Vegetated floodway and corridor. Moderately developed 
catchment with some threats from agriculture and animal husbandry, but largely non-urban and still retains 
some level of catchment ecosystem services. Online 

4 From a visual perspective it looks healthy. Online 

4 From personal experience Online 

4 From what I can see the river is clear most of the time, blue, with lots of birds and no algae. CATI 

4 From what I've read and observed, there is little industrial impact (pollution) but there is some agricultural 
and storm water impact that affects water quality. Online 

4 from what ive seen CATI 

4 full of wildlife and not polluted like most populated rivers Online 

4 generally when ive used it its reasonably clean  except when it rains CATI 

4 gets a certain amount of run off from anaimals so they arent too dirty CATI 

4 Gets regularly flushed out with rainfall Online 

4 Good Online 

4 Good fish diversity, retains some riparian vegetation, channel is relatively stable, low turbidity. Online 

4 Good fish stock, clean water except after heavy rain. Vibrant flora and fauna. Online 

4 GOOD FISHING AND BIRD LIVE IN AND AROUND RIVER AND BANKS , SEEMS UNHEALTHY AFTER FLOODING 
WITH RUBBISH AND DEBRIS WASHING DOWN RIVER Online 

4 Good flow to the sea CATI 

4 Good tidal changes Online 

4 Has strong tidal flow that keeps the water flushed fresh and clean. Online 

4 Have a lot of runoff from land and stormwater from towns. Need to ensure storm water is not become too 
toxic. need to ensure broadwaters are not clogged with silt Online 

4 Have seen results of testing. Online 

4 Havent heard any negativity about the cleanliness of the River CATI 

4 Having used it so much the council during flood times are very good at removing the debri and keep it 
pretty clean they do a good job. CATI 
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4 
Healthy in abundance of fish & water birds. A good river flow at all times. Occasional sightings of dolphins. Online 

4 Healthy mangroves, water clarity and the wildlife diversity, fish, dolphins and birds. Online 

4 healthy mangroves,bird and aquatic life flourishing. Online 

4 healthy marine life, dolphins seen up the river, mangroves are doing well Online 

4 Healthy marine life. Online 

4 I am always seeing fish in the river so it must be healthy and the water is clear CATI 

4 I am not an expert on the river except when we go for a swim it looks pretty clean. CATI 

4 I am on the river pretty often and observe it regularly and think it is pretty healthy. CATI 

4 I am on the Terranora Broadwater a few times a week and can often see the bottom. If clean water means 
healthy water, then it is Online 

4 I can only comment on the river seaward of the h/way where the water color is and fishing is alive with the 
flooding tide Online 

4 I can see fish in the river, there's not much in the way of rubbish along the banks and the birds seem to like 
it. Online 

4 I don't have much to do with it. CATI 

4 I don't see rubbish in it, the water flows fairly well. CATI 

4 I don't swim in it but I don't think it is particularly polluted, it seems to be a clean flowing river. No dead fish 
or anything. CATI 

4 i ewas walking along the river today and it was very clear CATI 

4 
I have lived on the Tweed river in the Murwillumbah area for 34 years and think the river is in a better 
shape now than it was when it was being dredged for gravel in the Murwillumbah area approximately 26 
years ago. The area upstream from Dunbible Creek Online 

4 I have not received any negative information nor seen any indication. CATI 

4 I have seen dolphins and lots of fish in the river so I just get the impression that it is well looked after and I 
have not heard anything in the media about any issues. CATI 

4 I have seen no evidence that it is unhealthy. There are fish in the upper reaches. Online 

4 I have seen people fishing, it looks very picturesque on the Tweed River cruise. Recreational fishing 
suggests it is ok too. CATI 

4 I haven't heard any reports suggesting it is unhealthy Online 

4 I just think it is reasonably healthy. CATI 

4 i know that its not 100-percent but im no professional but it seems ok CATI 

4 I notice clear water with fish dolphins and birds catching fish. When we swim or sail the water is in good 
state. Online 

4 I often see dolphins swimming up and down the river. Every week I see fish jumping and the bird life is 
fantastic. You only witness these things if you are a passive user of the river. Online 

4 I often see dolphins.  I rarely see fish kills. Online 

4 I overlook the river, we see the changing nature especially after floods and the like. We do need dredging 
around the mouth - it has silted up in the last 7 years (Kerosene Bay). CATI 

4 I realise there would be certain factors that would be washing into the water because everything runs into 
the water but I am under the impression that is quite healthy. CATI 
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4 
I see a large variety of wildlife in and around the river. The water mostly seems to be clean where we use it. Online 

4 I see dolphins from time to time.  Water looks clean. Online 

4 I see fish and birds. That wouldn't happen if river was unhealthy Online 

4 I see fish and natural plant growth. Online 

4 I see plenty of fish and wildlife and birds CATI 

4 
I see plenty of little fish species & other marine creatures like sting rays.  Sea birds using the river. It smells 
good & except after rain is usually very clear. Hardly ever see trash floating or accumulating on shore Online 

4 I see the marine life daily both birds and fish. Also the constant new growth of mangroves along the river is 
evidence of this Online 

4 I spend a lot of time observing nature and enjoy the bio-diversity of birds, and fish. I have also seen 
echidna, goannas and wallabies. Online 

4 I swim and ski in the river , Online 

4 I swim in the boatbahour every day. No swimming when flooding or heavy rain is in area. Online 

4 i think compaaredc to alot of rivers on this planet it s ok CATI 

4 I think it clean and there is a lot marine life out there. CATI 

4 I think it is fairly clean. CATI 

4 I think it is fairly good apart from being shallow in some parts of the river. CATI 

4 I think it is healthy from past work experience. CATI 

4 
I think it is in pretty good condition but I believe there is some run offs from farms that needs addressing. CATI 

4 I think it is pretty clean from what I can see when I go fishing. CATI 

4 I think it looks fairly healthy. CATI 

4 I think it looks pretty healthy it depends on the weather like with all waterways. CATI 

4 I think it seems reasonably clean enough when you are out there fishing. CATI 

4 I think its generally pretty clean as I go past it every day CATI 

4 I think its reasonably healthy, there are fish, and it looks clean CATI 

4 I think only because after storm water there is a lot of rubbish in the river. CATI 

4 I think the erosion issue is an ongoing problem and should be addressed before the floods, not as 
emergency works after a flooding event, council should be proactive not reactive. Online 

4 I think the lower reaches are very healthy, around Murwillumbah used to healthy years ago CATI 

4 I think the river ecosystem is relatively healthy due to its thriving animal fish and bird life and abundance of 
varied vegetation Online 

4 i think the river is fairly healthy as the water is clear and there are visible marine life CATI 

4 I think the water is very clear and there is no rubbish in the water. CATI 

4 I think the water quality is clean and it gets flushed pretty regularly with the rain. CATI 

4 I think the water quality is quite good (except after long dry periods) Online 

4 I think there could be a few things improved on - such as clearing rubbish CATI 

4 I think there is room for improvement we could address some pollution problems. CATI 

4 I think you should be able to use boats in the river. Online 

4 I use the river Online 
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4 I walk in it and fish in it. It changes with the tides and flushes it out. CATI 

4 I walk regularly along the river and observe, crabs, fish and birdlife. a couple of years ago I saw dolphins as 
well. Online 

4 Im on the River committee since inseption and have heard all the test results CATI 

4 im only saying that because it looks good CATI 

4 Improved management practices by stakeholders Online 

4 In good shape except for some erosion. Great fishing Online 

4 In the last 20 years the river has been cleaned up and looks a lot heathier and nicer to be on. CATI 

4 In the tidal reaches the river is flushed clean; however there is too much sediment filling the low energy 
parts of the river system from real estate development. Online 

4 in the time ive been here ive noticed there has been a decline CATI 

4 is flushed with tides and storms Online 

4 It always looks clean CATI 

4 It always looks clean CATI 

4 It always looks good & never has anything floating in it CATI 

4 It always looks like it is Online 

4 it always looks nice and clean CATI 

4 It always seems fairly clean there is no floating debri or anything in it. CATI 

4 It appears to be ecologically sound Online 

4 It appears to be generally healthy Online 

4 
It gets flushed out when it rains .The fish are in good condition .Birdlife extensive.Wildlife everywhere. Online 

4 It has a great river flow at present. There seems to be no bad odours at any time. Plenty of fish & 
occasionally dolphins are present during our morning rows. Online 

4 It has some life in it but there are areas of erosion, silt and a lack of healthy seagrass Online 

4 
It is a great river system  with good tidal flow. I would rate it highly healthy although with the commercial 
fishing netting the nursery areas of the river I will only rate  it healthy due to the fact the water from the 
ocean make it a healthy clean syst Online 

4 It is always very clean.  So different to rivers in QLD.  So beautiful sitting on the banks of the river. Online 

4 it is clean we use the river regularly. we see the sewage plant and we know what goes on it is a problem for 
we live close CATI 

4 
It is healthy now, but a couple of years ago it wasn't. I used to kayak up near Murwillumbah and there was 
a lot of dead fish around after a dry spell, followed by rain. The overflow from drains that finished up in the 
river (farm run off etc) killed the fish and had a terrible smell. CATI 

4 It is relatively debris free and the nutrient levels must be relatively low as you do not see any hyacinth in 
the water. TWS do not pander to the greenies Online 

4 It is still fairly natural, not over used. CATI 

4 It just looks clean and healthy CATI 

4 It looks good and I don't think there are many pollutants going into it CATI 

4 IT looks pretty clean & there are plenty of areas with Mangroves, however they should be protected 
because they play such a key role in the rivers long term & short term health. Online 

4 it looks pretty clean, doesnt smell Online 
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4 it looks pretty good to me CATI 

4 It looks pretty healthy but I really don't know. CATI 

4 It only brown when it rains but its a beautiful river CATI 

4 It seem to be the same over the last 30 odd years. A little more erosion on the banks and possibly a little 
shallower. Still plenty of healthy fish Online 

4 It seems ok, water looks clean as can be expected. Online 

4 it seems to have some rubbish floating Online 

4 It usually looks quite good CATI 

4 Its beautiful to see all the boats and people using the river.There always seems to be plenty of fish and 
wildlife in and around the river.We live on the river. Online 

4 It's clean and I see no visual pollution CATI 

4 It's clear ta times an du can c fish at times Online 

4 It's fresh Online 

4 its maintained and looks clean CATI 

4 Its not full of rubbish, its full mangroves. It doesn't smell. CATI 

4 its reasonably clean, except in floods when theres a lot of silt CATI 

4 It's tidal so gets flushed in and out everyday. Online 

4 its tidal the beaches are healthy so the river is healthy CATI 

4 its usually tidy no garbage or debrie its clean CATI 

4 Its waters are crystal. People are generally caring and safe on the waterways. I think commercially it is over 
fished. Would like to see a  few more recreational fishermen catching a few. Online 

4 Iv lived waterskiing on this river for 25yrs and have always felt 100%  and it still looks like it did so I'd say it's 
healthy as can be . Online 

4 ive not seen evidence of the river being unhealthy except when we have floods CATI 

4 Ive seen worse rivers than ours. CATI 

4 Just by looking at it I think it looks pretty healthy. CATI 

4 Just looking at its water quality - rubbish not visible.  I can't tell if erosion is a problem at the edges.  It's a 
vague idea it's healthy but not pristine. Online 

4 just looking at the river, you can still catch fish CATI 

4 Just read somethinbg in the paper CATI 

4 Kids still catch plenty of mud crabs and fish Online 

4 lack of pollution Online 

4 last time you went on a river it appeared to be really healthy CATI 

4 Limited industrial or commercial discharge to the river; abundant fish and water-birds visible; rare pollution 
incidents reported; no algal blooms; no odour; clear water; Online 

4 lived here all my life and seen a lot worse than this CATI 

4 Lived next river 50 yrs hasn't really changed Online 

4 Lokks alright to me CATI 

4 Lokks healthy and havent heard of any issues CATI 

4 Looking at the quality of the water seems very clear to me CATI 

4 looks blue Online 

4 looks clean CATI 
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4 Looks clean Online 

4 looks clean Online 

4 looks clean Online 

4 looks clean areas where you can access for picnics are well kept CATI 

4 looks clean seems to be alot of fish CATI 

4 Looks clean. Online 

4 Looks clean. Lots of fish and birds etc Online 

4 looks clear CATI 

4 Looks fairly clean CATI 

4 looks good;taste good when swimming and fishing not too bad most times Online 

4 Looks healthy CATI 

4 Looks heathly when I drive pass. CATI 

4 Looks quite clear and heaps of sea life CATI 

4 looks to be clean to me CATI 

4 Lots of bird life and fish Online 

4 Lots of birdlife Online 

4 Lots of fish Online 

4 Lots of fish and animals (birds, lizards) Online 

4 Lots of fish and good exhange of water but the water smells like fertilizer after it rains. I worry about the 
chemical composition of the water and how this will effect the ecosystem long term Online 

4 Lots of fish and wildlife Online 

4 Lots of fish, and very clear Online 

4 Lots of fish, very clear at mouth, banks mostly stabilised Online 

4 Lots of more then normal high tides pushing more salt up the river. Lots animals birds and fish around the 
area Online 

4 Mainly because of the traffic on the river, too many recreational activities that is eroding the banks. CATI 

4 marine life Online 

4 Marine life , Online 

4 Marine life ... Online 

4 
measurements show that water quality is generally good. Acid sulphate runoff is well managed by cane 
farmers and related fish kills are rare and related to extreme climate drivers (ie cessation of periods of 
drought).Council has made some effort at ripari Online 

4 Media reports and appearance. Online 

4 more needs to be done Online 

4 Most of the time when I snorkel in the river I do see lots of fish, though not as many as when I first moved 
to this location (16 years ago).   

4 Mostly clear with fish Online 

4 Mostly river is clean. Fish look ok CATI 

4 Mostly the water is clear and not contaminated. Online 

4 Moving water, not a lot of obvious signs of pollution except on the riverbank, no floating dead fish. Online 

4 my observations it looks clear you can see the bottom in areas, there seems to be plenty of fish CATI 

4 N/A Online 
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4 Nice and clean Online 

4 no evidence of pollution, evidence of sealife   

4 No large industry Online 

4 Not as polluted as some other rivers I have seen CATI 

4 Not lots of debris. Generally clean. Not overly muddy from agriculture and sugarmill. Banks and jetts in 
good condition Online 

4 Not many fish kills, people do not get sick swimming in or drinking water. Online 

4 not many people around yet , this will change in the years to come Online 

4 not much pollution when im paddling around, however the fish have been stripped by commercial fishing 
at night. Online 

4 Not perfect but pretty good compared to other rivers. CATI 

4 Not really polluted CATI 

4 Not too much rubbish in the river except for the farmers pushing vegitation into the water Online 

4 Often drive by the river and it looks clean and healthy CATI 

4 Often see dolphins in he river Online 

4 
On the surface it looks clean, but there is a lot of farming, dairy etc, so you dont know what is in the river. CATI 

4 Other creeks and rivers go into the tweed which flow in from the mountains, fish are caught and are in 
good supply. CATI 

4 
Other than the debris that miraculously appears from time to time, particularly after rain, I think the river is 
in generally good shape.  There is fish in the river and I can say that I have not seen any heavy signs of algae 
or obvious poisonous contamin Online 

4 
Over fished by commercial fisher man take too many crabs and mullet to supply the rest of the food chain Online 

4 Part form a lot of sediment river seems quite good Online 

4 platypus regularly sited   

4 plenty fish Online 

4 plenty fish and crabs Online 

4 Plenty of bird life and fish. Little pollution to be seen. Online 

4 Plenty of fish Online 

4 
Plenty of fish and bird life in and on the river, this drops off after heavy rain but comes back given time. Online 

4 Plenty of fish and the vegetation in the upper reaches is still very healthy and pretty. Online 

4 Plenty of fish and tree support river is clean most of the time except when we have heavy weather Online 

4 Plenty of marine life and good water quality. Healthy mangroves. Online 

4 Plenty of wild life around Online 

4 
Pollution from sewage treatment and run off from acid sulphate soils is fairly well regulated but storm 
water and street pollution is not so well regulated.  Further wash damage from powerboating is continuing. Online 

4 Pretty clean clear water most of the time Online 

4 probably hasn't been too much development untouched CATI 

4 Reasonably clean all Year round and see good amount of wildlife Online 
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4 Relatively clean...not littered with an abundance of rubbish etc Online 

4 Resident's help keep it clean along with the help of council Online 

4 River is always very clear and full. Lots of lillies and plants growing CATI 

4 River is getting good flush out from flood waters and the mangroves are helping fish breeding and the 
ecology including birds CATI 

4 River is often brown CATI 

4 River life appears to be thriving; just snorkelling clearly shows the healthy ecosystem present in the river. 
Very little pollution aside from the odd can, bottle or trolley Online 

4 Safe to swim in. Drinking water is extracted from it. See plenty of bird and marine animals living in and 
around it. Online 

4 Sand is golden trees and grass are very healthy nice clear water for swimming Online 

4 See plenty off marine life Online 

4 seems healthy but concerned over commercial chemicals leaching   

4 Seems to be healthy and natural, clean water, flora and fauna present and healthy Online 

4 Seems to have a lot of wildlife, doesn't look dirty, and I know the TSC do lots of work on maintaining river 
health. Online 

4 Simply because all of the activities on the water & how clean the water is Online 

4 Simply because the river seems clean mostly all times of the year. Online 

4 smells clean Online 

4 smells clean Online 

4 Some days it is dirty and other days it looks fresh. CATI 

4 Some days it looks good and some days it doesn't. By what I see it looks ok, no rubbish around, no 
problems. CATI 

4 some locals chuck junk/rubbish into the river, some farmers run off go into the river and this effects the 
health CATI 

4 Sometimes we are not doing the right thing and it gets debris in the storm CATI 

4 Sometimes when it rains there is a lot of debris about - dangerous CATI 

4 sometimes you see crap on it .more garbages CATI 

4 Supports fish life, reasonably clear water when not flooding. Contained erosion. Online 

4 Supports lots of wildlife. However, some areas are under threat from bank erosion  caused by inappropriate 
use of river. Online 

4 the abundance of wild life and clarity of water Online 

4 The area is clean and free from rubbish, the banks and surrounding vegetation is healthy and lush Online 

4 The fish and bird life density directly indicate river health this is reasonable but could be better Online 

4 The fish I catch are good eating Online 

4 The multitude of marine life that is easily sighted from vantage points along the river and mangrove areas, 
such as the boardwalk at The Anchorage. Online 

4 The part of the river I swim in near the anchorage is quite tidial and is clean with little visable 
contamination. Online 

4 The part that I see looks clear and clean and is refreshed by the tide Online 

4 The placed I have seen look lovely and you can see the fish CATI 
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4 The regular flows in the river keep it flushed , the tidal movement keeps it healthy. It is a great river for the 
much needed  recreation of young people in oir area. Online 

4 The river appears to be healthy. Lots of birds around and looks a good environment CATI 

4 
The river appears to be reasonably healthy given it is flushed to some extent from tidal action and has good 
flows after rains. Supporting evidence of seemingly stable areas of mangroves & grass beds, and fish 
populations. However, some sections may be ad   

4 The river carries a good diversity of fish and marine life. Rarely do I see or catch sick or deformed fish but I 
understand to maintain this,runoff of pesticides and pollutants must be controlled. Online 

4 The river has a good flow from the ocean and most times ( except after heavy rain) the water appears clear 
. A lot of the foreshore is surrounded by mangrove or other vegitation Online 

4 
the river has an abundance of very small fish , prawns and crabs. we see all forms of water birds and good 
sea grasses where the commercial fishos dont net. the water is generally clean even up the far reaches. 
great river. Online 

4 
The river is clean - Terranora Inlet is fairly ordinary. To shallow for any actictities (esspecially sailing) Online 

4 
The river is clean but the boat harbour gets a lot of residue after rain that makes it unsuitable for swimming Online 

4 The river is cleaner than it used to be, the Council is doing a lot more to improve the river and protect 
against erosion. CATI 

4 The river is exceptionally clean, the banks are generally in good condition and rejuvenate after a flood 
event Online 

4 The river is generally quite clean. There isn't rubbish in the river, the majority of people and users do the 
right thing. Its a beautiful place to enjoy. Online 

4 The river looks clean, fish are in supply and seem healthy. Online 

4 the river looks fine to me CATI 

4 The river looks reasonable given the rubbish that gets washed in from the rains. It usually cleans out well 
enough. CATI 

4 The river seems clean, the river seems to clear easily after storms. CATI 

4 The river seems healthy enough, however the river banks are eroding. CATI 

4 The river supports various fish species and crabs and the water seems clean except in flood events Online 

4 
the water appears clean - it flows well generally free of impediments - litter and bulk rubbish is non existent Online 

4 The water appears very clear and there seems to be plenty of fish Online 

4 The water in the lower reachers are usually quite clear if there hasn't been a lot of rain. Wildlife are often 
seen. Online 

4 The water is clean, the bird life is abundant the banks are not eroded. Online 

4 
The water is crystal clear on a sunny day. Dolphins often swim up the river, a sign that the river is healthy. 
Motorized activities contaminate the water with fuel. This is even worse than noise pollution. Online 

4 The water is fairly clear most of the time. CATI 

4 The water is fresh & there is an abundance of fish. The floods naturally remove any debris. Online 

4 The water is generally clean and the surrounding areas are plentiful of flora and fauna Online 
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4 the water is generally clear Online 

4 the water is generally clear ,the is ample fish so water quality must be Ok and there is Limited amount of 
debris floating in the river other than vegetation after heavy rains Online 

4 The water is normally pretty clean except for after flooding and there is not much rubbish Online 

4 The water looks clean and clear Online 

4 the water looks clear and you can see marine life CATI 

4 The water looks clear however I can't determine if there are any pollutants in the river. Online 

4 There are fish that we catch, mudcrabs we eat, there is a good flow of water. Online 

4 
There are parts where there are lots of weeds growing and things that shouldn't be growing in the river. CATI 

4 There are some areas of wetland that is not draining naturally - and Bank erosion in some areas caused by 
Wake detracts from the health of the river.   

4 there is a good variety of flora and fauna. but some can be under pressure or over utilised by commercial 
fishing Online 

4 there is a lot of runoff from farms and industries CATI 

4 There is never much rubbish in the river and the water doesn't look too Muddy Online 

4 There is no obvious indication to the contrary. Online 

4 There is not a lot of industry to pollute and the river gets naturally cleaned out on a regular bases. CATI 

4 There is now dredging in the river and the foreshores are managed well.  The river looks beautiful and the 
water is cleaning well with good tidal flows. Online 

4 there is plenty of wildlife in the and around the river and they don't survive if the river isn't healthy CATI 

4 
There is some erosion along the river that is being fixed but it's not impacting the river only the road. Online 

4 There seem to be fish in the river & plenty of water birds on & around the river Online 

4 
There seems to be a good population of fish and birds which hopefully means the river is not too bad. Online 

4 
There seems to be an abundance of wildlife in the area and many times the river appears to be clear Online 

4 There still seems to a lot fish, young fish and there isn't too much visible rubbish or pollution. Online 

4 There's always room for improvement, but generally it's reasonable good CATI 

4 
There's always room for improvement. We need to take care of it as it is a vital part of our community. a 
pro-active approach to looking after the environment is necessary. The tweed being so clean is one of it's 
biggest attributes. CATI 

4 There's fish in the river and the water seams clean Online 

4 theres not as many fish as there used to be CATI 

4 theres still fish in it not as polluted as some rivers CATI 

4 This river is very scenic and it is tourism that will drive our economy for a long time if we respect what we 
have and look after it. Online 

4 Tidal cleansing should make it healthy CATI 

4 
To be entirely honest it is half & half and that all comes down to how well the weather is the weekends we 
dedicate to social Ski Racing. I am 25 & I will be retiring when I'm due in years to come around the Koraki 
region. This place & the river are very Online 
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4 Too much runoff from farms Online 

4 Very little evidence of littering and pollution Online 

4 Water always looks clean. Online 

4 water and tides appear normal and there are lots of fishing and water activities. Online 

4 Water appears clear,especially at high tide.Fish stocks much less mainly due to commercial fishing not 
water quality. Online 

4 Water clarity and fish stocks. Online 

4 water clarity is good, dolphins often swim past my pontoon, fish are easily caught and my skin feels healthy 
after being in the water. Online 

4 Water flows - clean except after heavy rain, fish survive,pleasant atmosphere when on river ie no 
unpleasant smells or apparent pollution Online 

4 Water is clean and quite a bit of marine life. CATI 

4 Water is clean but could probably be clearer. There is too much land(topsoil) run-off into all rivers after rain 
events which causes muddy water. Online 

4 Water is clean but overuse by jetskis and speeding boats is eroding the shores and killing off weed beds.  
They have no respect for the environment. Online 

4 water is clean compared to other river systems such as Brisbane & Melbourne Online 

4 Water is clean. Only problem is noone seems to clean out the dead trees along and in the river. It is only 
the skiers who do this. For safety. Online 

4 water is clear Online 

4 water is clear ,fish are biting , very little rubbish in water don't see any oil slicks Online 

4 water is clear and plenty of sea life   

4 water is clear and there are fish   

4 water is fine and fishings good Online 

4 Water is generally clean and fish and mud crabs are still being caught. Online 

4 Water is generally clean. Online 

4 Water is healthy colour, no weed/dead fish, used by water birds for foraging. Online 

4 Water is pretty clean, plenty of places for fish to breed and shelter. Online 

4 Water is very clear Online 

4 water looks clean Online 

4 Water looks clean mostly, we see dolphins in the river. Online 

4 water looks clear   

4 Water looks good Online 

4 Water quality appears reasonable, vegetation is in ok condition, marine life appears abundant Online 

4 Water quality good stock of bream Online 

4 Water quality is good. There is marine life in the river & bird & other animal life frequent the river & its 
surrounds. Do have concerns regarding bank erosion Online 

4 Water runs fast and has tidal influences. Online 

4 Water seems clean and healthy. Being tidal helps. Online 

4 Water seems clean when I have been water skiing and swimming Online 

4 Water seems clear and free from odours when we ise it. Online 
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4 
Water usually looks clear.  Usually lots of birdlife which indicates fish which indicates healthy water. Online 

4 We catch fish Online 

4 We frequently wakeboard, swim and snorkel in the Tweed river. We see plenty of fish life, rarely do we 
come across rubbish floating in the river except after heavy rain. The water is fresh and salty. Online 

4 we get lots of rain, so it gets a good clean out CATI 

4 
We have been swimming, waterskiing, barefooting, wakeboarding, kayaking in the river since I was 5 years 
old my house is on the river we have never had an issues with being sick or anything from the water, 
unfortunately floods wash a lot of debris into th Online 

4 We have never been sick in ten years Online 

4 We see alot of animal life and water bugs which is good so healthy. CATI 

4 We see dolphins up as far as Murwillumbah at times. Online 

4 we see the river regularly. crabbing and fishing seems the same as 6 years ago. the only changes we can 
relate to is erosion after some of the floods. Online 

4 Well kept Online 

4 Well there's always fish in the river & Dolphins too. Every time we get a flood it cleans it right out. Online 

4 when I am in the water it looks really healthy. CATI 

4 when I am on the river seems to have a lot of fish and no visible view of a lot of rubbish. CATI 

4 when I go down past the river it looks sparkly and clean CATI 

4 When I go fishing the water is still clear and no rubbish. CATI 

4 When it hasn't been raining it's brownish, naturally. When good weather colour is quite good. Online 

4 When skin diving the water is clear and you can see the fish CATI 

4 When the river floods the river is flushed out. CATI 

4 when we are using the river is looks clean CATI 

4 when you can see the bottom most of the time Online 

4 Where I live near the river it is very close to the river mouth and the water is very clear and blue. CATI 

4 Wild life dolphins Online 

4 wit looks qpretty healthy. Can always be better CATI 

4 
Without knowing a lot about the river water readings, I feel it looks healthy as you see a large amount of 
fish jumping and even dolphins a few times s year. I'm in the water nearly every week and it smells and 
feels healthy. I don't have a problem drinki Online 

4 yes because its typical of the area CATI 

4 you seem to be able to catch fish and crabs Online 

4 You still see some contamination but very little. It has improved over the last 5-10 years. CATI 

5 Abundance of fish life when diving Online 

5 Abundant fish, clear waters Online 

5 always beautiful and blue only mueky when it rains CATI 

5 always known fact that dolphins in a system its clean and I saw one CATI 

5 Always look so clean and tidy Online 

5 
Always looked clean when been out boating from the surface other than natural debis looks fine to me Online 

5 always see that it is clear except whan rains and smells nice CATI 
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5 always seems nice and clean to me, not any industrial to pollute it CATI 

5 Appearance, reports Online 

5 
As previously stated we have owned a property on the river since 1998 and have lived full time since 2007 
and apart from some  people using the river as a dump to get rid of their palm fronds and branches and the 
occasional bout of blue green algae we fin Online 

5 Beautiful crisp clean water with great fish and bird life. Online 

5 because i feel by the growth in the area around it it looks healty you never sea dead sea life on the edges of 
it so that should be some indications CATI 

5 
because I live on the northern end of the coast and personally think the tweed river is a lot healthier and 
has a lot more reef systems in close . I've caught kingfish and amberjack up to boyd bays bridge Online 

5 Because I live on the river and see ducks, fish, pelicans and healthy vegetation Online 

5 because i see a lot of dolphins CATI 

5 Because I swim in it Online 

5 because it always looks clean, there seem to be plenty of fish CATI 

5 
Because it always looks clear and blue. Plenty of sand not silty. When it rains and becomes murky it quickly 
returns clear blue looking through a couple of turns of the tide. The fish are plenty and fresh looking & 
tasting. Online 

5 Because its a river, Ever Changing, and it looks the same to me as it was 30 plus years ago. Online 

5 Because it's clean, the fish we catch are good quality fish, No bugs or algae problems. Online 

5 Because of the clarity and flooding flushes it out regularly CATI 

5 Because of the fish I catch in the river, good size and available in sufficient catches CATI 

5 because people are all using the river and it doesn't make anyone sick Online 

5 Because the river has always been clean and I used it a lot in my younger years CATI 

5 because there is adaequate controls on the river, the water quality is in good shape CATI 

5 Because there is rarely litter in the river Online 

5 By the amount of small fish close to the banks, lizards living on the banks, bird life and general greenery 
along the banks of the river. Online 

5 Clean and healthy waterways Online 

5 Clean expect after rain good fish population Online 

5 
clean flowing water, birdlife, sea life, fauna and I live directly on the river so I have first hand experience Online 

5 Clean of rubbish. Good tide flow. River banks mangroves are intacked. See grass is visable. Bird life and 
marine life is plenty full. Online 

5 Clean river that everyone enjoys as it is.. Why change something that works.. Online 

5 Clean water  Online 

5 
Clean water lots of marine life, plentiful fish relatively easy to catch a fish, good seagrass beds birdlife Online 

5 Clean water, plenty of wild life. Online 

5 Clean, happy to swim in it Online 

5 Clear clean water Online 

5 Clear water ..little rubbish seen Online 
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5 Dolphins are seen past Murwillumbah regularly in summer months Online 

5 Dolphins frequent the clear waters of an incoming tide. Online 

5 drinking water above weir is protected, minimal waste spills below weir, independent report Online 

5 drive past it daily looks clean CATI 

5 fish and bird life are abundant Online 

5 Fish I catch are awesome don't get sick from water Online 

5 Fish stock is healthy at the moment. Colour is good. Bank stabilisation has enhanced the river. Online 

5 Fish stocks and water quality is extremely good all yer round Online 

5 
From my observations I have not noted unnatural smells or water appearing polluted in any unnatural way. Online 

5 general appearance of the river is quite healthy Online 

5 Good breading ground for the fish and wild life l see Online 

5 Good fishing. Lush river banks. Been going to the river for 20 years and is still much the same now Online 

5 Good marine life Online 

5 Good near river mouth because of proximity to ocean and tidal influence. Online 

5 Good part of Australia to travel to Online 

5 Good river wild life birds and fish Online 

5 Good riverbank management and it flushes exceptionally well Online 

5 Good water flow, used regularly by boating and the river mouth is open and not silted up. Online 

5 Have caught plenty of good healthy fish and crabs in the river Online 

5 Havent heard any bad reports about it CATI 

5 Havent seen anything wrong it CATI 

5 I am on the water 2-3 times a week and I see fish jumping, vegetation on the edge growing and limited 
scum in the water. Online 

5 I don't see any problems nor erosion CATI 

5 I drive over the river everyday, and it looks clean.. CATI 

5 I grew up on the river.in river street..the river is beautiful  and needs a balanced apporach to recreation and 
regeneration Online 

5 I have been skiing on the river for 24 years. Little has changed in that time. The banks etc are as they were. 
Most erosion is from flooding Online 

5 I have no reason to think that it is unhealthy, however I am not educated to give an expert opinion. The 
river seems healthy to me. CATI 

5 I have not heard any reports with regards to any sulphate run of in a number of years, therefore it must be 
good. CATI 

5 I know the amount of work that goes in to looking after this river, and I know it supports a healthy fish and 
bird population. Online 

5 I like sking the r e fishing Online 

5 
I live in the tweed and spend every day on it. It is stocked full of fish. The last 2 night I've gone boating iv 
had fish literally jump into my boat. That is rare anywhere in the world. The only time we see real changes 
is during the floods they clearly1 Online 

5 I live on the river, I look at it daily and am happy with it Online 

5 I look at it quite a bit and it is always nice and clear and a beautiful shade of blue and looks healthy CATI 
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5 I often see dolphins as far up as Murwillumbah so it has to be healthy Online 

5 
I row 5 times per week on Terranora Inlet. Every week I will see a pod of dolphins in the inlet. Depending on 
the tide they will be any where from the bridge to Terranora lakes. I observe them feeding. Online 

5 
I see an awful lot of fish,  crabs,  prawns,  birds,  micro bats etc in or near the river at all times of year.  I am 
concerned though by the high volume of garden clippings and pruning that floats down river (differs to drift 
wood) Online 

5 I see the dolphins and lots of fish. CATI 

5 I see the fishes when I snorkel and the lovely sandy bottom of the river towards the sea. Online 

5 I see the water and live near it and I can see that it is clean and clear CATI 

5 I swim and fish out of the river and it is healthy looking. CATI 

5 I think it has got a really good strong flow it cleans itself out and walking along side it there is very little 
garbage. CATI 

5 I think it looks good from my observations CATI 

5 I think it looks pretty clean. CATI 

5 I think that it is consistently getting cleaner with the tide coming in and out. CATI 

5 I think the water always looks pretty clear to me. CATI 

5 I use the river and it seems in good health Online 

5 I water ski and fish regularly . There is no rubbish in the water and the fishing is always good. if the river 
was sick or unhealthy the first thing to die would be the fish. Online 

5 If the river was unhealthy there would not be any fish living in it. Online 

5 If the Tweed River was unhealthy there would be no fish or plants. Online 

5 
I'm a white Australian born and bred here I spend a lot of time in the river I'm 41 and the river has never 
been this good I love the river and it's important to me and holds a lot of deap meaning to me and my 
family Online 

5 I'm only in the Fingal area and the water quality seems great to me.  Plus I see people fishing. Online 

5 It has a diverse fish population.  It is clean water which is virtually litter free. Online 

5 It has always been the same, beautiful. CATI 

5 It has clarity,no chemical smell,fish life is abundant Online 

5 It has good natural outflow and is regularly replenished by rainfall. Online 

5 It is a naturaly cleansing  waterway generally unpoluted and has minimal human based activities. Online 

5 it is often a very good colour Online 

5 
It is only mans prolonged degradation through motorised water sports that is making this river 
unsustainable in its own environment. bank erosion that is costing us the rate payers enormous amount of 
funds that could be used else where and not just for lo Online 

5 It is well vegetated CATI 

5 It looks very healthy, it is only after very heavy rainfall does the river look brown. CATI 

5 It only looks unhealthy after heavy rain CATI 

5 It seems clean and fresh Online 

5 It seems quite clean to me. CATI 

5 It seems to be clear and not murky. CATI 

5 It seems to have lots of fish, birds, Cormorants, pelicans CATI 
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5 It's a waterway that's used by family's for generations and to stop and restrict use of it will destroy the 
reasons it is so great Online 

5 It's always clean and clear CATI 

5 It's always very clear CATI 

5 its clean, and the health of the fish CATI 

5 It's very clean...I swim in it CATI 

5 Just from what I see when I walk CATI 

5 Kids are able to fish and catch fish CATI 

5 Little pollution seen Online 

5 looked nice when we went on it and clean CATI 

5 looks good CATI 

5 looks like it has life in it and the colour is good CATI 

5 looks lovely blue and pristene, basically nice clean river CATI 

5 Lots of animal, marine life. Dolphins present nearly everyday.  Always Online 

5 Lots of debris in the water Online 

5 Lots of fish & beautiful Online 

5 Lots of fish, healthy birds, not a lot of litter, Online 

5 lots of fish. Clean water Online 

5 lower tweed is visibly clean, plenty of fish to see around the boat ramp Online 

5 My family uses this river multiple times a week, the water is clean and pleanty of fish. Online 

5 
Never been sick from being in it most of my life and we still catch crabs and fish in it, that are beautiful 
tasting and very eatable. The only bad thing is allowing people to stop using the river bring in queensland 
crabbing laws dredge the shallows, sto Online 

5 never see it unkept or abused with rubbish or dead fish. Its very nice and clean, clear water CATI 

5 No algae blooms, plenty of fish, plants and birds Online 

5 No dead fish , no discolouration, smells, etc Online 

5 not sure why just cleaner than other rivers I've seen, no big pollution around it CATI 

5 plenty fish in river Online 

5 plenty of fish and other marine life Online 

5 Plenty of fish, birds and plant life to see. Online 

5 Plenty of fish,dolphins, stingrays and crabs the water is clearer than the Brisbane!! Online 

5 Plenty of marine life Online 

5 Plenty of marine life. Online 

5 Plenty of river life, fish and birds Online 

5 Plenty of young fish I Live on the river very clean and plenty of sea type grass and habitat diversity of fish 
and marine species is amazing Online 

5 river is tidal and it always looks healthy and clean, friends who fish says its pretty good CATI 

5 River looks clean, being tidal it is naturally clean. CATI 

5 see that its a healthy river i work on the river in real estate selling property on th e bank CATI 

5 Seems to a lot of wildlife in and surrounding the river, they won't not be there if it was unhealthy Online 

5 Seen dolphins in the river Online 

5 Strong water flows and tidal action flushes any contamination. Online 
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5 The abundant fish and bird life, when not in flood or exceptionally heavy rain, the clarity of the water ! and 
we often see dolphins as far up as the weir. Online 

5 The amount of fish in the river and the sightings of dolphins is also a good indication Online 

5 The amount of marine life e.g. turtles, fish, dolphins, clarity of water. Online 

5 The clarity of the water is very high.  Generally there is a very low level of pollution / rubbish that I have 
seen (sometimes gets washed through in high rain events).  Online 

5 the clarity of the water, the health of surrounding greenery Online 

5 The fish are healthy and breeding.Water clarity is clear on the run in tide all the way past Chinderah and 
the mangrove diversity seems healthy.We need to keep it this way with good management. Online 

5 The fishing is considered to be good and people like to use it for a range of activities which to me would 
suggest it's a healthy environment Online 

5 The fishing is good and so is the area Online 

5 The information about we have received about pollution is over blown and the oyster industry should not 
have been shut down. CATI 

5 the many fish and birdlife we observe and don't see much evidence of litter CATI 

5 The marine life is still there and edible CATI 

5 The river always looks clean to me and I would not hesitate to go into the river. CATI 

5 The river always looks clean. Online 

5 
The river is continually being cleaned out by minor flooding waters. The general depth of the river has 
increased according to history.Fish stocks are good and we see predators like dolphins as far up as the 
Murwillumbah Bridge. The river is home to many Online 

5 The river is flowing well, looks good. CATI 

5 The river is usually clean it's non polluted. The river suppprts healthy fish and bird life populations. Online 

5 the Tweed is clean with very little debris. I have fished in lots of places over 40 years CATI 

5 
The vegetation along the river is thick and lush, the water is clean and great for swimming (unless recent 
heavy rains have fallen). There is plenty of bird and fishlife. I regularly see dolphins in the river and we 
watch groups of birds and dolphins feed Online 

5 the water is clean CATI 

5 The water looks clear. CATI 

5 The water quality always looks good, there is no stinky smell to it.  There is no residue left on your person 
when you have been in it for swimming/diving and snorkelling/ski-ing etc.. Online 

5 The water visibility, number of fish. Online 

5 The wildlife appears to be strong and vibrant indicating good water quality. Some degradation has to be 
expected because of proximity of populations. Online 

5 there appears to be good aquatic life in the upper end. I think some sand could be taken around barneys 
point Online 

5 There are a lot of fish and turtles and other animals that live in it. People can swim in it. Online 

5 there has been alot done in the water over the years all good, keep on the alert for cleanliness etc CATI 

5 There is lots of fish and birds around. When we are in the water it is always clean. Online 

5 There would be no fish, plants or birdlife in or on the river if it were not healthy. Fish would not breed, 
trees would not grow and birds would not use it. Online 

5 There's no litter or residual pollution CATI 
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5 Times that I have been there I haven't noted any issues. CATI 

5 
us local people take pride in the river ikt is not polluted the fish are healthy. It is wrong that rowers that 
donot live on the river want to ban boats very selfish people. as a family we love and enjoy  boating on our 
river Online 

5 Very clean and well managed Online 

5 very healthy CATI 

5 Watching plenty of fish being caught at budd park jetty and plenty of mullet jumping Online 

5 Water clarity is good, lack of litter, healthy looking fish, absence of major industry on the river bank, 
absence of weed Online 

5 Water clean,and mangrove look healthy Online 

5 Water colour in lower estuary is really good Online 

5 Water has been clean for years as dolphins are seen regularly up river quite a way , great fishing . Online 

5 Water is clean and there is plenty of marine life and fauna present. Online 

5 water is clean on incoming tide. can catch fish crabs and chip oysters CATI 

5 Water is clear and clean - loads of life above and below the water Online 

5 Water mostly clear of rubbish and clear clean looking. Online 

5 Water quality appears great. Plenty of good fishing. Online 

5 Water quality is always clear - abundant aquatic and bird life Online 

5 Water Quality. Plenty of fish. Online 

5 Waters clear and the vegetation down both sides of the river always look full of life and healthy. My two 
daughters say its paradise where farms meet city and love it. Online 

5 
We access the water frequently when waterskiing and find the water great.   Obviously care needs to be 
taken around storm periods for debri in the water.   We are very lucky to have access to non poluted water 
for recreational purposes. Online 

5 We found the river to be clean except sometimes people use the river to dump palm fronds and very 
occasionally some blue green algae Online 

5 We live on the river. The water is clear other than in flood and supports many forms of aquatic life. Online 

5 
We own property on the river (farm) and have been camping there for some 30 plus years and have 
watched the ups and downs of the river and of recent times the activety fish wise is most healthy with 
dolphins swimming past all the way to the weir,This has b Online 

5 when I am looking at the river is seems clean and beautiful CATI 

5 
Where I am I can see it, it is lovely and clear and looks clean, there are many other dirtier rivers around. CATI 
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Appendix 5: Other Issues or Problems with the Tweed River (Verbatim) 
 

Method Other current issues or problems 

Online 

1. Increasing pressure for inappropriate activities, especially wake boarding, due to restrictions on other rivers.  
Apart from environmental impacts and conflicts with other users, political pressure from non-resident 
wakeboarders, water skiers, etc. to maintain their access increases as their options to damage other waterways 
are restricted.  2. NO ENFORCEMENT of existing rules on waterway users. 

Online 8 knot speed limit area for safe sail and canoe use, and concern over bank erosion 

Online 8knot zone for safe sailing and canoe use, concern over river bank erosion on my property 

Online 
A lack of soft launching ramps for sailing and human powered watercraft as well as too many zones where motor 
boats are able to travel at speed. Not enough policing of bad skippering of recreational motorboats/jetskis. 

CATI A lot of illegal prawning is being carried out at night up river  

CATI A lot of the canals are full of weeds, these need to be cleared and the eels need to be removed 

Online 
A shire councillor seems to be determined to commercialise Jack Evans Boat Harbour. It should remain available 
to all of the general public for quiet enjoyment of its beauty, flora and fauna. 

CATI 
A think there is a problem concerning motor boats all the polluytion going into the river . private land owners are 
not putting in any vegetation along there abanks and very worried about it 

Online A threat to powered watercraft would be devastating on the local communities. 

Online Access at Murwillumbah is the main concern I have. 

Online access to the river upstream from Murwillumbah by canoes, kyaks and smaller sailing dinghies. 

Online 

activists arguing that the river should not be used, so extreme.  people should be allowed to enjoy this asset and 
be educated about proper use of the river.   Erosion occurs above Bray Park weir... never seen a speed boat up 
there or water skier  

Online 
Activities banned in QLD are premited in the tweed which attracts undesirable activities, noise, pollution,erosion 
and damage to the river 

Online 
After a weekend of BBQ,s & birthday parties, there is a lot of rubbish lying around that gets blown into the water 
eg. deflated/burst balloons, lots of plastic, ribbons & cigarette butts along the water's edge. 

Online 

After heavy rains , it can sometimes take weeks for logs and debris to clear the rivers upper reaches and some 
boat ramps. Chinderah and Tumbulgum are particularly bad for debris and I believe the council should send 
crews out to clean these up and in Tumbulgum's case either gurney the jetty off so it isn't so slippery or build a 
new one as the current one is very unstable, especially the rail. 

Online Aggression between passive and motorised users 

Online aggressive waterski,jetski threatening wildlife and river banks and swimmers 

Online Aggressive waving behaviour by adjacent farmers who could put all that energy on positive endeavours. 

Online Agricultural run off  Stormwater run off  Debris after flooding   

Online alcohol, speed , disregard for other users by water ski,power boats,jet ski 

CATI apart from contamination from industrial estates 

Online 
Apart from excessive wake caused by towing and jet ski use noise from some of these craft IE music is so 
incredibly loud at times spoiling the river for other users as well as those who live beside the river 

Online 

Appears more and more qld day trippers not registered in nsw using facilities and not contributing to nsw 
licencising etc why why is there differences in a non existent border for licences that include marine like cars etc 
seeems ridiculous and just revenue driven therefore for those who live in the tweed and do the right thing by 
registering properly being disadvantaged to the qld counterpart s 

Online 
As I'm traveling into Murwillumbah from Tweed i think the tall grass along the banks of the river should be kept 
low to expose the beauty of the river to tourists  

CATI as long as it is maintained, not allow development too close to the river 
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As stated we have owned a property on the river since 1998. We have been involved in water skiing all our lives 
and now our grandchildren are learning to ski. We purchased this property so our children and friends can 
continue to waterski. It should be noted water skiing involves minimizing wash where wake boarding and in 
particular wake surfing involves maximizing wash. Wake boarding/surfing and skiing are two different activity 
and should not be treated as one activity. I was involved in the discussion for the tweed management plan 
approx 10 years ago and steps to limit wash was encouraged then I.e. Not power turning when a skier fell and 
running as far as practical from the bank. Unfortunately although the plan was implemented it has since fallen 
into the too hard basket. Since then there has been a huge increase in wake board boats using the river. I believe 
most of these boats are from Qld. And as a rule come town full of fuel stay for the day and then go home and as 
a result contribute nothing to our economy. I would be very disappointed if a family activity/exercise was banned 
on the river to people who have lived and supported the community for many years. In the discussion for the 
tweed river management river plan I mentioned about making permits a requirement for using the river for 
towing activities. This was not meant to make the river exclusive but to make users aware of 
consideration/requirements about using the river. I believe that this should be considered in the future.  

Online 
At Sailability based at Dry Dock Rd, sand bank formation is a concern, as boats run aground, due to the long keels 
(to give the boats more stability and safety, as we take people with disabilities sailing.)  

CATI 
availability of tourist based activities, especially non motorised boating are fairly lacking, would like to see 
tourism based around the river more sailing  

Online ban jetskies watersking waveboarding and irasponsible selfish inderviduals 

Online Ban professional fishing especially netting.Lack of marina and refuelling facilities. 

Online ban wakeboarding and jetskis 

Online Bank erosion and siltration. 

Online bank erosion. 

CATI better water taxi service to improve transport 

Online 
Biggest issues are people that have moved and back onto the river complaining about the noise of people using 
the river. And it really annoys me when they use environmental damage as an excuse to stop it being used. 

Online boat access facilities, however these should be funded by a user pays system 

CATI Boat owners not acknowledging kayaks 

Online 

Boats speeding past Tumbulgum township cause unpleasant wash- a 6knot limit?  More mooring places for small 
boats at Tumbulgum - a long floating pontoon/walkway alongside shore slightly north of the hotel adjacent and 
parallel to the rock wall would encourage boating visitors to go ashore (1 hour time limit) 

Online 

Break walls everywhere  ruin beaches and especially surf fir most fir the sake of the very few  The river is 
extremely important in nature   I believe the weather is different north of the river compared to south It appears 
the North is much warmer   this doesnt happen amy where else 

Online Buoys to indicate rocks (eg near Tweed Golf Club) are not replaced when they become displaced.  

Online 

Cane farm chemical pollution, excessive drainage and monoculture.  Poor standards of water quality from 
Developments and road run off.  Treatment of drains as not important when they are part of the waterway 
system     

Online cattle and farming pollution, council regulation and consultation 

Online Cattle contamination /damage to feeder creeks and subsequent nutrient increase in river 

Online 
clash between high speed users of river(water ski,jet ski etc) and passive rowers and fishing from tinny etc. 
Doesn't mix, water ski create noise waves which wreck or cause danger to passive users 

Online 
Closing down pro fishers will increase fish stocks.  Releasing fingerlings like Jew fish, are showing progress with 
numbers being caught.  

Online 
Commercial fishing should be stopped,   jet skis if possible should be stopped like bryon shire has, tweed river 
should be promoted as an alternative passive water destination , let the GC have the action sports. 
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Online 

Commercial Fishing, unfortunately they target the smaller baitfish species which are caught in massive numbers 
yet hold very little value hence why the large numbers are taken. I have noticed a decline in mullet and silver 
biddie stocks over the last few years. The mullet are probably the most important single baitfish in every estuary 
and river nationwide. Once the mullet are gone silver biddies will be next then all the larger fish species and 
birdlife will disappear as their major food source has gone. 

Online commercial netting/fishing 

CATI 
concern for the run off coming into the river from all areas, and things that are going down the drain and in to 
the river 

Online concern over damage to banks and yabbie populations due to tourist boats disembarking to pump yabbies 

Online Conflict of uses versus health of the river 

Online conflict with water ski , jet ski, power boats towing things fast and rowing , sailing boats- potential for a death 

Online Conflicts between competing uses. 

Online 

Conflicts between river users at public facilities such as boat ramps.   Local sailing club v other boat ramp users at 
the Fingal boat ramp   Dragon boataters restricting the use of the boat ramp at condong as they leave no 
avaliable space on the pontoon for mooring during launching and retrieval. 

Online conflicts between water ski, jet ski and non motorized vessels 

Online 
conflicts regularly between rowers and fast power boats towing skiers ,jet ski. they don't respect other river uses 
and frequently abuse or nearly crash into passive users eg rowers,swimmers etc 

CATI connecting all the small walking tracks to make one large walking track.  

Online 
Continued access to moorings via Alf Rush Memoria Drive, Tweed Heads South.  And access to the small beach in 
this mooring area for launching tenders.   

Online cost of river bank maintainence 

CATI Council need to stop cutting down the reeds on the river bank which will stop erosion. 

CATI 
Council needs to keep an eye on people who leave plastic bags and fishing line on the river banks. They should 
be fined 

Online Council not allowing owners of residential land to preserve the banks and build rock walls. 

Online 
Council seems to be quite variable/changeable in their views on the river without any real strategy for it other 
than to 'blame' various users and ignore it.  They need to have a constructive plan for managing it. 

Online 
Councillors trying to close out river to the motorised boating community for which we have been actively using 
outer river for in excess of 30 years ourselves and now our children  

Online 

Current issues are wake boarding this is enemy number one as this causes undermining of river banks and bank 
collapse. Commercial fishing should be banned as it puts way to much pressure on already reduced fish species. 
The river could do with a couple of extra boat launching facilities as well. 

Online 

Currently, Murwillumbah does very little to enjoy the potential tourism / lifestyle benefits the river could 
provide. Riparian zone restoration, long walking paths and the promotion of non-motorised craft on the river (so 
as not to increase noise or wake erosion) would be great.  

Online damage caused by wake boarding and waterskiing 

CATI Debris should be cleaned out on a regular bases and the river banks need to be cleaned more often. 

Online Desperately in need of a marina 

Online 
Development of Airport and pollution concerns for Cobaki Broadwater.  Walkway at Anchorage needs replacing 
not demolition.    

CATI Different types of water based activities need to be in a certain location, this also will help with bank erosion. 

Online Do not want Jet boats using Tweed River 

CATI doesn't take much for the Tweed to flood, some areas are road level 

Online Dont want non passive activities in JEBH  

Online drunken water skiers 

Online Dumping of organic waste into the river. Logs and debris even without a flooding event 

Online 
Dumping of rubbish in or near the river, noise from speedboats on water and motor bike groups on riverside 
roads 
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Online 

During the busy summer weekends it is starting to be overused, obviously being close to the gold coast is putting 
additional pressure on the river. The big wakeboard boats (that are designed for large American lakes) that have 
wake enhancing features are simply to big for the Tweed river particularly in the upper reaches. In the Clarence 
river they have restricted the areas that wake enhancing boats can use as well as a code of conduct for 
motorised boat uses.  Whilst I think the sculling is great on the river it is not for their exclusive use outside of 
designated events.   The area about the boat ramp on commercial Road upstream for Murwillumbah is 
disgusting and is badly in need of a make over!! 

Online ease of axces for small non powered water craft  speed of jet skies & noise all the time from   jet skies  

Online Eco system issues.  Want to maintain healthy Eco system for future 

Online Effective maintenance of native/endemic foreshore vegetation 

Online Embankment protection insufficient  Private jetty approval process difficult / unable 

Online Environmental and noxious weeds and invasive species (including fish) 

Online erosion 

Online Erosion 

Online Erosion caused by wake boarders  

Online 
erosion from high speed water ski,jet ski, wave boarders- upper tweed should be for passive to avoid crashes as 
water ski etc don't care about ohers and I have been crashed into 

Online erosion of banks 

Online Erosion of banks from wake boarding 

Online erosion of banks from water skiers boats wave 

Online erosion of river banks caused by water ski, wake boarders, jet ski 

Online Erosion of the banks by wake boards and fast motorised boats.  This with flooding causes more erosion 

CATI 

Erosion on the road, where you cannot pull over as the water is close to the road edge. A lot of people putting in 
private pontoons near Tombolgan road and are trying to fence them off to stop public access to public land with 
signs saying private property which I don't think it is. 

Online erosion, cost of stonewalls 

Online Erosions, erosions, erosions, speak to your river landowners 

Online Everybody need to share the river equally. Rules on the water are there for reason as they are on the road. 

Online 
everybody should follow the water safety rules but I can say after skiing in the river for 27 years I've never had a 
single problem with another boatie  

Online Everyone has to share  

Online Excessive bank erosion caused by boat wake   

Online excessive speed and noise pollution from motor boats and noon behaviour from jet skiers 

Online Farm, urban and industrial runoff. ie nutrients, heavy metals, acid sulphate soil 

Online Farmers putting vegitation in the river 

Online Feel that current issues are covered 

Online fertilizer/pesticide run off and no need for council spraying round up - pollutes river 

Online 
Fingal Boat Ramp does not have enough parking in peak times. Cars without trailers should not be allowed to 
park in the designated trailer parking area. 

Online 

Fingal boat ramp is bursting at the weekends and peak times. Trailer parking is being taken (sometimes) by cars 
without trailers. Rangers do nothing about this. Issue fines it is sign posted at the entrance by Tweed Council 
clearly stating no parking without a trailer. Tweed needs more boat ramps and parking for trailers.  

Online 
Fingal old boat harbour ...dangerous mix of power craft / swimming /sail craft ..especially jet ski   Need to have 
special area / access for small sail craft  

Online Fish numbers  

Online Fish stock numbers 
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Online 
Fish stocks need better management for recreational fishermen. A fish sanctuary like frazer and parts of Morton 
bay needs to be set up. 

Online Flood damage 

Online flood mitigation due to change in road Wommin Bay Rd, need storm water drainage 

Online Flood mitigation. 

Online flooding 

CATI Flooding around Chinderah Bay area. 

Online 

Flooding is a real issue & I believe that better engineering of levie banks and dam volumes would reduce rage 
regularity & relatively ease of flooding many residential areas.  Regular dredging the entire length of the river 
would be a definite advantage as river levels appear to be decreasing quite considerably.  This may also reduce 
the effects of flooding.   

CATI Flooding issues after bad weather, Murwillumbah 

CATI flooding mitigation 

CATI flooding of the river needs to be addressed 

Online 

For river along greenbank Island area to be used as a recreational area which it is especially at weekends & 
holidays it should be a major priority to provide an amenities block, picnic tables, BBQs, shelters and a general 
beautifcation of area , this would then be a tourist attraction and used by local people all the time. This area is 
totally neglected in comparison to Murwillumbah ,Fingal Heads , Kingscliff and  other areas of Tweed Shire.  

Online Foreshore developement 

Online From observation wash is a big problem and bank erosion is resulting in many locations. 

Online 

From observations, the river is being overtaken with Queenslanders using motorised craft i.e.wakeboarding, 
watersking and jet skis often accompanied by extremely loud sound systems. The Gold Coast waterways are 
choked with traffic and loud noise which is now starting to overtake the Tweed River. The residents of Tweed 
Shire have chosen to live here to enjoy the serenity, natural beauty and lack of pollution.  

Online Future development in catchment area is a concern - environmental impact on river 

Online General rubbish being found at high tide  

Online 
Habitat loss, control of weed species, boat speeds causing wakes making it very difficult for kayaking, fishing gear 
been left so wildlife get entangled. 

Online High impact activities 

CATI High rainfall and effects on fish 

Online 
High speed boating /Jet Ski activity is dangerous and a hazard to passive river activities and the health of the 
river. 

Online historical plaques eg original bridge and ferry crossing 

Online hoons on jet skis, erosion 

Online Household rubbish that's floating and washes up to riverbank daily 

CATI I am concerned about intermittent pollution due to farming and commercial activity in the area. 

CATI I am concerned that after heavy rains the flows that come into the river bring debri and rubbish. 

CATI 
I am concerned that contract gardeners are viper snipping and blowing grass onto the road and down the drain. 
The grass clippings would feed the algae and siltation would also occur.  

Online 
I am concerned that there may be a reduction or restriction in public access to the river depending on the views 
formed from outcomes from studies such as these. 

Online I am very concerned about the build up of silt & the reducing access to the broadwater 

Online 

I am very VERY concerned about the increase in motorised activities on the river.  I am very conscious that the 
numbers of jet skis using the river are increasing alarmingly!!  A high number of trailers used to tow the jet skis 
to the river are from Queensland.  The do not comply with the speed limit, and there are just so many of them.  

Online 
I believe all people have rights to the river. The river needs to be shared by all for a variety of reason. I think 
people are trying to segregate certain activities on it. I think that is a current issue and is unfair. 

CATI 
I believe everything needs an upgrade such as boat ramps and the area near the mouth of river south of the 
hospital needs an upgrade for at least public toilet facilities. 
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Online 

I believe if high speed motorised boating including jet skis, wakeboarding and water skiiing were prohibited from 
the river there would be no need for bank revetment and trees cold be planted to stabilise the banks. The 
problem of bank erosion would be solved. 

Online 

I believe people need to be better schooled on how to have the fun they require from a weekend out on the 
water whilst maintaining the peacefulness of the river. with so many different activities on the water at one time 
boat users from any style (ski ,fishing, crabbing , or house) could better plan their doings to allow others to enjoy 
the lifestyle. with the river going under the microscope as it is now i beleive a lot of people are looking at how 
others are using the river and have taken their eyes of how they themselves are using the river and everyone is 
loosing a little bit of water etticut.   i also believe after seeing what the 11-12 floods did to the river that it does 
need a lot more revetment.  even if that means without geo so the fish and crabs can still live in the banks. we 
need to stop the banks disappearing. 

Online 

I believe that the speed limit for boats and jet skis should be reduced to 9knots from the river mouth up into 
Terranora Inlet ( currently 9 knots starts from Boyds Bay inland). In the past the lower reaches of the river have 
been populated by dolphins and turtles. In more recent times dolphin and turtle are very rarely seen, I believe 
because of the noise created by jet skis and jet boats. I have seen injured turtle hit by propellers of jet skis or 
boats.  Also erosion is continually occurring along the beach fronting Kieth Compton Dr which was created by the 
pumping of sand from the bed of the river. This erosion is being caused by the wake from jet boats and skis. 

Online 

I believe the erosion study carried out by Smec some years ago was totally fabricated to make out wakeboarding 
as the dominant erosion mechanism with wakeboarding data taken from an Aust Day wkend. I live overlooking 
the river, all year round and wakeboarding isnt an issue. What does annoy me is the horrendous state of the 
Tumbulgum ramp and the Chinderah ramp, leaving Fingal as the only real option- many times we have been 
unable to retrieve boat at Tumbulgum ramp due to trailer falling off end of ramp at low tide, only to have to 
drive boat on river and car/trailer whole way to Fingal to retrieve.  River bank erosion can be alleviated by 
planting trees/vegetation where landowners have cleared.  There is so much rock wall there is hardly anywhere 
to pull a boat up at all. 

Online 
I believe the previous question has some statements the do not read correctly for an appropriate answer. I 
would be concerned about some issues if I believed they existed. 

Online 
I believe the river is in a healthy state and could do with dredging in the lower reaches. Rock wall protection is 
necessary to overcome the erosion created by wake boarders and ski boats. 

Online 

I believe the river is quite silted and should be dredged (it used to be dredged many years ago). Dredging would 
assist to prevent river bank erosion and make the river wider (in areas that are currently silted) and safer for 
boats and recreational activities such as water skiing, barefooting and wakeboarding. 

Online I believe the river should be for everybody not just for small minority groups  

Online 

I believe the Tweed River has been abandoned in some areas specially towards Murwillumbah & Bray Park 
area.Which is a shame considering it's a beautifull part of NSW. Specially as you drive down Tweed Valey Rd 
towards Murwillumbah, it's a beautifull scenic drive but you can't enjoy it over the overly growth of vegetation 
along the river. A lot of wasted space that can be utilise for recreation purpose and bring in tourist to the area. 

Online 
I believe the wakeboard boats 'skurfing' where they trim the boat back and surf on the wake is detrimental to 
the shores And beachie areas 

CATI I believe there needs more latitude in relation to commercial activities  that are permitted  

Online I don't know enough. 

CATI 
I don't like the dismantling of the vegetation and the trees being cut down along the river bank - this in 
contributing to erosion. 

Online I dont see many issues the way things are . 

CATI I don't think there is 

Online I especially do not like the noise that jetskis and motorised boats make. 

Online 

I feel sorry for the aboriginal community losing their use of the river and surrounds for cultural use and food 
supply.  Not to mention how sad they must feel seeing the whole catchment degraded by land clearing and after 
that exotic plants brought here by agriculture and horticulture and now gone berserk.  They've got hardly any 
land left to call their own and what land they do 'have' is degraded and abused by non aboriginal people and 
their pastimes.  Sorry state of affairs. 
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Online 

I feel the river is an integral part of the lives of many people in the Tweed Shire. We all use it for varying uses, 
including but not limited to boating, paddleboarding, fishing, snorkelling, wakeboarding and rowing. In the 13 
years that we have used the river we feel that most people work in harmony of each other and share the river 
respectfully. It would be a real shame to limit sports to certain areas of the river as we all live and use a large 
portion of the river depending on where we reside.   

Online 
I find most users are quite responsible, there are some areas where rock walls need to be installed but it's not 
bad 

Online 
I fish and crab in small tinny , and canoe. water ski, jet ski travel to quickly and disregard others. they make a 
relaxing place noisy and dangerous 

CATI I have a concern with water quality degradation with regards to cane fields and motorised and human activities.  

Online 

I have an issue with the anti everthing brigade ,  I don't understand why people today don't have a sense of 
community and are not prepared to share natural resources that are available for all to enjoy in a responsible 
manner. Who gives certain groups of people the right to exclude other groups of people from using mother 
natures resources??  The tweed river is a magnificient resource and it was the backbone of the tweed economy 
in the cedar days for transport and it can again be used to economic advantage if people really thought about it 
albeit that would then see a need for dredging certain areas to make the river fully navigatable.  I would hope 
that common sense prevails and all individuals get to use the resource as it has been by our forefathers before us 
as are we .  in my humble opinion the cattle watering along the river do far more damage to the riverbank than 
the wash of boats ,Why?  personal experience over some 30 plus years . 

Online 
I have heard complaints particularily from fishers that the cruise boat industry and crabbing tours is ruining 
breading grounds.  I don't think this is wise and it should be monitored. 

Online 

I have lived and fished in the tweed for 25 years. I pay my fishing license every year like many other recreational 
fishers.   I have seen it in other areas of NSW were the commercial fisherman have been bought out from money 
from the license fees and revenue raised from fines of illegal fishing. Not only would this benefit local families 
but would also benefit tourism in the Tweed as would be a great draw-card to get more people visiting 
theTweed. Great for local businesses.  

Online 

I have lived here since the 70s and am on the river every week, kayaking and fishing.  The jetski traffic and 
speeding boats are dangerous to kayakers and swimmers and no good for the fish and the environment.  The 
noise in my home is unacceptable from jetskis at Crystal Waters Drive.  A speed limit should be imposed west of 
Boyds Bay Bridge and no jet skis should be allowed west of the highway bridge over the Terranora Inlet.  The 
jetskis are racing around sensitive creeks between Terranora islands and have no regard for the environment or 
other people. 

CATI I have noticed more Bull Sharks in the river. 

Online 

I have several time, seen, men in a tinny throwing some type of home made small explosive into the river to stun 
the fish & easily catch them in nets. I have made Maritime services aware, however it still goes on, especially in 
the hidden areas of the river.   Also I am totally against the swam of tourist that par-take in the 'CatchaCrab' tour. 
Far too many, far too often, the tours should not be an activity that operates at all !.  

Online I know there is debate over the use of the river for motorised craft. 

Online 

I personally don't think there is to much of a problem other than the erosion that Mother Nature causes & that 
some council members think that the river is theirs & only for the recreation they are either involved in or have 
an interest in . The river is there for all to use , wether it be passive or motorised !. The erosion can be slowed or 
stopped by council & Maritime both working together & putting more rock walls  in where  necessary to help the 
community .  

CATI I see a few things like old tyres in the river 

CATI i think concerns about a marina on the river 

CATI I think just the danger to certain species of birds and animals around the river. 

Online 
I think majority of those using the river look after it as they have a vested interest in the river remaining healthy 
and functional. 

CATI 
I think more dredging should happen in Barney Bridge area. We should consider other types of barriers rather 
than rock walls. 

Online 
I think owners on the river should be able to do anything they can to keep their bank from falling in.  Its our 
expense not yours 
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Online 

I think that there is too many marinas and moorings being approved and our waterways are being clogged up 
leaving us less usable water area on the river and spoiling the unique natural scenerary, water quality and health 
of the river. I also think jet skis should be banned from the river and wake boarding boats restricted to areas 
where embankment protection is in place. 

CATI 
I think the main problems are the conflicts with its recreational use the different aspects of the river as more and 
more people are using it the quality of the river and banks could become an issue if it is not monitored. 

CATI 
I think the river is under used, it should be publicised more. The public wharfs should be used as public transport 
with boats. 

Online I think the river needs to be dredged so it can be better accessed by all users. 

Online 

I think the tourist boats need to make sure that they have very little impact on the river & we should only allow 
eco friendly tours to use the river.  Run workshops for locals to teach people how they can have a more positive 
impact on the river.  

Online 

I think the Tweed River is totally underused, particularly in M/bah, where I live.  The river should be more 
integrated with lifestyle changes that are happening - look at the Yarra in Melbourne, for example.  Pleasure trips 
along the river from M/bah including dining are appealing.  Tumblegum already has this and it's very popular. I'm 
looking from a tourism viewpoint, but water quality is a serious concern. 

CATI 

I think there is excessive sand build up at the Tweed Bar making boats crossing unnecessarily difficult and a 
similar scenario is at Coudgen Creek. I think that this is an important part of the coastal management strategy 
which has been neglected. 

CATI I think they need to dredge the river mouth but what they dig up they need to put on single beach. 

CATI 
I think they should be using proper silt barriers and maybe they need better silt traps put in the drainage systems 
to prevent siltation. They should also have heavy vegetation growing everywhere to stop siltation. 

CATI I think we are not utilising the river enough in the area. 

CATI I think we need to be more educated, about the river to maintain it for our children 

Online I think you have it covered but the depth of the river in a number of areas is dangerously low 

Online 
I understand that the Australian Bay Lobster operation takes its  clean water from the ocean and dumps its waste 
water in the Tweed River.  This must be REVERSED! 

Online 
I want it to remain as close to its natural state as possible. It is very important that it should not be artificially 
tampered with as has been the case with Gold Coast and other developed water ways.  

Online 
I was concerned to see that the Council was considering installing a water park in the Jack Evans Boat Harbour.  
This would spoil the natural beauty. 

Online 

I worry about fertilisers, pesticides and other forms of run-off making their way into the river.  In past years I 
have seen periods where the fish and plant life underwater in the river has been adversely affected after heavy 
rain. 

Online 
I would like riverbank restoration to be undertaken all along tributaries and the river. Cattle fenced out of 
tributaries etc. Estuary protection and no development in wetlands to aid in restoration fishbreeding etc 

Online 

I would like to see down near river mouth at tweed near hospital etc. where the banks are all rock and the river 
wide used for skiing jet skiing etc and passive use from chinderah up and passive at kingscliff ... keep all the gold 
coast people with boats at gold  coast or in river with rock walls for banks already.. keep them out of river with 
noisy boats past chinderah please 

Online 

I would like to see the top priority the restoration and conservation of the river and its wildlife. The Brunswick 
River is an example we could follow. The river edge there is forested, there are plentiful fish and birds. The tour 
boats respect the birds and unlike the Tweed tours do not feed them for the benefit of tourists. I think feeding of 
wild birds by commercial tour people on the Tweed should be stopped.   There is the opportunity to build the 
wilderness aspect of the river, especially with Stotts Island as a wonderful place. Such places are rare and 
increasingly valued.   Walking paths beside the river would also be be good, especially near Murwillumbah where 
there are currently almost no such paths despite the beauty of the river. 

Online I would only suggest ease of maintenance around river areas.  

Online 
I would prefer to see commercial fishing confined to lesser areas of the river and eventually closed down. The 
various flats are breeding grounds for fish but are heavily commercially-fished. 
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Online 

I would think polluted rain/water into the river  from sugar cane fields,  farms ,fertilizers & pesticides,dirty 
businesses,& urban street drains will always be a serious problem unless more people are educated on how to 
preserve the health of the river.This would have to be illustrated  & demonstrated by film documentaries on 
TV,& in theatres & schools,as printed advices are ignored.  Offenders being fined & publicised would also 
assist.Global warming & residential expansion are two main causes of pollution  of our waterways eg River water 
pumped out & mixed with sand/soil for pumping ground levels,& later either pumped excess back into river or 
creek,or allowed to run off eg Salt development off Cudgen Creek.Developers should be more closely monitored 
& fined heavily when found to be causing damage to systems. 

Online 
I'd like simple walking trails for bird watching and enjoyment of the natural environment. I do not mean cement 
paths. Better access to the river. More re-vegetation. 

Online 
I'd like to see more boardwalks along the shore such as the one at the end of island drive. I'd also like to see this 
one repaired and re-opened.  

Online 
I'd like to walk along the bank for a fair distance without needing to walk near the busy road.   I would love to be 
able to walk from Bilambil Heights and continue along the river to the beach and the shops.  

Online If I believed that any of the previous question I would be concerned 

Online If it was possible working out some way to make the tweed bar abit more safe to cross 

CATI 
If there are commercial cruise tours, they should have a certain speed limit which then doesn't impact the river 
so much in regards to bank erosion. 

Online If you can put a stop to any idiots disobeying maritime regulations when on the river that will be great.   

Online 
I'm concerned about the run off of chemicals from the cane fields and sugarmill. There is also a lot of oil slick 
residue that is concerning.   

Online 
Im not an expert in the river systems but the Tweed river is looks great when in full use.The erosion of the shore 
line from balist wake boats is an issue 

Online I'm worried about the catch/size limits of commercial fishermen.  

Online 
Impact from surrounding land uses, especially sugar cane.  Lack of viable, vegetated riparian buffers.  Likely 
significant impacts on vegetation, erosion and adjoining land use from climate change. 

Online In some areas it has been neglected. 

CATI 

In the past, run off from agricultural pesticides has been a problem, I know it has improved but it does still 
requires monitoring. Also a higher density housing requires attention to ensure run off is not an issue from 
residential areas.  

CATI inaccessibility of cycling and walking tracks  

Online Increase in large vessel usage and of course jet skis 

Online 
Increasing wake boarding/waterskiing activities, inflictinig noise on landbased users and impacts on the River and 
on other water-based users. 

Online 

Insufficient revegetation along the banks, much more protection of fish breeding areas needed plus policing of 
that protection and insufficient resources devoted to maintaining existing vegetation, more active programs 
stopping residents removing natural vegetation needed badly. 

Online 
it is difficult to fish in peace as water ski ,wave boarders,jet ski, speed up and down close to the boat. they often 
nearly run into rowers. I have resorted to fishing at night to avoiud them 

Online 
It is obviously very polluted and overfished commercially these items are only a start of what needs to be done 
and managed 

Online It is silted up. The entire river needs dredging and cleaning up. This will be good for the economy. 

Online It is under-utilised for eco-tourism, with families put off by difficulty in access and noise disruption of jet skis 

CATI it needs better management during heavy rainfall 

CATI it needs dredging for flood times 

CATI it needs dredging, and letting the fish comeback 

Online It seems a minority wished to stop people using boats in the river for their own agenda 

Online It seems quiet good  
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Online 

It seems there are environmentalists, or more likely people who think they are environmentalists who jump up & 
down and make a big noise about boats being responsible for shore erosion. Boats may account for very little or 
possibly no erosion from their wakes when compared to what mother nature does herself during a flood or 
heavy rain event.  Boat slipways also need maintenance. Tumbulgum and Chinderah ramps are too shallow at 
low tide and result in damage to boat propellers. The slipway at Tumbulgum needs to be made longer so we can 
reverse deeper without the trailer going off the end of the ramp.  Tumbulgum ramp also needs more jetties. 

Online 
It would be nice to have a launching spot on at the start of the Rouse River for Stand Up Paddle Boarding and 
kayaking.  The mud and rocks make it dangerous to launch non motorised craft from the river bank. 

Online It would be nice to see more footpaths along the riverbank 

Online 
It would be wonderful to have bike paths around the river. The current paths are unsafe to locals and many 
homeless people reside behind the Levy walls, and therefore is not overly used by locals.  

Online Its a wonderful treasure to have but will be wrecked by over abuse in years to come  

CATI its underutilised as a resource for tourism...it needs some monitoring, foreshore areas could be better used 

CATI Its underutilized for more environmentally friendly activities. 

CATI jack evans boast harbour problems with what the river should be used for. Council expenditure on the river 

Online 

Jack Evans boat harbour is a tranquil scenic area and water based activities should be left as they are. Inflatable 
amusements such as the proposed Aqua splash development would be totally out of place and have a negative 
impact on the environment. 

Online Jet boating and wake boarding are huge problems   Water Pollusion likewise 

Online jet ski and ski boats causing damage to fore shore 

Online jet ski causing erosion 

Online 

Jet Ski riders travel way too fast in estuary.  Speed limits should apply until they get to the main River area 
leading up to Chinderah via Coolangatta Golf Club. Before somebody is badly injured or killed. I've seen some 
close calls before. 

Online 

Jet ski users going too fast lack of RMS staff to police river need a land based water area for wake boarding rock 
walls to control erosion needs to be done however long term I know other 'softer looking' visual overlaying will 
come to be and  that will give a different face to rock walls we have been left some dreadful legacies to contend 
with -more trees and keep going with excluding livestock from the rivers edge. Your doing okay just keep going!  

Online jet skis 

Online Jet skis and not many day areas for waterskiing  

Online 

Jet skis are a menace on the river.  They deliberately use areas where people are fishing, create noise pollution 
and a severe risk to other users because they constantly operate at full speed around bends in the river and 
frequently come close to colliding with anchored boats in the narrower sections of the river.  At the mouth of the 
river they freestyle in front of Seascapes despite signs saying it is not allowed.  And I have never seen any 
enforcement of these breaches.  There should be speed restrictions on there menaces and areas specifically 
designated away from prime fishing locations for their operation.  Netters take massive amounts of fish from 
areas other than south of the golf club, so I suggest there use at speed should be limited to areas north of the 
road bridge at Chinderah. 

Online 
Jet skis are a most unwelcome intrusion. The activities on the river need to be managed to ensure its 
environmental health. 

Online jet skis not keeping to speed limits in Teranora inlet causing 

Online Jet skis should adhere to speed limit  Should only be used for passive activities 

Online jetski use is getting out of control 

Online jetskies and other speedsters on the river. contamination by hooks and lines on the foreshore and in the water.  

Online Jetskis - get rid of them!  They destroy peaceful appreciation of the river and frighten the birds away. 

Online 
Just  the pressure of the increasing population and development with maintaining river health. Will be an 
ongoing issue. 

Online Just keep it open for everyone  

Online Just like to see less dumping of plastic, etc otherwise...love my river! 
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Online 
just that commercial interests would like to take over with their noise and pollution in order to make money 
rather than protect the waterways for everyone 

Online Just the erosion from ski boats and the river silting up  

CATI just the motorised uses 

Online 
Just the wake board and ski boats are damaging the embankments and costing a lot of money to repair the 
damaged banks 

Online Lack of acceptable sailing club facility! 

Online 
Lack of access, parking is also an issue,  at the Kennedy Drive Boat Ramp, on busy days.  More frequent rubbish 
collection required at above. 

Online 
Lack of access; lack of recreational opportunity; Murwillumbah is oriented away from the river i.e. the river is not 
central to Murwillumbah life 

Online 

Lack of amenities & use of river foreshore in upper reaches eg Murwillumbah has virtually no access to the river 
on the northern bank. Reclaiming river bank back to the levee wall & provision of walkways from town centre to 
Murdering Ck would enhance life on the town.  

Online lack of awareness and appreciation of ecosystem 

Online Lack of awareness by general public of its importance to the Tweed ecosystem. 

Online Lack of beaching areas along the navigable sections of the river 

Online 

Lack of education for activities and users that do not require licences and therefore do not understand their 
individual responsibilities towards safety and navigation.  The occasional cowboy in a motor boat and occasional 
meandering kayaker spoil it for the rest.  Increased compliance to the regulations (police enforcement for ALL 
users) rather than introducing new regulations. 

Online Lack of enforcement from water police and fisheries. No security in trailer parking. 

Online Lack of funding to appropriately manage the biodiversity and increasing population demands 

Online 

Lack of regeneration / replanting  of riparian vegetation for wildlife in upper parts of the river.  Discarded fishing 
line and other tackle injuring and killing wildlife  Plastic bags and other rubbish polluting river and endangering 
wildlife - plastic shopping bags should be banned in Tweed Shire  Feeding of wild birds for commercial gain (boat 
tours)  Water skiing and jet skiing are only acceptable in restricted locations 

Online 
Lack of sand based beach style access. It is mostly rock wall. More inlets to beached areas like at Fingal work well 
but need a slightly wider entry 

Online 

Lack of sandy beaches / access to existing sandy beach for 'off the beach' water craft such as sailing dinghies and 
kayaks.  One of the most useful but inaccessible sandy beaches is adjacent to the Tweed Gold course - and also 
at the old ski lodge by the motorway bridge. 

Online 

Lack of sufficiently large protected areas. Lack of separation of fishing from nature uses.   Q 20 - upstream uses 
must be considered in improving water quality. In particular, cattle access to the river is absolutely inexcusable 
and is likely to be the biggest cause of poor water quality even further downstream 

CATI lack of toilets along the river. if picnicing along the river walk mile s to a loo 

Online 
Lack of toilets in Condong park. Dragon boat people parking in front of boat ramp and thinking they own the 
place. 

Online Lack of vegetation on the banks from Bray Park to Tweed Heads. Mangrove degradation etc etc 

CATI lack of youth 

Online less marine life, poor water quality, acid sulphate soil, need native vegetation along banks 

Online less silt to make flooding less severe 

Online 
Limited parking at dry dock rd boat ramp. The council should charge people who are not ratepayers who come 
and use the Tweeds councils boating facilities. 

Online litter contamination and erosion from speedboats 

Online 
litter from fishing impacting wildlife. unattended lines entangling birds. needs to be more awareness and signs 
around 

Online littering. jet skis are annoying 

Online Logs and rubbish 
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Online losts 3-4mtrs of bank due to power boats 

Online Lots of debris  

Online Loud music played by wake boarders 

Online Main issue erosion and what will happen in the next big flood 

Online 
Main problem I have witnessed is bank erosion from wakeboarding and to a lesser degree water skiing between 
the weir and Murwillumbah bridge. 

Online maintain boating access and facilities, modern exercise equipment 

Online 
Major issue is wake boarding. I have seen very considerable damage to foreshore since they arrived. Should be 
banned. 

Online 
Mangroves stop erosion. House breeding fish. Filter water so increase tourism and rivers tolerance to power 
craft.  

Online 
Many, as stated previously. For too long it has been treated as a Drain, with no concept of the need to protect 
bank and river-bed morphology. It is criminal how such a beautiful river has been treated for many years. 

Online Marina required at Chinderah. 

Online Marinas are totally unacceptable. 

Online 
minority groups trying to stop rate payers from using the river in their power boats with family and friends 
(towing activities). 

Online more passive use would be great and look good for our tourism operators 

CATI More places to access for the locals 

Online 
More public access to river foreshore should be provided, along with extension of footpaths & cycle ways along 
foreshore. 

Online More reveg necessary, removal of invasive species,  protection of river bank to allow recreational use.  

Online 

More rubbish bins everywhere especially on the breakwalls, surely you can put in 2-3 bins along breakwall.   Also 
the lack of fisheries presents is very annoying. I'm a catch and release fisherman and it's so frustrating watching 
tourist every day taking undersized fish to eat. I've fished the tweed for 30yrs, since I was 3 and Since licensing 
came in, I've been ask for my license once and seen 1 other fisheries officer. It's a complete joke 

Online More walking areas are needed but not too much infrastructure. Nicely mown as people bring their own chairs.  

Online More work could be done to reveg other suitable sites along the river 

Online 
Most certainly. The impact of 'trampling' on sensitive habitat in the Terranora system in the name of tourism is a 
disgrace. This activity is not permitted elsewhere in Australia 

Online motor activity causing erosion 

Online 
Motorised craft speed impacting banks. Upstream weed issues continuing to impact on down stream islands and 
banks. Conflict with user groups - motorised/non motorised. 

Online 
Motorised water vehicles are making passive and non motorised activities dangerous. They frequently speed and 
endanger other river users. Most are from Queensland and are welcome to stay there!  

Online Motorised watercraft should be 4 stroke to reduce noise impact on residents 

Online 
motorized boats towing water ski,wake board or jet ski,high speed boats a menace. a death will occur to their 
recklessness 

Online 
My family and I moved up to the Tweed from Melb 4 years ago. I still wonder about the risk of being attacked by 
a bull shark in the tweed river 

Online My main problem is noise by motorised activity 

Online Need for a 6kt limit from the  Boyds Bay bridge (Ivory Hotel) to the main river junction 

Online need for designated areas for water ski etc below tumbulgum and passive above 

CATI Need more areas suitable for scuba and snorkelling 

Online Need more facilities to spread the traffic 

CATI 
Need more pontoons being disabled i find it difficult to enjoy the sand is quite steep to get to the water.put a 
ramp in that people with a disabilities can swim ,hand rails aare provided and can enjoy the water. 

Online need to ban water ski, jet ski,wake boarders from destroying the river 
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Online 
Need to clean up garbage regularly (possibly involving locals), reduce damage done by speeding motor boats, 
and damage to bird nesting sites at the mouth of the river. 

Online Need to ensure all users have a area to use our river 

Online 
Need to ensure that the river retains its natural beauty and ecological sustainability.  This must NOT be sold out 
to commercial interests (i.e. the river is for the public, NOT developers). 

Online 

Need to stop jet skiis and motorized boats and their wakes for erosion and community peace and enjoyment. 
Too many non-locals not obeying regulations.  Speed limits not obeyed. Known illegal fishing/crabbing. 
Disturbance of nesting birds by boaters coming ashore on broadwater islands (not necessary to have people or 
their dogs come ashore).  

CATI Needing more toilets 

Online Needs dredging badly especially bottom end,used to be ,never upset anything, actually flourished 

CATI Needs drenching, low tide in some areas boats get grounded. 

Online Needs to be dredged!  Especially near black  Watch/perry catamarans 

CATI net fisherman needs to be bought out and stopped 

Online netting sandbanks. whiting of legal size few and far between 

Online Newcomers that think they know better than locals 

Online 
no  However I do believe that this survey can be weighted by people to serve their own agenda!  Any one can fill 
out this servay and multiple or hundreds of times !  I believe it will be weighted by manority groups ! 

Online No but love skiing and boating on the river. 

CATI no commercial fishing in the river 

Online No current issues but as a water skier would love to see the boat ramps around tweed maintained. 

Online No I dont believe there are problems other than people looking for reasons to complain about something. 

Online 
No I don't. Obviously erosion could become a problem but from what I've seen over 20 to 30 years not much has 
changed. 

Online 

No I find the water police keep the unruly powered boaties inline and the river is big enough to have everyone 
on there. As for fish they have that section up near seagulls. The only thing I would look at more places 
watercrafts can bank so more families can enjoy swimming and water skiing. 

CATI No I think the main thing is just the clean up after rain events. 

Online No Inflatables Fun Parks in the JEBH 

Online 
No issues with river but river access and access to public spaces i.e. moorings at parks and recreational areas for 
boaties 

CATI No it is really only the lack of fish in the river. 

Online 

No just the domination of the upper Tweed by thrill seeking type activities, it is ruining the tranquility of the river 
area and disturbing wildlife and preventing more passive use of the river . The recent introduction of the ferry 
tours is the most positive and less invasive thing I have seen in the thirteen years we have lived in the area. 

Online No let's just shear it . Get the kids out one the water , instead of the TV  

CATI no not really 

Online No not that I can see 

Online 

No one patrols to manage motorised boat speeds on the Tweed and Rous.  I've seen the ranger? doing high 
speed on the Rous at Tumbulgum.  Speeding in front of Tumbulgum village is eroding the banks.  Boats creating 
unacceptably large wakes all along. 

Online No other 

Online 

No policing of human activities on and beside the river.  The Speed of large commercial vessels entering and 
leaving the river mouth.  ie Fishing Charter and Dive boats.    The Tourist boat that beaches each day adjacent to 
the Tweed River Regional Museum to pick up and drop of passengers   when there is a perfectly good jetty there.  
The tourist boat that beaches most days in the Terranora Broadwater and disgorged 50 plus tourist to trample 
the  ecosystem.    The rubbish that has been allowed to accumulate on the east foreshore of the  Cobaki 
Broadwater.  Just a few for a start.   

CATI no Spray for midgies it s really bad. 
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Online No the river is very healthy with plenty of fish  

Online No, but I have huge concerns for the Clarrie Hall Dam and the weed spreading in it. 

CATI 
no, but iviewed the issue to have marina at Chinderah, too many people trying to make a commercial living on 
thje river 

Online No, I dont think there are any issues with the Tweed River 

CATI 
No, I like to see the river and the area be looked after. I am concerned to see boats going too fast due to erosion 
risk. 

Online No, I think the river is fine 

Online No, I think the survey has covered them all.  

Online No, just too many idiots wanting to stop us having fun on the rivers 

Online No, maybe another ramp would be great, and keep the bar dredged  

Online No, not really 

Online No,like it the way it is 

Online 

No.      I'm a strong supporter of the the river. I enjoy it and respect it like a lot of the people who use it.      I 
believe the river is respected by the absolute vast majority of its users.      It is a wonderful natural resource that 
should be enjoyed by the public.      It's the river where my kids memories are made whether we are skiing , 
swimming or fish or simply enjoying its tranquillity.  There's plenty of all of that.   

Online 
no.  The Tweed River is a natural public water way and every person has a right to use it and no one has a right 
for exclusive zones. 

Online No.  Travel overseas and you will see our river is actually perfect. 

Online 
No. I thing it is a beautiful river system and surrounding towns. It is a great place to bring my young family and 
enjoy water sports.  

Online No. Just sick of politicians using the river for their own agendas.  

Online No. not at all 

Online No. The precense of water ways keeps situations posivtive.  

Online noise can be disruptive to picnics and the like   

CATI Noise is an issue during weekends and holiday periods from jetskis from 7am continuously for hours on end 

Online Noise pollution 

CATI Noise pollution at times from power boats. Also the increase of jet skies and there are too many house boats. 

Online Noise pollution from motorized crafts. 

Online 
non residentual rowers wqanting to close the river when we owners live and use the river. Noise pollution early 
morning before 8 weekends from rowers megaphones. 

Online Non that I can think of. 

Online 
Non,  it's a big river system with plenty of room to share. Speed and no wash zones need to be monitored and 
enforced to assist with over usage and errossion. 

Online None at all the river is a good place to bring your friends and families for a good time on land or in the water  

Online not at all ,a resource to be shared by all. 

Online Not at this time but the Council will do as it pleases no survey will deter them 

Online not being preserved in a natural way for water and recreational use 

Online 

not enough connected infrastructure for river users to connect with land based services. EG there is one new 
pontoon at Chinderah which is great and only two more between there and Murwillumbah allowing residents 
and visitors to access restaurants etc. there is also no on river re fuelling facilities which is a encouraging re 
fuelling by hand with jerry cans   

Online Not enough facilities for sailing vessels.  (Marina, Servicing Facilities, Moorings) 

Online not enough pubic toilets at parks 

CATI not enough run off water coming into the river system... 

Online 
Not enough safe launch jetties in mbah and not enough research about bull sharks. There seems to be fear that 
they exist but no information for public.  
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Online not enough sandy beaches 

Online Not in addition to the previous comments 

Online not involved enough to make an opion 

Online 

Not keen on wakeboarding and jet skis - too loud and possible effect on the environment. Some water skiing is 
ok but not north of Condong bridge. Concerned that we don't make the most of the river economically - we 
could have businesses facing the river, enjoying the view eg Riverview Hotel has it right. It would be nicve to 
have more boardwalks/walks close to the river. River along Kennedy Drive has great untapped potential for 
tourism/recreation, as has Sth Tweed along Minjungbal Drive.  

Online Not really- the Waterway autorities are pretty pro active in keeping things working well 

CATI not really, I see from time to time, during floods there is debris 

CATI not really, too many people and development 

Online 

Not that I am aware of .   Every one should have the right to use the river for what they enjoy .  AS long as every 
one obeys the rules  instead of ceasing activities there could be calendar for all activities at different times ..this 
will help with erosion fish beeeding and people not getting in each other's way  

Online Not that I am aware of other than over use by powered vessels which adds to the erosion. 

Online 
Not that I'm aware of - although I do think there is the potential for additional facilities to promote river-based 
activities 

CATI not that im aware of, the council does a good job managing the river 

Online Nothing I am aware of. 

CATI number of craft that are allowed to use it. Should be a density level 

Online Occasional water ski boat and jet ski boats speeding  

Online 

Ongoing attempts to limit recreational uses such as small vessels conducting tow sports (due to perceived 
erosion issues) while permitting large commercial vessels or expansion of marina facilities would appear to be in 
conflict with local interests and tourism. 

Online Only lack of enough parking and inadequate number of garbage bins near where I live.  

Online Only mother nature with floods 

Online Only that restrictions to rivers in QLD seemed to bring a lot of extra non local boats to the tweed 

CATI only the bar 

Online 
Only the best deliberate use of the river for green waste removal.  Though farming cattle down to the waters 
edge on land void of trees is causing erosion of the river banks.  

CATI Only the flooding of the river. 

CATI only there is a lot of plastic bottles and bags, too much rubbish, not good for the birds or fish 

Online Onslaught of motorised activity is a problem as Queensland boaters come down 

Online Over fished by commercial fishermen  

Online 
over fishing of areas by commercial fishermen.  i witness them harvesting from many areas that are crucial for 
juvenile fish species. i believe the system is too small for the amount of commercial fishermen that use it 

Online Over used commercial which limits its advantage for local businesses. 

CATI overdevelopment 

Online overfished 

Online 

Overflow of Jet skis and Wake boats from the already overcrowded Broadwater (Southport)  Plastic garbage left 
behind by Rec fisherman   Over crowding of the Fingal Boat ramp by JetSkis and Rec Fisherman coming from Qld   
Large boats producing excessive wash doing damage to the river bank  

Online 

Overloaded public boat ramps on weekend due to increasing numbers of QLD residents using Kennedy Drive and 
Fingal boat ramps for Ocean access (trailer boat).    There is no other safe ocean access options for trailer boats 
between Southport Seaway and Tweed River.  Ocean access through Currumbin is becoming too hazardous due 
to number of board riders and swimmers at creek entrance. 

Online Oversized wake boarding boats causing erosion that smaller water skiing craft are being held responsible for. 

Online Overuse by increasing numbers of powerboats with no regard (or knowledge probably) for navigation rules 
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Online Parking along the anchorage 

Online 
Passive based water activities need to be restricted to particular areas - shallow areas. Terranora lake/Jack Evans 
for example 

Online passive river access for canoes is very limited.  i.e. Rous 

Online People are the problem, the Tweed River is a beautiful priceless gem that needs to be treasured and protected. 

CATI People behaving in a responsible manner with respect to rules and regulations 

Online 
People disrespect for others and waterway safety  and the lack of shade, rubbish disposal facilities,designated 
parking areas  

CATI People dumping rubbish is concerning 

CATI People trying to ban motor sports, people should learn to share. 

Online 

People trying to make a claim on the river that it or special areas should be for them only. The river is to be 
shared by all who use it. People trying to claim that there is something wrong with it. People claiming that boats 
and wakeboarding are causing erosion to the banks when it is primarily the wind and tide that are pounding the 
banks 24/7 and the floods that rip down the river tearing up the banks 

Online People trying to stop all users of it 

Online people who don't appreciate it 

Online People who don't use the river making judgement on the river's use. 

CATI people who speed up and down the river. 

Online 
People's leisure concerns ranking far higher than environmental protection, and more balance required between 
fishery and other environmental concerns 

Online 

Pest species. I have seen many carp in the upper reaches (I am aware this survey concerns the estuarine waters 
rather than fresh but it is still important). Overfishing is a problem in terranora Broadwater, the crab company 
pumps so many yabbies that entire sand flats are just dead now. There should also be sections of river for 
passive water craft only 

Online 
Planning for the impact in the future of more people in the area. Parking problems and green park areas for 
passive viewing.   

Online Please see my response in Q17 

Online poisoning from toxins to marine life 

CATI pollution from run off from the road gutters washing into the river 

CATI Pollution in general, at least the river is bertter then parramatta 

CATI pollution runoff from agricultural properties and developments 

Online 

Poor Water Quality   Lack of management  Lack of Marine patrols  Invasive species - need to be managed. 
Invasive species such as small-leaf privet is along the river's banks.  Lack of assess to water quality data to the 
general public. 

CATI 
private jettys on the river seems a lot more and not kept in a good manner, they should be policed more and 
inspected 

Online 
prohibit recreational fishing at entrance of Shallow Bay, ban motor boats, bikes and dogs from reserve (end of 
Boyle Ave) 

Online 

Property own should have the right to maintain there river banks with out all the red tape i.e. Putting in of 
natural rock to stop erosion would be a big benefit...,   but that needs to be monitored so it doesn't lead to 
rubbish being use..., a permit and inspection that doesn't cost and arm an leg and is granted with in a month 
period  

Online 
Protection of river grasses as they are the nursery, too many oyster leases, protection of mangrove islands home 
for various bird life  

Online 

Protection of the river's health. Conservation of threatened species & ecosystems, of plants, animals & fish. 
Protect wildlife corridors. Preserve visual & scenic amenity. Promote ecologically sustainable development & 
passive recreation. NO inflatable Fun Parks in JEBH. Limit motorized water sports in Tweed River estuary & 
absolutely none allowed in JEBH, because the marine life hate them & drivers terrorize the wildlife just for 'fun'! 

Online 
Public access to Kerosene Inlet disturbing migrant & local wading birds.  Push for development in JE Harbour.  
Huge developments within the catchment further polluting estuarine waters/mangroves.  

Online public toilet facilities 
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CATI racing on the river is a problem, the state of the boat ramps 

Online 

Recently more speed-boats are frequenting the river as far as almost the weir. They are causing lots of noise, 
may contribute to river bank erosion and contamination of the water quality. They would be endangering 
swimmers and other small boating activities. Certainly the speed boats subtract from the recreational 
peacefulness of the river and its surrounding area.  

CATI Recreational activities should be designated to a certain area. 

Online 
Require more infrastructure for ingress/egress of vessels into the Tweed River and signage displayed identifying 
the speed limit in the locality. 

Online 

Residents believing boating activities to be the highest cause of erosion and silt buildup, when in fact the main 
cause would be flood damage (tbc) and a report/study should be conducted on this specific phenominon and 
residents should know the results on the impact between the different scenarios. 

Online Residents frequently dumping garden refuse in the river. 

Online Residents seem to think it is a waste bin for garden waste and logs these days. 

Online River bank erosion 

Online River bank erosion and blame being layed on boating when the issue of flooding is a major cause 

Online river bank erosion by water ski, wake/wave boarders 

Online river bank erosion caused by boating activities 

Online river bank erosion from water ski, wake boarders , jet ski- moving to fast creating waves eroding banks 

Online 
river bank erosions caused by water ski, wave boarders,jet ski. anti social behavior by these people as it is 
unpoliced 

Online River bank needs clean up in murwillumbah   

Online River should be dredged. 

Online River should be shared by all & their varied activities with respect for each other 

Online rowers not being polite with other river users 

Online rowing clubs and water ski near miss collisons 

CATI Rubbish needs to monitored and riverbanks need to be mowed more frequently 

Online Run off from cane farms 

CATI Run off from farms and sugar mill and chemicals 

CATI 

Run off from farms especially pesticides polluting the river, we need to make sure farmers are texting the river to 
confirm that the run offs are not effecting the health of the river. Littering is a problem and the free campers, 
they discharge their effluent into the river and use roadside/park bins to put their household garbage in. Stray 
animals roaming on the banks toilet polluting. Speed limit to stop the jet skiers speeding. 

Online Run off from neighbouring properties and Coolangatta airport into surrounding wetlands 

Online Run off pollution 

Online 
Safer boat ramps.  Lakes dr boat ramp is too steep and is not straight back from the road its on an angle and very 
slippery and slimey. 

Online 

Safety crossing bar. Needs indefinite regular dredging plus a rock island/breakwater say 100 to 200 metres 
offshore and southeast of the bar which could be designed to include fish habitat fishing site and diving site and 
surfing break to break up the ground swell to make a calmer small boat crossing .Would create a popular sailing 
yacht and motor yacht destination. And safe take off point for offshore recreational fishing used by the whole 
southern Gold Coast. Needs now and will definitely need with future growth, Fingal size and style combination of 
toilets, jetty, boat harbour and boat ramp out of the current. Site at Faux Park South Tweed or beside 
Coolangatta Tweed Heads Golf Club. A groin and dredging to create extra permanent anchor points beside the 
River Course at the Golf Club. Extend the board walk beside Tweed Broadwater Village. Could do a similar 
boardwalk beside?near Boyds Bay Caravan Park. More boating facilities including mooring jetty, mini beach , 
potable fresh water and toilets.  

Online Safety of swimmers and snorkeling from speeding boats and jet skies  

CATI Sand bars up neat  Tumbolgum 

Online sand build-up at the entrance to the Endless Summer canal.  Has become very shallow under the footbridge. 
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Online 

Sea level rise is beginning to impact some banks of the river. There is a change in the diversity of fish species near 
the mouth, possibly driven by climate change. More tropical species appearing. I think boat traffic in the lower 
estuary is increasing dramatically especially on weekends. 

Online Sediment 

Online sedimentation/ bank erosion from cattle properties, weeds 

Online 

Serious problems with wake boats and erosion. Motorised river use which limits or prevents the use of the river 
for quiet non-intrusive activities. Intrusive users who have been banned or had their activities severely curtailed 
in Queensland who see the Tweed River as their chance to avoid reasonable regulation. 

Online 

Serious safety issues for the conflicts between motorised and passive boating (rowing).  I also suspect, but have 
no evidence for, overfishing in the river and lake.  I believe in the long-term there will be serious problems with 
over-development of housing on the river and lake edges; it will be too difficult to resist the power of money. 

Online 

Serious siltation of the Terranorra Broadwater.  Rock walls are great for erosion control but we also need some 
sandy beaches for the public to use esp. for launching kayaks,etc.  The Tweed Valley just wouldn't be the same 
without the beautiful river,we need to ensure its health for the creatures who call it home as well tourists and 
locals . 

Online 

Severe siltation in the Terranora Broadwater, particularly north of Seagulls.  This has reduced the numbers of 
people utilising and enjoying the water in the area.  In some places the mud is so deep now that kayaks are even 
having trouble being paddled.  Local fisherman report many fewer fish being caught in the area than in the past 
due to shallow and muddy waters. 

CATI 

Sewage being let into the river is a problem. Secondly, there is an issue with regards to disclosure and 
information availability to the public about dredging contracts. Also the flood-modelling of the river is totally 
inaccurate - the modelling is based on a delta river outlet and not on the current river dredging  outflows.  

CATI sewage outlet is a concern 

Online sewage overflow hastings point 

Online 
Should be more public jetty's for boats to moor so as boaters can better utilise the local businesses such as 
general stores, restaurants, hotels, etc. 

Online 
Significant bank erosion from skiing and wake boarding. Unaccceptable noise and safety issues from ski and 
power boats in regards to passive users including swimmers. 

CATI Silting 

Online silting up of inlets make me sad as opening these up would improve usage of the waterway 

Online Small individuals trying to have the river all to themselves 

Online 

So many birds nest & use trees on the bank and nearly every flood/big rain event sees more of them gone.  
Where are they going to go.  Council riverside areas (parks as well) need more native vegetation conducive to the 
species here.    Also overflowing smelly garbage bins with ibises and dogs spreading (and lazy people) rubbish all 
around is a poor look.    A bit signage telling of the local history at parks etc might help educate people and 
maybe some signs that identify the birds (like the fish species signage).  Once people knew what something is 
they tend to have a sense of ownership and then respect. 

Online 
Some commercial users in the teranora inlet area cause disruption to river weed etc by going into areas that are 
too shallow for their boats.   

Online Some foreshore park areas with amenities would be beneficial  

Online 

Some larger boats may have too large an impact on river this size. Usually ski with jetski and this is quite 
manouverable.  Would like to maintain access for jetskis right to the Bray Park Weir.  Would like some access 
points on Northern riverbank. This could spread out use and impact. 

Online 

Some parts of the bank are eroding from the floods. And it is a very slow and costly process for private property 
owners to gain permission to up grade the revetment walls. This should be changed as the normal person who 
lives on the river can not afford this. 

Online 

Some people who have boat licences but do not know the boating rules. Also during the sailing season some 
sailors use the small inlet on the river near the boat ramp at Fingal parking their cars and trailers in a manner 
that restricts others using this area. 

Online Some power boat users do not show adequate consideration for other boaters. 

Online Some self interested locals who want the river just for themselves. 

Online Spearfishing zones need to be more widespread 
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Online 
Specialised Wake boats ( hulls designed to generate a wash) , rowing sculls (cover the waterway & think they 
own the water way, & noisy tinnies that exceed 75dba. 

Online 
Specifically, yes.  Road slippage danger Tumbulgum Road, near Cultural Centre,  Murwillumbah.    Better picnic 
spaces & boat access needed in Murwillumbah. 

CATI Speed and noise of jet skis and motorboats. Friends are losing their gardens who live on the river 

Online speed boats and jet skis are the major problem on the river 

CATI Speed boats should be limited to how fast they go they tair upand down the river very noisy 

Online Speed limits in most sensitive areas, better access to the water for disabled persons 

Online Speed limit's should be tightened / enforced and lengthened around swimming area on keith crompton drive 

Online speed of more than 6 klm per hour minimum wash 

Online 
Speedboats and jetskis travelling way above speed limits and in areas of the river where they shouldn't - no 
policing. Erosion! 

Online Speedboats coming too close all the time. 

Online Speeding boats and jet skies 

Online spread of weed species 

Online Stock access to river and tributaries 

Online Stop wake boarding which is creating erosion which is bad for fish habatith along foreshores 

Online Storm water runoff. 

Online swimmers and disabled access pontoon 

CATI talk of the marina at Tinderer I think its a good thing as long as it is planned correctly 

Online Terra Nora Broad water needs urgent work to prevent even more silting up which might improve the fish habitat 

Online 

That all motorised sports be discontinued all together to protect our banks and reduce rock fill for 
mainteneance. Its ugly, we need to preserve it so future generations get the beauty of it all. not just motorised 
sports in the short term 

Online 
The amount of interstate/non-local ski boat and jet ski users that have very little respect for the environment or 
our local tweed community. 

Online 

The attempt by the Council to try and cease motorised boat activity is a major issue.  We live on the Tweed River 
and there is very little motorised boat activity during the week and in the colder months, they cause no problem 
at all and bring tourism to the Tumbulgum village on the weekends and in the warmer months. 

Online The bank erosion I see as the biggest problem 

Online 
The bank under the motorway bridge on old barney's point road needs sand dumping and we the residents find 
it quite difficult launching our Kayak's under the bridge.  

CATI The bar is still a concern as it is dangerous. 

Online 
The biggest problem I can see is the high powered boats causing erosion to the banks and the noise from 
Condong to M-bah bridges 

Online 

The bitting midge problem in East Banora Point is a major problem to residents(rate payers) which is ignored by 
council. The dredging of a growing sandbank adjacent to Tim's island would go a long way to help alleviate this 
problem .  

Online 
The Boardwalk in the Anchorage Islands should be fixed. I am a keen supporter of having this wonderful access 
restored for the use of all. 

Online 

The boat ramp and jetty at tumbulgum needs attention, submerged rocks make the ramp unusable for us 
outside of extremely high tide and the ramp at Condong has such a severe drop off that makes it difficult to use 
at low tide.  

Online 
The boat ramp at Fingal is very popular on weekends with many visitors from QLD.  There are limited parking 
available at those times for the number of users. 

CATI 
The boats pumping their bilges out and polluting the river. The big house boats wether they have holding tanks 
for their sewerage or does it go in to our river. 

Online The build up of silt and sediment that is affecting the quality of the water and associated eco-systems. 
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Online The build-up in urban development and associated industry inevitably puts pressure on the ecology of the river.  

CATI The Bull Sharks are worrying. 

CATI The commercial power boating aspect of motorised boating, jetskis etc. (Not recreational users) 

Online The conflict  between passive and non-passive boating is a prime concern for our group 

CATI The council's approach to riverbank restoration is very short-term 

Online The erosion is clearly in areas where there is livestock in fenced entering to water !  

Online 
The fact that a minorit is pushing the council to close the river for boating , skiing etc because of their own self 
interest ! 

CATI The flooding system needs controlling , they appear to need funds to do  

Online 

The greenies trying to stop motorised activities on the river. Water skiing is our families life!   Also the council 
desperately need to  Put a public toilet in at condong boat ramp! Do you know how popular this area gets in 
warmer days???  

Online 

THE HUGE INCREASE IN BOATING ACTIVITIES OVER THE LAST 30 YEARS AND THE WAKE FROM THE LARGER 
VESSELS ERODING THE SHORE. THE RIVER CANNOT COPE WITH MORE MARINAS AND SHOULD NOT HAVE MORE 
ROCK WALLS. 

Online 
The increased traffic at the boat ramp in the centre of the Tumbulgum Village is a safety issue - for cars 
pedestrians.   There is limited parking available for cars and trailers. 

Online 
The increased use of jet skis.  The reckless disposal of fishing lines and hooks.  Not enough official surveillance of 
water based activities 

Online The increased use of wakeboards leading to erosion therefor necessitating the need for rock wall bank repair.  

Online 

The increasing numbers of jet skis and very fast boating in the lower Tweed around Fingal Head and Teranora 
makes it very unpleasant and unsafe for passive users of the river. The noise is unacceptable to neighbours and 
visitors using the river banks. I am a bird watcher and am very concerned about the boats landing on the river 
sand banks and river beach which are known roosting and feeding area of our protected shorebirds including our 
migratory shorebirds. I would like to see these areas recognised and classified no landing zones for watercraft. 

Online 
The jetty at the Tumbulgum boat ramp is dangerous and there needs to be a fish clean area and boat wash off.  
Commercial fishing in the vicinity is deplorable. 

CATI The lack of bins and seats along the river bank 

Online The lack of good convenient affordable floating mooring sites  

Online 
The lack of Kayak, paddle board and canoe launch points. Cycle access/path from Chinderah to Tumbulgum .  The 
growing number of boats permanently anchoring in Chinderah bay.  

Online The lack of removal of the silted up river , at low tides the smell is not the best  

Online The lack of respect between different individuals/clubs using the river. The river is for everyone to enjoy.  

Online 
The local rowers should have to stick to one side of the river like ever other vessel as pushbikes do on the roads. 
They seem to row 10 across and take up the entire river . 

Online 

The Lower Tweed Estuary management Plan which was prepared some 20-25 years ago, pointed out the crucial 
need to link the residual nodes of wildlife habitat at Tweed Broadwater(D/S of Stotts Island), Stotts Island itself 
and The Tumbulgum Broadwater( on the Rouse just upstream of the junction with the main arm) with 
ecologically viable riparian vegetation corridors. Council has done some planting of native species but clearly 
insufficient to create a continuous tree canopy and  viable understorey vegetation. 

Online 
the main problem I have observed is the huge amount of bank erosion caused by excessive wash from large 
wake boats. 

Online 
The main problem is the erosion of the bank. When you see the amount of wave caused by wake boats this 
seems to be far in excess of  anything natural.  

Online 
The maintanance of assets that enhance the publics opportunity to view marine life and the mangrove system 
that is important for a healthy environment.  

Online the mouth needs to be moved south where terranora inlet joins tweed river to allow better flushing 

Online The need for better access to the river in Tumbulgum, a new pontoon beside the boat ramp 
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Online 

The netting fishermen. They may release the fish that are to small but they die anyway as they have been gilled. 
The other problem is more rubbish management needs to be in place as i clean up a 10 litre bucket every trip of 
others rubbish. 

Online 

The netting of the river is no longer acceptable just look at the tourism potential being lost by netting the fish. 
Most rec fishers now release the larger flathead caught however the pros do not. the use of boards with nails in 
them to remove the smaller fish is still carried out by the pros. 

Online 
The noise pollution from jet skis, especially around the Fingal reach. Also excessive speed by jet skis and some 
other recreational boat users.  

Online The number of boats using the river as a permanent home  

Online 

The number of river property owners who persist in leaving green waste and sometimes building waste near the 
river waiting for a high tide or a flood to take the waste away. I suggested increased fines and regular council 
patrols in an attempt to stop such practice.  

Online the only issue is council, The river is there for all to use ! 

Online 
The only problem is some people believe it is their right to decide who gets to use it and how. The river is for all 
and no one has the right to stop anyone from enjoying it  

Online 
The only problem with the Tweed River is certain people trying to force their way of using it onto others. It 
should be open for use by everyone in every way.  

CATI 
The only thing I worry about is that any future mining or development might have an impact on the health of the 
river and our future water supply.  

CATI The pollution from the planes i think it also affects the river with the fumes 

Online 
The possible installation of an inflatable fun park in the Jack Evans Boat Harbour is very disturbing and this 
should not be allowed as it will destroy the best asset in Tweed Heads 

Online The proximity of some of the roads to the river banks. Limited number of areas to access and enjoy the river 

Online 

the reason the tweed river is empty most of the time is because council won't support use for recreation such as 
boating. council claims to be green not wanting to touch the natural river. if this was the case then katie milne 
wouldn't let effluent build up in the Ivory marina. council doesn't care about the tweed river or they are too lazy 
to do anything. residents want to use it and get on it, but council doesn't make it easy for them 

Online 
The return from skiing and the associated cost of bank repair so of tell you that Council is paying out OUR rates 
to Qld skiers 

Online 
The river foreshores are quite inaccessible with only a very few places where you can get close. A riverside 
walkway of several kilometres would be excellent especially upriver between Tumbulgum and Murwillumbah.  

Online 
The river has been treated with great dissrespect. In 1823 Mathew Flinders commented on the luxuriance of the 
riparian vegetation and the prolific birdlife along the Tweed River and Estuary.  It is sadly depleted today. 

CATI The river is not a good colour anymore. 

CATI The river needs to be a lot cleaner, maybe more signs to advise people not to litter. 

Online 

The river should be a jet ski  free zone to protect from noise nuisance and disruption of wildlife. More emphasis 
on sailing and more physical healthy activities.    Should be legislation to prevent live music noise from party 
boats affecting people enjoying peaceful use of the river banks. 

Online 

The river should be dredged where the sand/silt has built up as some areas are quite narrow due to 
sandbars/silt. This would stop erosion and open the waterway back up to the full river width for access for boats 
for skiing, wakeboarding, fishing etc 

Online 
The river should be peaceful, with wildlife and NOT polluted.   Jet skies are a multi faceted menace to the river 
and its banks. 

Online 
The river systems came about and lasted so long without motorized petrol inflicted damage.  Fish are there for a 
reason and its not for consumption. 

Online the river will find its equilibrium 

Online 
The same issues that are raised currently are exactly the same 40 years ago. Riverbank erosion is from floods 
with only a small amount from users 

CATI The seawood side is congested alot of developements on the waters edge 

CATI The speed limits with jetskis and the like need to be enforced on the river - it is not fair to the kayakers. 
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Online 

The Terranora estuary has many small creeks between its islands which contain weedbeds and small fish.  Jet skis 
hoon through these areas causing a danger to kayakers and fishlife and weed beds as well as ruining these 
beautiful tranquil areas.  Also commercial tourist boats regularly get bogged in shallow areas and rev up their 
motors to get out, disturbing the weed beds and fish in doing so.  Also, the river is full of jet skis from 
Queensland where they now have controls which has sent them down to NSW. 

Online 
The Tweed Coolangatta golf course restricting acces to a road with a locked gate that was erected illegallly on 
crown land. 

Online 

The Tweed has one major flooding problem caused by the location of the Nth rock wall that causes a whirlpool 
effect which moves sand upstream onto the spit that then costs a lot to be removed , this can be overcome by 
making a gap in the section of the wall that is at the same level as the beach on the northern side of the wall and 
at a location that can't cause erosion from the force of the water gushing through when the tide is coming in 
against out going flood water which causes the river to choke .  

Online The tweed river is a massive tourist draw card to boat uses. If this was to stop. Kingscliff and Chinderah will suffer 

Online 

The Tweed river is a system that evolves over time like any river does if you think that you can stop water from 
doing what it wants to do then good luck. The addition of rock walls to preserve areas will only serve as 
hatcheries for fish and homes for crabs. The only issues I see are the Greens trying to stop a certain activity on 
the river. You cannot simply stop wake boarding as you would have to stop all motorized boats. This is not a 
council issue anyway it is to do with waterways or some other federal government group. 

Online The tweed river should limit the speed off larger vessels to under certain knots per hour to help the wash  

Online 

The usage and demand of the river is quite high given its limited size (especially the upper estuary). I support ALL 
uses of the river for recreational purposes including active and passive however I believe the best management 
strategy would be to limit low tow activities (ie wake boarding with water taken on to increase wake height) to 
North of the tumbulgum bridge.   I would also like to see more park access along the river as the limited parks 
now are very overcrowded in peak season. Upgrades to Budd Park and Condong are excellent and should be 
continued especially in areas such as south murwillumbah. I would also love to see a fenced off leash dog area 
near or close to the river. Dogs need exercise yet can chase boats or get in people's way, suggest a fenced agility 
park at Condong or similar.    

Online 

The use of the river by inconsiderate jet skiers. At Fingal on the weekend two jet skis were doing donuts at top 
speed in the little cove/picnic area where it has buoys indicating that people swim in that confined area. Jet skies 
going up and down the river all weekend at high speed and noisy for residents near the hospital. There should be 
designated speed areas for them and then low speed only on the channel heading up to Jack Evans Boat 
Harbour. 

Online 
There are much more jet ski's on the river. The excessive speed of jet skis and ski boats are dangerous and very 
noisy like the sound of motorbikes.  It will be only a matter of time before there is a fatal accident.    

Online 
There are not enough sandy beaches for landing boats.    The commercial tourism uses on the river is too tightly 
controlled by council.  Make it more usable and accessible to all groups.  

CATI There are too many boats moored around where the golf course is. 

CATI There are too many people "squatting" on the river and polluting it 

Online 

There are too many signs at boat ramps. Does a ramp really need multiple identical signs? The Lakes drive boat 
ramp has 13 signs, not including road signs-!! Water sport signs should only be attached to the jetty. It's just an 
eyesore and obviously no one is checking the actual signs posted because two are the same..!  

Online 
there could be more access points for the river IE  behind golf club as the larger boats are mooring there so 
public facities could be increased  Setting up designated areas for different activities to segregate different sports  

Online 
There could be more jettys or boardwalks for the general public to get access to the rive and enjoy it. Particularly 
at chinderah and tumbulgum where there is food venues and retail shops, there is a lack of facilities. 

Online There does need to be speed limits as jet ski users often speed through the small sail boats using the river. 
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Online 

There is a general reluctance to swim in the river and this is potentially a lifestyle and tourism drawcard.  It is 
widely known that the River has a bull shark population and the species is perceived to be aggressive and will 
attack humans.   Council could consider a trial for a netted area and swimming pontoon in the Tumbulgum area 
at the northern end of Riverside Drive in the area where picnic tables and shade are available for families.  This 
will give an insight as to whether this facility would be utilized in other areas.  There is a school in the 
Tumbulgum area and a number of young families in the area.  Tumbulgum has become a go to spot and is almost 
central in the river catchment area for access. 

Online 
There is a huge build up of sand in the river just around the river bend from the river entrance at Tweed off 
Letitia Spit  

Online 
There is a lot, we are lucky we get high tides to flash out most of the river but not all the river gets water up to 
where it is needed  

Online 
There is a need to police the vegetation regularly found floating in the river.  I often see such vegetation stacked 
on or adjacent to the waters edge, to be taken into the river on high tides and floods. 

Online 

There is a very important issue of illegal camping along the banks along Chinderah Bay Drive. Last Tuesday 
evening (4th October) there were 12 vans parked (mostly backpackers style)! My concern is that there isn't any 
toilet facility there and those vans don't have inside loos.  I think it is becoming a real health hazard.  The amount 
of litter left behind is an eyesore and is also getting much worse.  It is spoiling the enjoyment of walking along 
that part of the river. Could the ranger patrol and enforce the no camping rules? 

Online 
There is an urgent need for some further speed restrictions & policing of boating regulations that constantly are 
being flaunted. 

Online There is not enough areas you can access the river with young children to have a swim and splash around  

Online 

There is not enough riparian vegetation throughout the whole catchment. QLD users not abiding by NSW laws. 
Not enough fisheries inspectors. JETSKIING SHOULD BE BANNED due to the regularity of bad behaviour 
(excessive speed, proximity to passive users and noise pollution)!! 

CATI 

There is places that people swim, people in boats, jet skis, they just park up and your children get covered fuel 
residue. Any type of  motorised boating and water sports activities should be allocated a certain area. Away from 
swimming areas and popular. 

CATI There is too much siltation coming in from the back of Cobaki creek in to the Cobaki Broadwater.  

CATI 
There needs to be more disability access at the river. We have a disabled son and there is not many places we 
can take him fishing. 

Online There seem to be a lot more queensland boats then nsw 

Online 
There seems to be a lot of debris floating in the river. The debris varies from drink bottles and McDonalds to 
green waste and sofa's.  

Online There seems to be a safety issue with non motorised boats and motorised boats 

Online 

There seems to be plenty of garden waste dumped on the banks ready for high tides to be conveniently washed 
away. This becomes a danger for rowing skullers. Speed boats occasionally have very rude drivers with no idea of 
boating rules and no consideration for non motorised boats. 

Online 

There will always be challenges when dealing with a natural resource and dealing with the elements.  We are 
fortunate to have an excellent resource and with some considered plans and effective management the Tweed 
River can continue to provide an opportunity to engage in a wide range of water activities that promote health 
and outdoor living for many individuals & families.   The issues of sand build up, bank erosion, etc. must be 
monitored and managed within the framework of effective river usage. 

Online 

Throwing of plastic rubbish - food packages, plastic bottles, bait plastic bags, cigarette packs, fishing lines. I pick 
these up by the bagsful every week - especially after the weekend. There is a need for more rubbish bins and 
regular community 'Keep Australia clean' days. 

Online To many jet skies and need more areas for unmotorised activities 

Online To many skiers from Qld 

Online 
To support local business and recreational users of the river there should be more jetties or sandy bottom areas 
to pull boats up to. Toilet facilities in parks is also greatly needed ie. Condong park near the sugarcane factory. 

Online Too amount QLD residents using our waterways, they need to pay an annual fee.  

Online Too many jet skis and wakeboarders.  All they seem to do is hoon.  Promote sailing and kayaking. 

Online 
Too many jet skis in conflict with passive users. Dolphin numbers in the river have been dramatically reduced 
possibly due to this activity.  
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Online 
too many professional fisherman IN the river, how are species meant to spawn when they are netted in big 
numbers 

Online Too much development on banks 

Online too much high speed users- water ski etc causing conflict and erosion 

Online Too much motorised boating and sports, causing pollution. 

CATI Too much rubbish in the river. 

Online 
too much silt buildup over the years. Once there were vessels able to get to Murwillumbah...would be good to 
have the main channel opened up again. 

CATI too much traffic along river, speedboats etc 

Online 
Total lack of speed restrictions for motorized craft, between Condong bridge & Murwillumbah bridge. Lack of 
respect shown by some motorized craft to the passive craft on the water.  

Online tourist boats causing destruction and fisheries doing random checks on commercial fishing boats 

CATI tourist boats pump yabbies out of sandflats and destroy the fish habitats 

Online tourist boats pumping yabbies  and trampling sand banks destroying habitat 

Online TREE LOPPING ALONG BANK AT NORTH CONDONG .  

Online 

Trees on the bank aren't trimmed back to stop the weight of them falling in the river.  Rock walls are put in on a 
reactive basis and not a proactive basis, too much damage is done before their installed.  A pontoon for boats is 
well over due. 

Online Turbidity, Flooding, Erosion 

Online Two much cross boarder use of our local waterways 

Online Underutilized resource. More public access  

Online 
Undue erosion being caused by Wake-boarding boats - those that have their hulls filled with water to create a 
larger boat wash. These causes erosion and large wakes which other boats struggle with 

Online 
Unlicienced  wake board and sking operators from Queensland using the river in unsafe ways and endangering 
passive watercraft 

Online 
unpoliced drunken water ski , jet ,ski, wake boarders driving to fast killing wildlife, creating erosion , not obeying 
laws and clashing with rowers , swimmers  ,fishers. happens every weekend and public holidays 

Online Unpredictable water flow during floods since levee wall extended.  

Online Urban runoff is not well controlled. erosion hasn't been well addressed 

Online 

Using the river daily for all events motorised and unmotorised i feel we can share this natural playground 
without making regulations. All you have to do is be pleasant and politely speak with anyone who may present a 
consern. 

Online 
Vagaries regarding speed limits for motorised craft need to be addressed.  I believe that the tranquility of the 
areas is wrecked by jet skis. 

Online 

Very concerned about pollution from crab pots, discarded fishing tackle, plastic bags, beer bottles, ring pulls, 
nets being hazardous to bird and river species, as well as not ascetically pleasing.  NO protection for the wildlife, 
no barriers or tunnels to prevent road carnage of water dragons, snakes, bandicoots etc.. 

Online Very few areas of public access and or walking and swimming other than at tweed heads and Fingal  

Online 
Wake boarding and skiing causing bank erosion and disrespecting other river users.  Not adhering to boating laws 
- slowing down for slower craft under bridges etc. 

Online 
Wake boarding boats that are 'surfing' with massive waves are hammering other smaller boats and smashing the 
river banks.   

Online wake boarding,waterski,jet ski - causing costly erosion 

Online 

Wake boarding. Jet skiing and water skiing are eroding the banks. I'm on the river 4 times a week for the past 6 
years and have seen the erosion of the river banks. The cost to rate payers to fix this problem is on going. The 
majority of boats are from outside the Tweed area and do not contribute to fixing the problems they cause. 

Online 

Wakeboarding and drivers not keeping their skiier 30m away from no wash buoys is a HUGE problem as we live n 
the river. They are mostly QLD boats and don't care about breaking the rules. They are verbally abusive when we 
try to tell them to move further away. 

Online 
Wakeboarding and towing activities are the biggest issue for bank erosion and river amenity and health. 
Stormwater management should be continually improved. ASS runoff a big issue also 
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Online Wake-boards, which are designed for maximum bank erosion; water skiing ditti;  significant over-fishing.   

Online Wakeboats creating huge wakes and swamping boats  Skiboat a creat small wakes 

Online Was a wonderful clean healthy river 20-40 years ago. ..not so much now. 

Online Wash generated by large wake board boats causes erosion and makes it dangerous for other recreational users. 

Online 
Water based activities should be encouraged. Rejuvination of river banks should be encouraged and local 
authorities don't seem to be attending to these issues. 

Online water ski ,wake boarders eroding riverbanks 

Online 
water ski, jet boats, make shift mooring with over size craft  large boats house boats catmarans and trousit crab 
boats with no proper docking moorings whats the shire doing 

Online 
water ski, jet ski, wave boarders- should not be in same part of river as rowers,sailing,swimmers. collisions 
clashes occur and they do not respect other river uses, throw rubbish,drink alcohol,speed,abuse other uses 

Online 
water ski, wake boarders,jet ski have been banned in Qld so they come over the boarder as NO regular policing 
so they run amok cause damage to river bank and nearly run into swimmers,rowers etc BAN THEM 

Online 
water ski, wave boarders,jet ski, are clashing with passive users. frequent near miss collisions, drunk driving and 
abuse to passive users eg rowers,swimmers,fishers,sailing boats. 

Online 
waterski, wake boarders,jetski,drive to fast and do not care about other river users. bank erosion,collisions with 
rowers,etc will occur 

Online Wave erosion. Pollution.  Over dredging  

CATI We don't want or need a marina 

Online we find that water skiers are not safety conscious, speed and are abusive to other river users 

Online 
We need Improved protection of the estuaries and broadwaters that are being denigrated and polluted and 
management of embankments that are overun with weeds and noxious plants 

CATI We need more accessible BBQ on from the estuary up towards Murwillumbah 

CATI We need more flood protection around the Tumbulgum area. 

Online 

We need public toilets and change rooms for the visitors to the area, also garbage bins, so visitors do not leave 
rubbish behind. There is a large elderly population in the Tweed area, more  covered seating, and BBQ's  along 
the river front would be nice. When there are more people using the facilities of the river, you reduce the risk of 
vandalism, and misuse of the areas.The river entrance could be dredged a little more frequently, making the bar 
a bit safer, and allowing more fresh seawater to enter the river 

CATI we need to make sure that it is maintained in a good healthy way 

Online 

We need to reduce water speed in rain events.  Increase fish breeding opportunities, as in allow prawn access to 
west of the weir for breading. Fish friendly flood gates and programs like that can assist this Shire differentiate 
it's self as a high quality residence and tourist destination.  Water quality and flora and fauna values reflects the 
Tweed Shire Councils ability to manage it's unique qualities. 

Online 
We need to utilise the river more , provide employment create easy to access to river banks for picnics and 
water based activities not herd people into small areas we pay rates should be able to access 

Online 

We often observe vegetation dumping from housing along the river. This is quit concerning and dangerous for 
rowers. We find a lot of speed boats not observing safety rules with no regards for non motorised boats also on 
the river at that time. 

Online Weed control, canopy diversification 

CATI Weed control needs to be improved along the banks...and bird habitats need to be protected 

Online Weed infestation on the banks, especially Rous R   

Online 
Weed invasion, and riverbank degradation are my main concerns. I also think higher speeds should be kept to 
the ocean end of the river. 
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Online 

What do you think of the river’s health?  • Water is in poor condition. Bird life is no longer prolific. Fish are not 
breeding strongly. Water weed and, the river bed are being damaged.  • At times in Terranora Estuary there has 
been evidence of sewerage floating about.  • Silt has built up enormously in Terranora inlet.  • Erosion is a 
problem everywhere. Trees that were stable are falling in the water.  • Fishing line is cast into waterways. Line 
catches on branches, in weed, and on oysters and rocks.  • Water Birds and river mammals such as Dolphins are 
in danger of injury and death – the product of irresponsible fishers. Safe Fishing practices are not something the 
public considers to be important.  • Chemicals are entering the river. Many Gulls have been sick. Pelicans die of 
poisoning and botulism during summer months and after heavy rain runoff  • “Respect” is not a word that a jet 
skier understands.  • Boats with powerful motors are speeding in the river.  • The public is becoming more and 
more disrespectful. Plastic bags, nappies, bottles and cans are cast overboard along with the fishing line.  • 
House boats which are a tourist based activity may contribute to many “dumping” problems.    What can 
Community and Natural Resources do to manage “practices” regarding river health?  • Clean up the water by 
addressing the previously listed problems.  • Clear water encourages wildlife and fish breeding.  • Water testing 
would probably indicate some type of chemical interference. Run off from cane fields and from sugar refinery 
needs to be filtered somehow before the chemical drains into the river.  • Either get rid of jet skis or delineate 
and area where they can speed.  • Ban any high powered, speed motors from the Terranora inlet in total. 
Included are racing boats and jet skis.  • Fishing licences do not protect the injuries done to wildlife. The numbers 
of water and seabird injuries caused through active fishing and by discarded line are enormous. Braided line and 
stainless steel hooks do not dissolve over time. Wings, legs and beaks are where most injuries occur. The damage 
bill is called “death”  • Pelicans, seabirds, water birds, mammals, and fish need protection in the Tweed River. 
Too many people are ignorant of the damage they cause to wildlife whilst engaging in fishing activities.  • As a 
rescuer – my main concern is for safety, protection of all wildlife that live in the river. As a rescuer - to encourage 
healthy wildlife habitats for the birds/animals in the Tweed River.   

Online 

When a riverfront property is prepared to build and pay for to Council specifications, on 
council/waterways/crown land, protecting riverbank erosion and saving Council expense, why do they make the 
process so difficult, as well as charging huge fees, as well as fines ?????? Surely Council should assist where 
possible as is saving council money and is very much in public interest. 

Online 
Whilst there is a need to build rock walls to prevent erosion it does limit the sand beaches available. There is only 
a couple of options to sail to for a picnic. Would be nice to have some sandy beaches around Chinderah.  

CATI would like a buffer zone for sugar cane areas to prevent fertilizer in the river  

Online 

Would like more access for sailing dinghies and kayaks.  Reducing amount of sandy beach by rock walls being 
built to protect river banks from erosion exacerbated by power boat and jet ski river users.  Tweed Valley Sailing 
- Could have access to the sandy beach on the north bank by the Golf course to clearly separate power craft from 
sail craft for safety in the launch area at Fingel 

Online Would like more places available on the foreshores to pull in with your boat to get off and picnic 

Online 
Would like the Tweed boardwalk reinstated around the anchorage area. It is an essential part of the area and 
allows for waterfront access by the public. Would like more bike and walking tracks along the river front.  

Online 
Would like to see a public walking track access to fingal estuary near fingal/tweed mouth....to enjoy natural 
habitat and swimming allowed (no motorised toys) 

Online Would like to see it used more & more walk ways around it  

CATI Would like to see more picnic areas for families 

Online 
Would love to see more fish around. Been living in the area since May and got fishing once every 2-3 weeks, and 
yet to catch a legal sized fish. 

Online 
Yes   I don't this survey can be use as accurate!  Can be easily weighted as you can fill out as many times as you 
like so those people with an agenda will fill out multiple times and the results weighted ! 

Online 
Yes - Bank erosiion and noise produced by ski boats and the dangers they present to passive river activities 
(sailing, rowing kyaking etc) 

CATI 
Yes I think there is a problem for pressure for development which needs to be resisted and the other problem is 
maintaining water quality is a very important issue. 
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Online 
Yes it isn't enjoyed enough people should be encouraged more council should support more festivities for the 
river 

Online 
Yes jet skis should be banned. They are a nuisance, ignore speed limits and have no concern for other 
recreational users of the river 

Online 
Yes lack of management of Wake Boarding, and Jet Skis in the section of the River between Barneys Point and 
the Piggery 

Online 
Yes people moving from interstate and buying on the river front and winging about the boating activities instead 
of enjoying it like many others . This goes for some Tweed Shire Councillors as well. 

Online 
Yes people piling their garden rubbish on the verge of the river and allowing it to be washed away with flooding, 
instead of disposing of it via tip or bin options. 

Online Yes -plans to build huge marinas for QLDers to trash the river is a huge concern for the future. 

Online 
Yes the whole river is suffering from silification this is why we suffer from quicker flood events due to the river 
being incapable of handling the same amount of rain as in the past eg 74 flood   

Online 
YES WAKE BOARD BOATS PRODUCING LARGE WAKES DESTROYING BANKS. many other places have allowed all 
boats besides wake boats for this reason and I think this should be considered  

Online 

Yes, as a dragon boater, we see some people going too fast in boats and we also see waves from some of the 
boats which are definitely leading to bank erosion.   I would like to see the natural grasses and other vegetation 
left to stabilize banks. 

Online 
YES, Building petrol stations on the flood plain. We have a Flood Plain Committee to stop this and they are not 
doing their job (BP Chinderah). It was rubber-stamped by the NSW government. 

Online 

Yes, I believe the water would be seriously contaminated by sugar farming chemicals. Fish need to be tested for 
toxic residues & all results made public via the council. These are significant environmental and human health 
issues. We already have uncontrolled sugar cane burning polluting the area which is an environmental disgrace. 
It's 2016, not 1816 - we know what the impacts are, there is no excuse for a 'do nothing' approach to these 
issues.  

Online 

Yes, it is evident that some riverbank landholders think the river is there to take away their large garden waste.  
Excessive ski boats from out of the shire create a lot of noise pollution as well as river pollution & a lot show lack 
of curtesy to non-motorised crafts. 

Online 

Yes, midge infestations. I do not accept that spraying is extremely damaging. If Gold Coast can spray very widely 
without 'destroying' the environment it is farcical for Tweed (and more southerly councils) to maintain such a 
pretence. 

Online 
Yes, someone is going to get killed by a ski-do unless there is speed restrictions in place. I have seen them at 
great speed over the top of divers and close to the stone walls 

Online Yes, specifically with regards to jet skis going at extreme speeds 

Online 
Yes, the Tweed Bar needs to be regularly and effectively dredged to restore safety and access for boats crossing 
this historically dangerous bar. This is necessary and ongoing management, not a once only. 

Online Yes, the use of wake boats with enhanced wakes should be prohibited in certain areas. 

Online 

Yes, this questionnaire seems to have been written to achieve a desired outcome. It is my view that education of 
river users with respect to minimising wake from power turns ext and just a fostering of mutual respect for the 
various users would have a very positive effect on the Tweed river area. 

Online 

Yes, we allow to many qld vessels on it they rape all the species of fish and crabs, create big wakes fuck the banks 
were as locals respect what we have so we slow or minimise the impact as much as possible in areas that are 
most vulnerable. Make them pay to use our waterways. Fuck em 

Online 
Yes. More garbage bins should be provided at popular picnic and swimming areas such as the beaches at South 
Keith Compton Drive, Anchorage Island and the base of the North breakwater. 

Online 

Yes. Noise and rubbish from house boats and BBQ pootoon boats. Both private and hire types. Lack of boat and 
trailer parking at kennedy drive. Cars parking in boat trailer parking areas at Kennedy drive and fingal boat 
ramps. Insufficient speed restrictions to stop jet ski, ski and wake boats hooning around the river. 

Online Yes. Not healthy and I wouldn't trust the water to swim in or interact with.  

Online 
yes....I find the views of certain councillors totally one sided and this subject of stopping motorised activities on 
the river is from a small minority and continually disrupts the equilibrium of the community in general.  
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Appendix 6: Any other river management issues you feel are important? 
(verbatim) 
 

Method Comment 

Online 

(1)The need for ecologically viable foreshore corridors between Tweed Broadwater and the 
Tumbulgum Broadwater at mouth of the Rouse river,as noted in a previous question.  (2) Council really 
can't  overdo the number of integrated foreshore picnic areas with adequate car parking BBQ facilities, 
park furniture,toilets and shade trees.  (3)The Tumbulgum to Dulguigan section of Dulguigan Road 
follows the Rouse River and is an extremely popular cycling precinct. The Park opposite Urliup Road is 
heavily used by cyclists most weekends of the year.At times it is heavily congested. Clearly other 
facilities are needed to meet the public demands on this Park. Thought could be given to creating 
another integrated foreshore park Along Dulguigan Road.   (4)The foreshore area at Commercial Road, 
Condong, is a suitable area for a regional boat launching facility for the upper Tweed. The area is 
suitable for an integrated foreshore park  which would take some of the weekend Summer recreational 
boating pressure of Tumbulgum. 

Online 

• Water is in poor condition. Bird life is no longer prolific. Fish are not breeding strongly. Water weed 
and, the river bed are being damaged.  • At times in Terranora Estuary there has been evidence of 
sewerage floating about.  • Silt has built up enormously in Terranora inlet.  • Erosion is a problem 
everywhere. Trees that were stable are falling in the water.  • Fishing line is cast into waterways. Line 
catches on branches, in weed, and on oysters and rocks.  • Water Birds and river mammals such as 
Dolphins are in danger of injury and death – the product of irresponsible fishers. Safe Fishing practices 
are not something the public considers to be important.  • Chemicals are entering the river. Many Gulls 
have been sick. Pelicans die of poisoning and botulism during summer months and after heavy rain 
runoff  • “Respect” is not a word that a jet skier understands.  • Boats with powerful motors are 
speeding in the river.  • The public is becoming more and more disrespectful. Plastic bags, nappies, 
bottles and cans are cast overboard along with the fishing line.  • House boats which are a tourist 
based activity may contribute to many “dumping” problems.    What can Community and Natural 
Resources do to manage “practices” regarding river health?  • Clean up the water by addressing the 
previously listed problems.  • Clear water encourages wildlife and fish breeding.  • Water testing would 
probably indicate some type of chemical interference. Run off from cane fields and from sugar refinery 
needs to be filtered somehow before the chemical drains into the river.  • Either get rid of jet skis or 
delineate and area where they can speed.  • Ban any high powered, speed motors from the Terranora 
inlet in total. Included are racing boats and jet skis.  • Fishing licences do not protect the injuries done 
to wildlife. The numbers of water and seabird injuries caused through active fishing and by discarded 
line are enormous. Braided line and stainless steel hooks do not dissolve over time. Wings, legs and 
beaks are where most injuries occur. The damage bill is called “death”  • Pelicans, seabirds, water 
birds, mammals, and fish need protection in the Tweed River. Too many people are ignorant of the 
damage they cause to wildlife whilst engaging in fishing activities.  • As a rescuer – my main concern is 
for safety, protection of all wildlife that live in the river. As a rescuer - to encourage healthy wildlife 
habitats for the birds/animals in the Tweed River.   

Online 

1. Agricultural runoff needs to be addressed.  2. Public education regarding sustainable recreational 
use / appreciation of natural attributes. (i.e. It's NOT just another place to drive fossil-fuel powered 
watercraft for 'fun') 

Online 
A balanced approach is needed to allow for community enjoyment of the river whilst achieving positive 
environmental outcomes. 

Online 
A high priority to preserving the remaining riverside environment on the Fingal peninsular and 
Ukerebagh Island and adjacent lands. 

CATI A lot of illegal prawning is being carried out at night up river 
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Method Comment 

CATI A lot of the canals are full of weeds, these need to be cleared and the eels need to be removed 

Online 
A management plan for Jack Evans Boat Harbour and precinct needs to be formed with community 
consultation.  Above also for crown lands along the river. 

Online 

A proper boat loading area in front of the rowing club as the way it is, can be quite dangerous to users, 
due to being washed away all the time and also becoming steep and slippery.  It is the one place 
people (especially rowers) could hurt themselves as they carry boats in and out of the water. 

Online 
A proper plan of management for the Jack Evans Boat Harbour needs to implemented with input from 
the community  

Online A public toliet somewhere between the hostipal and the anchorage is over due 

CATI 
A think there is a problem concerning motor boats all the polluytion going into the river . private land 
owners are not putting in any vegetation along there abanks and very worried about it 

Online 

Access for disabled sailors/boaters at Fingal Head Pontoon - facility for winch crane fitting as at Dry 
dock rd Pontoon.   Suggestions - Outdoor table tennis tables - as at Uki - maybe at Fingal Boat ramp 
park to give local community and  young people a gathering point and activity 

Online Access for passive craft i.e. canoes 

Online Access for passive recreation eg Kayaks 

Online Accessibility for aged and disabled, swimming pontoons 

Online Adding a roundabout or traffic lights at the Kennedy Drive Boatramp access. 

Online 
Additional boat launching facilities. Utilize/open the existing concrete boat ramp at Banora Point, 
former Tweed river ferry to Chindera. 

Online 
Additional support and funding for recreational sailing and organisations pursuing those 
environmentally friendly activities. 

Online Addressing point source contamination and intensive agriculture and development impacts 

Online Agricultural runoff needs to be better managed 

Online Alcohol usage with water ski, power boat,jet ski,wake boarders on public holidays and weekends 

Online Alcohol with motor boats, water ski etc, excessive speeds 

Online 
All activity must be done with the river's water quality in mind - A continuous rock walled river is not 
conducive to the environment and the river habitats  

Online All covered I think'   

Online 
All new infrastructure for public use on land and into the river should be fully accessible for all people, 
meaning for people with disabilities and older residents. 

Online 
Allocation of a foreshore area for a clubhouse and launching ramp/pontoons for sailing boats, canoes 
etc. This would alleviate the congestion now experienced on weekends. 

Online Allowance for recognition of indigenous cultural fishing and knowledge 

Online Anti social dangerous behavior by water skiers,wake boarders,jet ski 

CATI Apart from contamination from industrial estates 

Online 

As a resident that lives on the river I see the continued misuse  and blatant disregard of regulations by 
speeding vessels that cause disruption to the general public by the motorised vessels particularly wake, 
ski boats and jet skis. Everybody needs to have a good time on the river.   

Online As in boating areas such as Stephens, kindly build galvanised racks for storing and locking tenders ASAP 

Online As indicated, a biting inspection spray control program. 

CATI As long as it is maintained, not allow development too close to the river 

CATI 
Availability of tourist based activities, especially non motorised boating are fairly lacking, would like to 
see tourism based around the river more sailing 

Online Ban commercial fishing in tweed river 

Online Ban commercial fishing in tweed river 
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Method Comment 

Online Ban jet skis from the river or have one area for them only 

Online Ban the netters  

Online Ban water ski, jet ski 

Online Ban water ski, wake board ,jet ski from tweed river 

Online Ban water ski,jet ski,wave boarders from tweed river 

Online Bank erosion 

Online Bank erosion 

Online Bank erosion as mentioned previously 

Online 

Bank erosion from flooding and large vessels is far more an issue than from planning boats such as 
those used for water skiing.  Contaminated run off from poor farming practices need to be addressed.  
increasing recreational opportunities for our youth is a priority.   

Online 
Banning speed boats and jet skis along the entire Rous river and Tweed river from Tumbulgum to the 
weir and enforcing / policing it. 

Online Being sure erosion from flooding and tidal influence is not mistaken for activity of boats on river 

Online Better boat ramps & access facilities 

Online Better enforcement of maritime regulations for high impact activities   

Online Better police overnight campers along the river bank and enforce fines.   

Online Better policing of boating regulations  

Online Better policing of the boating rules 

Online Better protection of bird life from dogs and humans on beaches and islands 

Online Better use of the river, teach the users  

CATI Better water taxi service to improve transport 

Online Bird conservation along the river  

Online 
Board walk and Jetty maintenance (not for boating access but as viewing platforms and accessing the 
beauty). 

Online Boardwalk (on the riverside) along Riverside Drive at Tumbulgum from the Hall to the Jetty 

Online Boardwalks 

Online 

Boardwalks along the river, trails for birders and walking public.  Need to protect ground nesting birds 
of the Tweed whose last breeding stronghold is the islands of the Terranorra Inlet and Broadwater. 
Signage during nesting season for boaters to be wary and prohit bringing dogs ashore.  Prohibit landing 
around areas of nesting birds (Pied Oystercatchers during breeding season). 

Online 
BOAT DRIVER EDUCATION COURSES TO GIVE THE MRS & MRS SMITH BETTER TRAINING BEFORE 
ENTERING THE RIVER SYSTEMS 

Online Boat launching facilities maintained more requlary 

CATI Boat owners not acknowledging kayaks 

Online Boat ramp maintenance 

Online 

Boating can not be blamed for bank erosion if you go for a look down the creeks like mile creek (where 
no boat ever goes) the bank erosion is worse than anywhere. It's the wind and floods that do damage 
all natural things . 

Online 
Buy back foreshore land program from private owners to assist optimum land management. No 
farming right to foreshores, ie fencing etc 

Online 

Car parking spaces between the bridge and Anchorage Island jetty are inadequate for the current 
demand. More spaces could be provided at little cost. This area is becoming  increasingly popular as a 
family picnic and swimming area. 

Online Charging for parking at boat ramps to help recoup some costs from non-resident users of the river. 

Online Checking water quality regularly and making the finding available to residents via Tweed Link. 
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Method Comment 

Online Clean up flood debri after flooding ( floating logs etc) 

Online Clear signage for rowers when there on the water 

Online Clearing rocks between entrance walls for 8 metres inside old boat harbour Fingal Head 

Online 

Clearing the river of floating logs after high tides will prevent a deadly accident that is waiting to 
happen the the river - who's job is this council / rescue / maritime as no one makes any effort to 
remove these dangerous obstacles that will kill someone very soon.  Speed limites need to be reduced 
along the keith crompton dr beach front as kids often swim out in this water with tinnies and jetski 
riders tearing through with no consideration to the dangers.  Do we have to wait for a death for this to 
be addressed. 

Online 

Climate change is our biggest threat. Every measure taken needs to include reference to known and 
expected climate change effects e.g.: increased extreme heat,  algal blooms, tidal surges, sea level rise, 
storms and extreme weather events 

Online 
Common sense to prevail and any proposed spending should only happen when funds are truly 
available, not borrowed or transferred from more needed areas. 

Online Community consultation 

Online Community consultation 

Online Compliance for vessel conflicts 

CATI 
Concern for the run off coming into the river from all areas, and things that are going down the drain 
and in to the river 

Online 

Condong boat ramp has picnic facilities and is a very popular recreation area BUT no toilet. This is a 
health hazard as picnickers use the water or more often than not the scrub behind the houses on the 
southern side as their toilet.  Which only gets cleaned when it floods. HOW UNHEALTHY IS THIS 
PRACTICE for residents and public alike. 

CATI Connecting all the small walking tracks to make one large walking track. 

Online 

Connecting corridors of vegetation across the floodplain to the river. Low speed water 
skiing/wakeboarding may seem suitable in some areas but may climate change is exacerbating coastal 
and estuary erosion so may have to be restricted in many areas. Invasive exotic marine/aquatic fish 
and organisms, riparian weeds needs high priority. 

Online Consideration of light pollution from commercial buildings facing the river 

Online Continue Police & Maritime presence on the river particularly weekends. Prohibit jet boat racing.  

Online Control of pest fish species population 

CATI Council need to stop cutting down the reeds on the river bank which will stop erosion. 

CATI 
Council needs to keep an eye on people who leave plastic bags and fishing line on the river banks. They 
should be fined 

Online Council regular cleaning BBQ and picnic tables 

Online 

Council reporting of regular monitoring of the Tweed River water quality is considered inadequate and 
not reported in the community press. There is inadequate council maintenance on the several 
boardwalks in the Tweed Heads area. The council Master Plan for the Jack Evans Boat Harbour is long 
overdue and is causing community angst with its lack of public consultation. The southern land 
walkway off the South Tweed Kirkwood Road boardwalk contains dumped rubbish. There is no 
declared plan by council of what happens to Anchorage Island foreshore embellishments when the 
Lend Lease Maintenance Agreement with council expires in 2022 or at an earlier date. 

Online 

Council should be building rock walls in front of residence homes if they don't limit or stop wake 
boarding. They are eroding banks and damaging structures. If not, council may be accountable in 
future for damage to residences, if they are seen to have not addressed erosion and taken 
preventative measures. 

Online 
Council should be vocal concerning expansion of GC Airport, regarding pollution of waterways from 
takeoffs and landings. 
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Method Comment 

Online Council should encourage landowners to replace weeds with natives to maintain bank 

Online Covered all l care about 

Online Crab pot theft 

Online Crab pot theft or raiding around xmas time 

Online Create a sailing club facility at fingal head in the old dive boat building 

Online 
Create an area for passive users above tumbulgum so clashes between high speed and low speed don't 
occur. water ski need a special place not with other users they drive to fast and could kill someone 

Online Create from tumbulgum up to weir, water ski, jet ski free area.  

Online Dealing with sedimentation and degradation of surrounding lakes, lagoons and estuaries 

CATI Debris should be cleaned out on a regular bases and the river banks need to be cleaned more often. 

Online Dedicated beach for launching SUP's, kayaks ,small sailing craft . 

CATI 
Different types of water based activities need to be in a certain location, this also will help with bank 
erosion. 

Online Differentiate between the wash of skiers and wakeboarders, it is vastly different 

Online Disposal bins for fishing tackle at popular fishing sites. 

Online 
Diverting some power boat water activities to the Rous river would spread the load and take some of 
the activity off the Tweed river. I do not feel we use the Rous to its full advantage. 

CATI Doesn't take much for the Tweed to flood, some areas are road level 

Online Don't encourage increased powerboat use as it's not properly managed as it is now. 

Online 
Don't go too much in any one direction. Keep it simple. Simple infrastructure. Don't go spending a 
fortune and then limit who can access what. Thats what usually happens.  

Online Don't make it so hard & expensive gir priorlrty owners to maintain the river banks  

Online 

Don't ruin the tweed river and the only thing Murwillumbah has going for it, reinforce the banks and 
don't try and blame boats for bank erosion 99% of the problem is flood damage and any person that 
has lived on the river and lived through the floods can easily tell you how much the banks wash away 
at this time, don't try and blame boats because you want to blame someone, it's called Mother Nature 
and yes it costs money to fix things that Mother Nature does 

Online Dredging 

Online Dredging  

Online Dredging needs to be added to the list 

Online Dredging of channels in the upper reaches of Terranora inlet 

Online 

Dredging silted up areas of the river. sand dredged from the river could be used in conjunction with 
rock walls to build up river banks and levey banks.  Introduce paid parking for non Tweed Shire 
residence at public boat ramps.  

Online Dredging the river 

Online 

Dredging the river for silt/sand build up which would assist with any erosion and improve the width of 
the river where there are sand bars and silt build up which would make the river safer for all boat and 
recreational users. 

Online 
Dredging the river to improve safety and access for all river users. This would also assist in preventing 
erosion as deeper water runs slower.  

Online Dredging to reduce wake erosion and provide access 

Online 
Educate people that driving around for the sake of it just causes damage to the enviroment and is a 
nuisance.  Promote fishing and discourage wake boarding and jet skies.   

Online Educate property owners with foreshore properties of the benefits of vegetation buffers along bank.     

Online 
Education and awareness  for farmers, leasure enthusiasts and fisherman so we can all use the river in 
peace and not blame each other for what happens naturally.  
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Method Comment 

Online Education public awareness re value of ecosystem 

Online 

Encourage business activities on the river.  This use to be an amazing working waterway, the history of 
the river should be a project for the museum to educate people.  also need to encourage businesses 
that teach safe boating and use of the waterways, the schools have beach safety programs, why not 
river and estuary safety programs 

Online 
Encourage passive watersports by assisting clubs & associations wherever possible. in particular help  
the Tweed Valley Sailing club erect a permanent club house close to a suitable launching beach. 

Online 
Enforcement of existing boating regulations is very important and currently almost non-existent.  
Speed boats continually break rules with impunity. 

Online Enforcing the speed limit. Jet skis go way too fast. 

Online Ensure river is open for all users 

Online 
Ensuring that the opinions of passive boating users (especially community groups such as rowing clubs) 
are actively sought and taken into account. 

CATI 

Erosion on the road, where you cannot pull over as the water is close to the road edge. A lot of people 
putting in private pontoons near Tombolgan road and are trying to fence them off to stop public access 
to public land with signs saying private property which I don't think it is. 

Online Farm runoff from cattle and fertilizers etc 

Online 

Fingal Boat Ramp gets very busy at times. It is an excellent arena but another for small craft like access 
upstream of Final boat ramp might help. Like for the small sailing craft and Jet skis perhaps. Add a 
ramp to that and possibly wider the mouth by 20%. Could build another access further upstream 
purely for launching only perhaps. Fingal can be difficult to negotiate in sailing craft without power 
hence the wider mouth and small sand beaches. 

Online 
First step is to take a look at the erosion being caused by wake-boats. To be clear not all water skiing 
boats cause large wakes.  Before spending money research the root cause. 

Online Fish cleaning table and boat wash facilities would be great. 

Online Fish restocking  

Online Flood mitigation.   

CATI Flooding around Chinderah Bay area. 

CATI Flooding issues after bad weather, Murwillumbah 

Online Flooding issues. 

CATI Flooding mitigation 

CATI Flooding of the river needs to be addressed 

Online Fuck the greenies off 

Online 

Garbage reduction  educational signage advocating to the government for more on the river staff 
(RMS) to patrol the river quarterly full page link articles (can be funded by appropriate adverts) 
explaining the importance of the river and why we need to do x/y and z. People need to be educated 
to the legislation that governs the waterway. 

Online 

Get rid of the water skiers, wake boarders and jet skies from the upper reaches of the river and put a 
speed limit on the upper reaches so that the that part of the river is safely usable for all and retains its 
natural beauty and wildlife.  I have seen rivers and lakes in a lifetime in New Zealand through over 
activity and would hate to see it happening here although I think it has already started. 

Online Getting the good news re the river (when there is some) out there. 

Online 
Given that power boats, including house-boats, are a given, and likely to increase there should be a 
proper fuelling wharf somewhere on the Tweed to ensure proper, controlled and safe handling of fuel.  

Online Habitat protection that excludes public access 

Online Have speed restriction 4knots between Condong bridge & Murwillumbah bridge. 
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Online Help landowners save their own banks as well as non used banks 

Online Helping passive use users with access. 

Online 

High priority should be placed on the encouragement of non-motorised watercraft on the river.  Safe 
access points are very important.  This includes the provision of small sandy beaches for sailing boats, 
canoes and kayaks.  These watercraft, particularly sailing boats, cannot launch or land on rock walls.  It 
is particularly important if Council wishes to encourage eco-friendly use of the river that sailors have 
several places along the river where they can at least rest and come in to shore safely.  Ideally, 
separate boat ramps for motorised and sail boats would be fantastic.  The development of a 
permanent clubhouse for the current Tweed Valley Sailing Club is also highly encouraged.  It would 
further encourage locals to utilise the river and could potentially become a major tourism drawcard to 
the region. 

CATI High rainfall and effects on fish 

Online High tide clean up 

CATI I am concerned about intermittent pollution due to farming and commercial activity in the area. 

CATI I am concerned that after heavy rains the flows that come into the river bring debris and rubbish. 

CATI 
I am concerned that contract gardeners are viper snipping and blowing grass onto the road and down 
the drain. The grass clippings would feed the algae and siltation would also occur. 

CATI 
I believe everything needs an upgrade such as boat ramps and the area near the mouth of river south 
of the hospital needs an upgrade for at least public toilet facilities. 

CATI I believe there needs more latitude in relation to commercial activities  that are permitted 

Online 
I believe we need to encourage more uses of the river council should back a water taxi service in the 
future 

Online I can't think right now but IAM sure there will be. 

Online 
I don't believe this will be an acceptable survey as you can fill out multiple times .. will be weighted by 
people with the own agenda! 

Online I don't know. 

CATI 
I don't like the dismantling of the vegetation and the trees being cut down along the river bank - this in 
contributing to erosion. 

CATI I don't think there is 

Online 
I feel that ski boats should be banned in the area from Condong Bridge to Bray Park Weir, other than 
those who live on the river. No wake boats past Tumbulgum, or off the river completely. 

Online 

I feel that the board walk that has been closed at The Anchorage  fronting into the Marina at Terranora 
Inlet due to deterioration should  be repaired and maintained for the use of residents and visitors to 
the area . It is also a safe place for recreational fishermen  to fish from without disturbing local 
residents.  The cost of removal of this boardwalk is just as much as it is to repair it to a safe standard. It 
was a popular part of the walking trail around The Anchorage before it was closed and believe it should 
be restored back to a safe standard for all to get enjoyment and recreational activity from. If it is 
dismantled it will be gone forever and the cost to remove out ways the cost of repair. 

Online 

I feel that you 'should we create special areas for tow sports' is an incredibly loaded question. If you 
make everyone ski in one area it just makes it more dangerous, the river is totally underused at 
present- there is enough room for everyone to spread out! 

Online 
I feel the beachside creeks are an untapped resource for tourism / kayaking and that they need 
monitoring to clear blockages and silting up caused by fallen trees 

CATI 
I have a concern with water quality degradation with regards to cane fields and motorised and human 
activities. 

Online 
I have moderately prioritised the points outlined as I believe there are a number of other issues that 
will also have a claim for funding which must be assessed across the board rather than within 1 area.   
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CATI I have noticed more Bull Sharks in the river. 

Online 

I live on the shore of the river and seem to be constently  cleaning up rubbish. Some type of pass to 
take this to the tip would make this task easier for me and the other river neighbours. Depending on 
wind direction and tide the volume can far exceed wheelie bin amounts ie large logs, tires, drums etc.   

CATI I see a few things like old tyres in the river 

Online 

I strongly think that the commercial fishermen in the river needs to be stopped. Licenses need to 
bought back by government and you need to stop raping the fish out of the nursery. This has been 
proven in areas like Port Phillip Bay Melbourne where they have stopped scallop netting to allow the 
stocks to regrow. The result is Snapper moving back into the bay and the revival of a complete industry 
including tourism. When I was a young fella a trip fishing to the Tweed River meant lots of fish. Now we 
stock it with Mulloway and Mangrove Jack fingerlings and let the commercial fishermen net them. It 
just doesn't make sense. 

CATI I think concerns about a marina on the river 

CATI I think just the danger to certain species of birds and animals around the river. 

CATI 
I think more dredging should happen in Barney Bridge area. We should consider other types of barriers 
rather than rock walls. 

Online I think surveying on these issues should ask people more directly rather than online 

CATI 

I think the main problems are the conflicts with its recreational use the different aspects of the river as 
more and more people are using it the quality of the river and banks could become an issue if it is not 
monitored. 

CATI 
I think the river is under used, it should be publicised more. The public wharfs should be used as public 
transport with boats. 

CATI 

I think there is excessive sand build up at the Tweed Bar making boats crossing unnecessarily difficult 
and a similar scenario is at Coudgen Creek. I think that this is an important part of the coastal 
management strategy which has been neglected. 

Online 

I think there should be no stock access to the river ie fencing off waterways.   River edge planting 
should be local bush revegetation.  Landowners with access to the river should be encouraged to 
revegetate the river bank.   Returning as much land as possible to original bush will keep and 
encourage the wildlife many of us have come here for. 

CATI I think they need to dredge the river mouth but what they dig up they need to put on single beach. 

CATI 

I think they should be using proper silt barriers and maybe they need better silt traps put in the 
drainage systems to prevent siltation. They should also have heavy vegetation growing everywhere to 
stop siltation. 

CATI I think we are not utilising the river enough in the area. 

CATI I think we need to be more educated, about the river to maintain it for our children 

Online 
I would like to see PAID parking introduced at the Fingal Boat Ramp, with parking passes for local 
people.  

CATI 
If there are commercial cruise tours, they should have a certain speed limit which then doesn't impact 
the river so much in regards to bank erosion. 

Online 
If you can outlay so much money on Kingscliff foreshore then start looking at the big picture for the 
whole of the Tweed, not an isolated location as you have done. 

Online 

Improve boat ramp at access at the end of Oyster Point Road and Bushland Drive, Banora Point. We 
regularly put our paddleboards in at this point and find it very difficult due to the condition of the boat 
ramp. 

Online Improve public awareness about the important role the river plays in the Tweed. 

Online Improve signage re fishing rules, bird id signs and protection/nesting habitatis, toilets and facilities 

Online Improved channel markers and depth maps. More policing of noisey boats. 
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Online Improving cane drain management / drainage channels to reduce ASS impacts 

Online Improving natural habitats by revegetation and restoration of riparian zone 

Online 
Improving the Teranora Broadwater. This is fast silting up & reducing accessibility for the residents & 
the local water activities 

Online 

In addition to managing river banks, on-farm management practices should also continued to be 
prioritised to reduce soil and pollutant runoff and improve water quality as well as farm sustainability 
and productivity.  

Online In general, the maintenance of the river's health. 

CATI 

In the past, run off from agricultural pesticides has been a problem, I know it has improved but it does 
still requires monitoring. Also a higher density housing requires attention to ensure run off is not an 
issue from residential areas. 

CATI Inaccessibility of cycling and walking tracks 

Online 
Including Clarrie Hall Dam in water quality management, recreational fishing access and looking at the 
weed issue. 

Online Increased amenities/access for non motorised watercraft and promotion of same. 

Online 

Informing the residents of the historic functions of the flood plain and river system. As in a massive 
fishery that would adsorb vast volumes of water and water velocity.  These values cannot be 
reinstated, aspects of these can be used to service the resident of the valley and mitigate against 
extreme weather and global warning. Communicating this to residents will greatly assist council and 
the Tweed Valley over the next few decades. 

Online Integrated catchment management. Urgent riparian restoration. Habitat for wildlife. 

Online Intercept stormwater runoff from urban catchments with litter collection devices 

Online 
It is vital to protect the sensitive habitat in feeder streams and lake systems that feed the main river. 
Currently this has been ignored in the Terranora system 

CATI It needs better management during heavy rainfall 

CATI It needs dredging for flood times 

CATI It needs dredging, and letting the fish comeback 

Online It needs to happen quickly  

Online 
It's not the speed of boats that cause erosion its the boats that fill up there ballast causing more wake 
or wash  

CATI 
Its underutilised as a resource for tourism...it needs some monitoring, foreshore areas could be better 
used 

CATI Its underutilized for more environmentally friendly activities. 

CATI 
Jack evans boast harbour problems with what the river should be used for. Council expenditure on the 
river 

Online 
Jetties such as the Crystal Waters Drive jetty should have general maintenance to stop deterioration in 
the wood work because Council lets them go until they are unsafe and then just close them off. 

Online Just let everyone keep skiing and doing what they want. Please and thanks  

Online Just signage could be updated 

Online Just talk to locals that have lived here for years I mean years not 2smokos 

CATI Just the motorised uses 

Online Keep costs to aminimum 

Online Keep the greenies away from the council issues 

Online Kennedy drive boat ramp 

Online Lack of river security, too valuable a asset to be left undefended. 

CATI Lack of toilets along the river. if picnicing along the river walk mile s to a loo 
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CATI Lack of youth 

Online Land acquisition and management 

Online Larger tables with cover, hot water facilities at Cudgen Creek 

Online 
Let families especially local rate paying families enjoy our river in our boat keeping teenagers off the 
streets and enjoying physical activities liking skiing wakeboard and tubing  

Online 
Liaise with NSW government for more education on, and enforcement of, NSW boating and fishing 
laws for QLD users.   

Online Lighting at lakes dr boat ramp 

Online Lighting for boating 

Online Limiting pressure from commercial fishermen  

Online Limiting stock access to banks with fencing, troughs 

Online Litter washed into the river 

Online 

Looking after and maintaining what we do have all ready in place. ie: maintaining the grass & habitat 
along the River in Tweed Valley Way short & tidy, getting rid of the personal crosses along the road 
where someone has pass away due to an accident.( these should be kept for minimum time out of 
respect for the family but after 6mth to 1 yr should be taken away, they are a distraction) 

Online Lot of crab pot theft 

Online 

Maintain all existing jetties on a regular basis to stop degradation of wooden poles and posts.   Stop 
closing off existing jetties that have deteriorated and instead maintain them instead of building new 
ones elsewhere.   

Online Maintain existing facilities & provide toilets 

Online 

Make the application process to build a rock wall on your back boundary with the river not nearly so 
difficult. The overly complicated process to get approval is ridiculous given most times it is built on 
your own land at no cost to the council. ( riverbank stabilization for no cost) 

Online Manage erosion with speed limits 

Online 
Manage seas rising with global warming by adding native vegetation and bringing back species that 
slow down flooding 

Online Management of vegetation and rubbish regularly found floating in the river. 

Online Managing  runoff - farm chemical pollution/sediment 

Online Max 6llm per hr 

Online 
Maybe a yearly permit on the river even if free where you need to fill out a questionnaire proving 
knowledge of the river and how to properly behave around the other users on it  

Online 
Maybe authorised maritime patrols when regattas are being held in Murwillumbah to enforce a slow 
travel speed for boats passing through the rowing course. 

Online Monitoring and enforcement of speed and no wash zones. 

Online More active control over tourism activities on natural habitats. 

Online More areas like The Ivory that are accessible by boat. 

Online 

More bank erosion is caused by floods and wind swell than boats.  Structural revetment of the back 
erosion near roads is supported but other means are available to allow accessibility and recreational 
use (sandy beaches and groynes). 

Online More bins for litter on foreshore 

Online 
More bins in recreational areas & walkways. Dispensing stations for bags for animal faeces (as in QLD 
parks & walks) 

Online 
More boardwalks along the shore that allow people to get close to the water without damaging 
shorelines.  
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Online 

More funding should be made available for rangers to enforce  regulations currently in place ie. 
launching boats in designated swimming areas, unacceptable behaviour on beach foreshores areas. As 
mentioned above  I am a bird watcher and am very concerned about the boats landing and boat based 
picnicking on the river sand banks and river beach which are known roosting and feeding area of our 
protected shorebirds including our migratory shorebirds. I would like to see signage on these sites re 
significance and including exclusion of dogs. Also these areas classified no landing zones for watercraft,  

Online 
More funding should go to promoting this great river for festivals and tourism and free activities for 
the youths of the area 

Online More jetties where people can moor boats and/or fish from. 

Online More leash free dog parks 

Online More maritime policing on weekends and public holidays 

Online 

More monitoring / patrols on the river to catch the water craft that speed and recklessly operate the 
motorised water craft on the river, and also catch the drug dealers that plant/hide their stash for deals 
especially at the end of Old Ferry Road, the quiet dog park access, the farm road area along the dirt 
track, plus Chinderah Bay Drive areas. 

Online 
More partols on weekends public holidays by water police and maritime. I believe lot of anti social 
behavior occurs as witnessed and told by friends who use the river 

Online More patrol by rangers to stop illegal camping 

Online More picnic areas along the banks in Tweed 

CATI More places to access for the locals 

Online More playgrounds for kids to play on  

Online 
More rubbish bins at access point to the river.  Educational signs about discarding rubbish in our 
waterways at the river access points.   

Online More shade at the picnic areas 

Online More shade shelters on river bank. 

Online 
More shelter sheds and BBQ's and toilets along the river bank and parks around JEBH.  Definitely more 
large trees and beautiful gardens. Improved playgrounds for children. 

Online 
More walking and bike paths and public access to riverfront areas. Repair and reopen boardwalk at 
anchorage.  

Online More water police 

Online More water police patrols public holidays and week ends 

Online 
Motorised boats such as wakeboarding and skiing are detrimental to our river, banks and vegetation 
and marine life and should be banned from the Tweed River. 

Online Move water ski,  wake boarders, jetski to areas with rock walls 

Online 

My concern is that ALL funding is prioritised around Murwillumbah. Tweed shire had the opportunity 
to maintain a jetty behind Seagulls and the walkway opposite the Ivory hotel. Decided just to destroy 
both these assets. Needs a council to consider the whole shire and not just as a rate base   

Online Need a bridge over the river at seagull a high one  

Online 
Need a marina/refuelling . Ideally downriver from Barneys Point bridge so yachts can access .Our 
fishing licenses were to buy out all commercial fishermen on the Tweed  River-what happened? 

Online 
Need for upper section of river from tumbulgum to be for passive types the lower for water ski,power 
boat. 

Online Need for water police on river for speed alcohol issues weekends and public holidays 

CATI Need more areas suitable for scuba and snorkelling 
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CATI 

Need more pontoons being disabled i find it difficult to enjoy the sand is quite steep to get to the 
water.put a ramp in that people with a disabilities can swim ,hand rails aare provided and can enjoy 
the water. 

Online 

Need to consider that if facilities are improved too much it may attract large numbers of boat owners 
from outside shire and the shire will bear cost of operation with minimal benefit to the shire 
economically and locals prevented from comfortably using Tweed River.  Maybe sand mining could be 
commenced again to reverse siltation where this has occurred. Could increase depth upstream of 
bridge into Murwillumbah and allocate royalties to improve River elsewhere.  Is there any major 
damage still creating problems from previous dredging operations? 

Online Need to protect the river from developers.  

CATI Needing more toilets 

CATI Needs drenching, low tide in some areas boats get grounded. 

CATI Net fisherman needs to be bought out and stopped 

Online 
No but I believe there is already to small of a spot to water ski in so if you reduce it more you are going 
to cause a lot of rebellious behaviour that we don't need. People have a right to enjoy the rivers. 

CATI No commercial fishing in the river 

Online No development in wetlands or estuaries. 

Online No further development in the Jack Evans Boat harbour 

CATI No I think the main thing is just the clean up after rain events. 

Online No i think the survey covers all of the important issues and has been well presented. 

Online No Inflatables Fun Parks in the JEBH   

CATI No it is really only the lack of fish in the river. 

CATI No Spray for midgies it s really bad. 

Online 
NO WAKE BOATS   WATER SKI BOATS PRODUCE MUST LESS WASH AND HAVE MINOR EFFECTS 
COMPARED TO WAKE BOATS!!!!! GET RID OF WAKE BOATS 

CATI 
No, but iviewed the issue to have marina at Chinderah, too many people trying to make a commercial 
living on thje river 

Online No, erosion is caused not only by boat traffic so should be addressed as such 

CATI 
No, I like to see the river and the area be looked after. I am concerned to see boats going too fast due 
to erosion risk. 

Online 

No. I spend a lot of time fishing, anchored close to the riverbank. You see how much bank erosion is 
actually going on, sometimes falling in front of your eyes. Rock walls are an expensive solution to 
erosion, but are no good for habitat ( fish,birds and animals). Have wondered about placing many small 
temporary  groynes  to disapate erosive actions on banks, building up sediment between them where 
mangroves- and then later pioneer native trees spp.-can get a toe hold. Then at least this would cover 
erosion, bank vegetation and create fish habitat. 

Online No. Toiletry areas need to be updated as most a long the river are disgusting.  

CATI No... 

CATI 
Noise is an issue during weekends and holiday periods from jetskis from 7am continuously for hours on 
end 

CATI 
Noise pollution at times from power boats. Also the increase of jet skies and there are too many house 
boats. 

Online Noise pollution from river use 

CATI Not enough run off water coming into the river system... 
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Online 

Not only greater foreshore access, but useability along and around the river e.g., a footbridge in 
Murwillumbah over to southside located near the youth hostel or greenhills area to create a 
walking/cycling loop away from cars. Also, more eating places (e.g., pop up cafes) on the river front to 
help bring the beauty and enjoyment of the river to the forefront of peoples minds and make 
Murwillumbah more classy and vibrant. The necessity of the levee wall creates a physical and mental 
barrier to the river and less people associate with it and therefore care less for the river. Currently river 
access from Murwillumbah town is difficult and even scary to walk on the other side of the wall, with is 
such a loss for the town and could otherwise be a great asset. I think the area between the Southern 
Cross Credit Union and Youth Hostel could have access to the forefront as the levee wall is lower and it 
is close to facilities. 

CATI Not really, I see from time to time, during floods there is debris 

CATI Not really, too many people and development 

CATI Not that im aware of, the council does a good job managing the river 

CATI Number of craft that are allowed to use it. Should be a density level 

Online 
One of the biggest issues not mentioned or addressed is the destabilization of the banks by cattle using 
the river for watering.  Far larger issue than so called boat wash.  

Online 
Ongoing maintenance of assets such as boardwalks and piers/pontoons so the public can view the 
assets of the river. 

Online 
Only bank erosion and some of the houses along the bank could have a good tidy up, this is an 
embaresment when taking friend for a ride in boat or a paddle in kyak 

Online Only that wake boarding is held in the same classification as water skiing. It's not the case! 

CATI Only the bar 

CATI Only the flooding of the river. 

CATI Only there is a lot of plastic bottles and bags, too much rubbish, not good for the birds or fish 

Online Opening the back channel at Stott's Island. 

Online 
Over size craft at make shift mooring, no parking on w/e at shore access. no emergy plan for west 
tweed heads . 

CATI Overdevelopment 

Online Over-development that affects the surrounding environments.  

Online Parking 

Online Parks and facilities 

Online Patrolling river on public holidays- limit alcohol bad behaviour 

Online 
People are camping on the now closed road at Chinderah...south of the hotel on Chinderah Bay Drive. 
This should stopped by rangers as there are no facilities for campers here. It's horrible! 

CATI People behaving in a responsible manner with respect to rules and regulations 

CATI People dumping rubbish is concerning 

CATI People trying to ban motor sports, people should learn to share. 

CATI People who speed up and down the river. 

Online Perhaps more support for rowers & dragon boating,  with better access for both these water sports. 

Online Perhaps short term camping for visitors to the region, with ample litter infrastructure. 

Online 
Please don't go off half cocked and ban the use of the river for all sports as it is very valuable tourism 
for many communities and residents 

Online 

Please ensure water skiing and wakeboarding are addressed as separate activities - each have very 
different river impacts. Low speed tow activities using boats which pump onboard water creates a 
huge wake +1m from the vessel. A fast moving ski boat however which is up on the plane of the water 
creates a very small wake which is minimal by the time it reaches the bank. These two activities must 
be assessed differently rather than lumping them together as 'tow activities'.  
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Online Please finaly address this important problem 

Online 
Policing of wake board boats to ensure they follow the boating rules and regulations and do not create 
hazards for other river users. 

CATI Pollution from run off from the road gutters washing into the river 

CATI Pollution in general, at least the river is bertter then parramatta 

CATI Pollution runoff from agricultural properties and developments 

Online 

Power sport to be invited to the tweed. For tourism.eg powerboat and jetski racing events. Of shore 
powerboat racing. Ski racing. This could bring in alot of people to the tweed river for one time per year 
events with no damage to the river system  

Online 
Prioritise keeping the peace and harmony of the environment, enhancing the natural beauty that exists 
and keep motorized boating, noisy craft and equipment in specially designated areas 

CATI 
Private jettys on the river seems a lot more and not kept in a good manner, they should be policed 
more and inspected 

Online 

Protect & conserve biodiversity & ecosystems.   Protect beach environment.   Protect scenic & visual 
amenity.  Plan for climate change.  Improve water quality & protect estuary health.  Protect seas grass 
meadows & beds.  Protect mangroves.  Protect threatened species of flora & fauna.       

Online Protect the river Eco system 

Online 

Protect the river from both ends ie the source to ensure a clean start from landfalls etc,maintain all the 
flow by bank stabilisation ,policing use,& mouth by groyne stability &  either dredging or sand pumping 
to keep entry safe for ALL watercraft,both commercial & leisure craft. I find there should be more large 
bins for rubbish removal in leisure areas with more frequent emptying to avoid rubbish pollution. Also 
policing of leisure craft in Jack Evans Boat Harbour having their   hulls cleaned using detergents etc 
while moored,also fuel & oil spills from   their outboard motored tenders ,also ocean racing  
catamarans & speedboats.  Why are motorised watercraft allowed access to a family orientated 
swimming area with sail & paddleboats,as well as being a danger to dolphins,turtles,grassbeds & 
humans????? 

Online Protection of cultural heritage 

Online 

Providing broad walks along the river edge to encourage active appreciation, boost the use and can 
support necessary infrastructure under the broadwalk (particularly valuable for the Southside of 
murwillumbah)  

Online 

Public access to the river for non water sports based activities eg walking & bike trails along river 
banks. Sunshine Coast is a perfect example of how this could be done. Their walkways stretch the 
length of the coastline from Caloundra to Tewantin & provides  facilities which can be used for all sorts 
of recreational activities.   

Online Public showers and free bbq areas 

CATI Racing on the river is a problem, the state of the boat ramps 

Online Raising the level of banks to help with flooding 

Online Ramps to launch Kayak's from and retrieve them in my area 

Online Recognise the wake-board menace & over-fishing.  also excessive  boat speeds. 

CATI Recreational activities should be designated to a certain area. 

Online 
Recreational tie up areas if possible along the foreshore if possible to allow for Boats to be able to pull 
up along different points across the river 

Online 
Reduce net fishermans' licenses.  Increase fish rejuvenation/population. Fishing in the Tweed 
Catchment reputation is that it really isn't worth the trouble and is a commercial loss for the region. 

Online Reduce noise of recreational activities like jetskis 

Online 

Reducing damage to adjacent beach ares where birds nest regularly , and  turtles sometimes: also 
penalties and/or education to reduce the amount of fishing line and hooks that are left on the lower 
reaches. 
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Online Regularly clearing of debris from Chinderah boat ramp, and particulary after heavy rains 

Online Regulate river run off 

Online Removal of garbage from river banks  

Online 

Remove all rock wall everything man made   Keep any development away from rhe banks say wirhin 
100 meters of the water  Let bats then move in   Understand that rivers need to flow free and at times 
the mouth can point south as in 1929  Then declare the Tweed a truly wild river and watch the tourism 
dollars role in 

Online 
Repair Jettys and continue with maintence of.Stop jet skis in public areas, enforce laws re dogs on 
leads in public recreation areas. 

Online 

Replace/repair boardwalk opposite trawlers at Tweed Heads. Maybe limit skiing to certain areas but it 
could increase erosion to unacceptable limits. Encourage the use of human and low powered motor 
boats.  

Online Reserve signage please 

Online 

River access for non-motorised vessels, kayaks, etc, on Rous R. at North Tumbulgum.  Close boat ramp 
in the commercial centre of Tumbulgum - one death has occurred.  Ramp creates trailer parking 
problems, road crossing problems from businesses to riverbank and congestion at peak times. 

Online River education  

Online River stage -more non motorized water activities for families  

Online 
Riverbank weeds, need to be eliminated and replaced with native plants.  Removal of bindies from 
riverside foreshore highly desirable. 

Online 
Rock wall funding.  Pontoon at Tumbulgum  Tree pruning before each tree falls totally in the river 
taking the river bank with it.   

Online Rubbish control / removal - particularly plastic shopping and bait bags 

Online Rubbish dumping 

CATI Rubbish needs to monitored and riverbanks need to be mowed more frequently 

CATI Run off from farms and sugar mill and chemicals 

CATI 

Run off from farms especially pesticides polluting the river, we need to make sure farmers are texting 
the river to confirm that the run offs are not effecting the health of the river. Littering is a problem and 
the free campers, they discharge their effluent into the river and use roadside/park bins to put their 
household garbage in. Stray animals roaming on the banks toilet polluting. Speed limit to stop the jet 
skiers speeding. 

Online Run off of sprays and fertilisers from cane farms 

Online Sailing vessel facilities 

CATI Sand bars up near  Tumbolgum 

Online See earlier comments 

Online See question 19 

Online SETTING ASIDE AREAS FOR SEA GRASS REGENERATION 

CATI 

Sewage being let into the river is a problem. Secondly, there is an issue with regards to disclosure and 
information availability to the public about dredging contracts. Also the flood-modelling of the river is 
totally inaccurate - the modelling is based on a delta river outlet and not on the current river dredging  
outflows. 

CATI Sewage outlet is a concern 

Online Sewage treatment Hastings Point 

Online Sewerage treatment inflows. 

Online Sharing cultural stories about the river 

Online Shark research and signs 
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Online Signage for users to be aware of rules and respect the river  

Online Signage to indicate and protect environmentally sensitive areas from inappropriate activities. 

Online 
Signs that encourage people to put their rubbish in the bins provided.  Provide more bins.  Empty them 
more often. 

CATI Silting 

Online 
Slowing boat speeds increases the size and force of a wake in saying this it is my belief that boats are 
not causing major erosion of the banks it is the naturally occurring events like rain and flood 

Online 

So much of the river has sand build up and not useable by boats. tweed residents pay high rates 
especially canal residents but they can't utilise what they are paying for. why does council build very 
low bridges over canal entrances? why bother having a canal system if the residents can't access the 
river with their boat? look at broadwater and runaway bay, how many boats are there always in use, 
because they can get from house to river. Tweed council needs to et rid of infrastructure that hundreds 
use of the river by boat owners and those who like to use the river. the tweed river is not quite 
because the population is small, it is because council has restricted access to a strangle around river 
entrances for boats and other craft. not good enough! 

CATI Speed and noise of jet skis and motorboats. Friends are losing their gardens who live on the river 

CATI Speed boats should be limited to how fast they go they tair upand down the river very noisy 

Online Speed limit reduction,more police presence to police 

Online 

Speed of boats in my experience is not the erosion issue.  Yes wash adds to erosion but the erosion was 
caused by the clearing of land for farming and the removal of mangroves a long time ago.  The biggest 
boat wash is put out by the house boats which are the slowest.  

Online Speed of jet ski's are out of control. 

Online 
Speed up the process of approving DA's for bank repair or rejuvenation, and maybe cut back on fees to 
help make this more affordable. 

Online 

Speeds limits increase water police to prevent crashes with rowers and wildlife death from excessive 
speed on river. combat loutish behavior and alcohol on week ends and public holidays with water 
police 

Online Stocking of greater numbers of fish  

Online Stop do gooders from interfering with us using the river 

Online 
Stop high decibel noise jet sking which destroys the habitat of fish/ turtles and other marine life.  Jet 
skis also disturb picnicers and others trying to enjoy the space. 

Online 
Stop trying to use motorised boats as an excuse for natural erosion of banks due to floods and storms 
over the years 

Online Stop wasting rate payers money 

Online 
Stopping netting.    Creating a rule passing kayakers at a certain speed instead of creating a bowl wave 
tipping them over. ( inforce the rule)  

Online 

Stormwater pollution  Exclusion of cows  Illegal earthworks  Compliance  Rubbish and fishing line 
removal  Seabird rescue  Preserving Aboriginal heritage   Prioritising Aboriginal cultural practices of 
hunting and gathering on the river. 

Online 
Streamline and reduce council costs for private revetment. Council should should set simple guidelines 
for land owners to preserve their own sections of river bank without the high DA cost. 

Online 
Supporting the ski club and ski racing will bring people to local towns. Those people will stay at motels, 
eat at restaurants, go to hotels and coffee shops and buy fuel. This can be a valuable tourism boost.  

CATI Talk of the marina at Tinderer I think its a good thing as long as it is planned correctly 

Online Teach people how to use the river, so many people don't understand the basic river rules 

Online Test 

CATI The bar is still a concern as it is dangerous. 
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Online 

The boardwalk at the Anchorage should be repaired and reopened.  Children and other members of 
our community will best come to love and want to protect the river if their opportunities to enjoy its 
beauty are enhanced.  I have children and grandchildren, and we used to use the boardwalk a lot, to 
watch fish, seabirds, crustaceans and other river life.  Its closure has been a big disappointment, 
especially to the little guys. 

Online The Boardwalk in the Anchorage Islands 

CATI 
The boats pumping their bilges out and polluting the river. The big house boats wether they have 
holding tanks for their sewerage or does it go in to our river. 

CATI The Bull Sharks are worrying. 

CATI The commercial power boating aspect of motorised boating, jetskis etc. (Not recreational users) 

Online 
The control of illegal camping along Chinderah bay drive.  The rubbish left behind and the Human 
waste is of great concern. 

CATI The council's approach to riverbank restoration is very short-term 

Online 

The exploration and interpretation of the incredible maritime history of the Tweed River and greater 
opportunities for historic and replica vessels to use the river, including soft launch ramps and soft 
embankments to moor along. 

Online 

The first priority should always be preservation of NATURAL amenity. Public access and utilitisation 
should only be increased and improved where it does not greatly impact NATURAL amenity.  Natural 
river processes, climate change and ocean level rises are all inevitable and must be accommodated 
with priority given to NATURAL amenity over public access and utilitisation. 

CATI The flooding system needs controlling , they appear to need funds to do 

CATI The lack of bins and seats along the river bank 

Online 
The management of water quality being pumped into the river from both farming and commercial 
development  

Online 
The need for increased policing of tweed on weekends and public holidays. water ski ,jetski are hoons 
of river and they are drunk 

Online The obsession with having poor quality vegetation along the river bank makes the river ugly. 

CATI 
The only thing I worry about is that any future mining or development might have an impact on the 
health of the river and our future water supply. 

CATI The pollution from the planes i think it also affects the river with the fumes 

Online 
The river is in good health from my perspective.  Funding should be invested in improving access to this 
wonderful natural resource.  It should be enjoyed not locked up.   

CATI The river is not a good colour anymore. 

Online The river is silting up in places and needs to be dredged. 

CATI The river needs to be a lot cleaner, maybe more signs to advise people not to litter. 

Online The river to me seems in a very healthy condition leave the river and nature alone  

Online 
The Sailing Club should be granted its own area as the Fingal boat ramp is too congested . I would 
suggest the sandy beach on the western side of the river near the Golf Club. 

Online The sea levels are NOT rising 

CATI The seawood side is congested alot of developements on the waters edge 

Online The silt in Trutes bay could get some attention. 

CATI The speed limits with jetskis and the like need to be enforced on the river - it is not fair to the kayakers. 

Online 
The surrounds of the Jack Evans Boat Harbour need to include more shade trees, BBQ's and seating 
and a better children's play area. 

Online 
The survey is skewed towards fishing concerns, but the river is home to other flora and fauna that is 
not taken into account here to balance the already strong fisheries input 
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Online 
The Terranora inlet silting up over the last  40 odd years & not being addressed causing   major sand 
banks in the lake area. 

Online The Tweed River is a flood plain river. Bank erosion is a natural part of river existence. 

Online The Tweed river is there for all to use 

Online The upkeep of public jetties, pontoons and boatramps are crucial 

Online 
There are no toilets in the section of river bank  from the boat harbour to the Anchorage.  This whole 
section needs to have improved facilities so it is better utilised 

CATI There are too many boats moored around where the golf course is. 

CATI There are too many people "squatting" on the river and polluting it 

CATI 

There is places that people swim, people in boats, jet skis, they just park up and your children get 
covered fuel residue. Any type of  motorised boating and water sports activities should be allocated a 
certain area. Away from swimming areas and popular. 

CATI There is too much siltation coming in from the back of Cobaki creek in to the Cobaki Broadwater. 

Online 
There needs to be a Management Plan designed specifically for Jack Evans Boat Harbour precinct with 
public consultation. 

CATI 
There needs to be more disability access at the river. We have a disabled son and there is not many 
places we can take him fishing. 

Online There should be path ways along the river for those who like to walks, more picnic areas 

Online 
There should be water police patrols to curb excessive speed , alcohol drink driving and general anti 
social behavior from water skiers, wake boarders, jet ski 

Online 

This is a 'working river' draining a contained area and an increase in population within the Shire, and 
increased strain put on river recreational resources from outside the area e.g Brisbane and the Gold 
Coast must be acknowledged and perhaps limited/contained.   

Online This survey is loaded. You are asking people to tick boxes that they probably not nothing about. 

Online 
Toilet at condong boat ramp!!!!!!! More beaches for boats to pull up! Now they have taken away a 
beach at condong boat ramp.  

Online Toilets along the area for children and adults  

CATI Too much rubbish in the river. 

CATI Too much traffic along river, speedboats etc 

CATI Tourist boats pump yabbies out of sandflats and destroy the fish habitats 

Online Tsunami protection 

Online 

Understanding the economic benefits provided by the river and its ecosystem services. Understanding 
this can assist with prioritisation and justification of investment programs. It can also help 
communicate the value of the river to the community. 

Online Upgrade to condong park. Toilet facilities are needed. Bbq would be beneficial also 

Online 
Use of the river and environmental destruction by Queenslanders hooning in jetskis and 4WDs (eg at 
Fingal): not sure how to fix this but we ratepayers have to bear the cost of damage they cause. 

Online Vehicle barriers along Tweed Valley Way where river bank erosion has made the road unsafe. 

Online 
Walking and cycling access is important. It would be amazing if a walking cycle path could be created 
between murwillumbah and tweed heads.  

Online Walking and cycling tracks 

Online Walking cycling track from tweed to murwillumbah passive tourism 

Online Water police on river regularly 

Online Water quality testing(ie after rain to test run off contamination) to protect seagrass etc 

CATI We don't want or need a marina 

Online We have a great asset, lets use it.   Make some areas for cafes / bars on the water front  
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CATI We need more accessible BBQ on from the estuary up towards Murwillumbah 

CATI We need more flood protection around the Tumbulgum area. 

Online 
We need to encourage physical activity. Lets prioritise kayaking, and other non motor water activities. 
I'd like to see walking tracks that lead somewhere or are a circuit.   

CATI We need to make sure that it is maintained in a good healthy way 

Online We need water police patrols 

Online Weed control in upper reaches 

CATI Weed control needs to be improved along the banks...and bird habitats need to be protected 

Online 
Weekends and public holidays are worst times for anti social behavior from water ski ,wake boarders, 
jet ski. they disregard the needs of other river users. increased police or maritime presence is needed 

Online 

Where i have a shop there is a shop next door which put their mopping water down storm water drain 
every day.. they should be putting in sink so it goes to grease trap.. educate people about drain and 
where it ends up also i have asked council and so has our agent for butt bins on seat out front of our 
shop on street as there are always butts there and Danny Rose sent a brisk letter saying that council 
doesn't have funds for butt bins... maybe they can put them over town or ban smoking on streets... 
make it a fine from ranger... its about time.. no smoking in public especially since they can't dispose of 
butts 

Online 

With support of the TSC a master plan for the marine industry needs to be developed. smaller regional 
centres in NSW like Ballina have identified the importance of this industry and are working towards 
master plans that incorporate marine infrastructure, accommodation and services. with our proximity 
to the border and 500,000 people to the north there is an opportunity to create a marina precinct that 
will act as an employment and opportunity well into the next century.   

CATI Would like a buffer zone for sugar cane areas to prevent fertilizer in the river 

Online 
Would like assistance with Murwillumbah Rowing Club's water access. It can become very dangerous 
carrying boats in and out of water. 

CATI Would like to see more picnic areas for families 

Online 
Would love to see a bike trail along the river bank to increase recreational usage between 
Murwillumbah and chinderah 

CATI 
Yes I think there is a problem for pressure for development which needs to be resisted and the other 
problem is maintaining water quality is a very important issue. 

Online Yes regular dredging of silted waterways 

Online 

Yes restoring the health of the Wetland areas and using this natural asset as a tourist attraction with a 
Scenic (views to Mt Warning, the Banora Point Bluff, Fingal Heads) Riverside Walkway connecting Oxley 
Cove to Boyd's Bay. This would be a wonderful asset drawing  

Online 
Yes there should be no commercial fishing in the river its a nursery not open waters they are always 
sneaking up at night and putting nets in just down from the weir. 

Online Yes, ban netting in the river, just like they do in the Brunswick River. 

Online 
YES, Building on the Flood Plain Tweed Council ignores this even when there are laws to prevent it. And 
then the NSW Government rubber-stamp the council flouting the laws of the Tweed River. 

Online 
Yes, the dredging of the Tweed River Bar is an important, necessary and ongoing water management 
issue that is surprisingly not included in this survey relating to water use?! 

Online 
Yes. Dredging of river needs attention around oyster leases and removal of old oyster leases to stop 
further siltation. 
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Wednesday 14 September 2016 

 

Estuary plan to balance use and protection of Tweed River 

Tweed residents asked how they use the estuary 

 

Tweed residents will be asked how they use the Tweed River Estuary and their priorities for 
its management, to help produce a new plan to balance the waterway’s use and preservation. 
 
A telephone survey of randomly selected Tweed residents will be conducted this month as a first step in 
community engagement for a Tweed River Estuary Coastal Management Program, which will follow NSW 
Government guidelines for coastal management. 
 
While the phone survey will randomly contact Tweed residents to get a statistically representative snapshot of 
community attitudes and uses of the Tweed River Estuary, an online questionnaire mirroring the phone survey 
will be conducted in October for the whole community to complete. 
 
The Tweed River Estuary is the tidal section of the river, a 35km stretch between the Bray Park Weir at 
Murwillumbah and the river mouth at Tweed Heads. 
 
“The scenic waterway and its picturesque surrounds are extremely important to the local community and are 
many things to many people,” Council’s Waterways Management Leader, Tom Alletson, said. 
 
The Estuary retains a cultural connection for Aboriginal people and is a place for traditional cultural practices. 

“It is also highly valued as a commercial waterway and is integral to tourism and agricultural practices on the 
floodplain, contributing to the local economy,” he said. 

“They are used extensively for recreational activities, are highly valued as a commercial waterway and are 
integral to tourism and agricultural practices on the floodplain, contributing to the local economy.” 
 
The Estuary has a diversity of habitats for a wide variety of plants and animals and is home to a number of 
protected flora and fauna species. 
 
He said maintaining the river’s environmental health was essential to sustain all its beneficial uses by the 
community. 
 
“It can be difficult to balance recreational, commercial and environmental priorities in a busy and popular 
waterway like the Tweed River, particularly in the face of population growth and rising sea levels,” he said. 
 
“The management plan will identify actions that can be implemented by Council, government agencies and the 
community to achieve the right balance between the many uses and to protect nature, scenic and recreational 
values, livelihoods and cultural practices.” 
 
For more information visit yoursaytweed.com.au/tweed-river-estuary 
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Thursday 6 October 2016 

 

Community survey launched for Tweed River management plan 

How do you use the Tweed River? 
 

Public feedback on the management of the Tweed River is invited through a community 
survey being launched this week. 
 
The questionnaire, being conducted by independent survey consultant Jetty Research, is part of 
community engagement to help produce a Tweed River Estuary Coastal Management Plan. 
 
Visit yoursaytweed.com.au/tweed-river-estuary for a link to the online survey, while printed copies are 
available at Council’s Murwillumbah and Tweed offices and the libraries. 
 
“We want to know how people use the river and its surrounds and what they value about the Tweed 
River Estuary,” Council’s Director of Community and Natural Resources, Tracey Stinson, said. 
 
“What do they think of the river’s health and what do they think of the various practices to manage it.” 
 
Jetty Research last month conducted a phone survey of randomly selected residents to get a 
statistically representative sample of community views for the management plan. 
 
“The community survey replicates the questions in that phone survey, so everyone now has the 
chance to give their feedback on the use and preservation of our iconic Tweed River,” Ms Stinson 
said. 
 
The survey will be open for feedback until 7 November. 
 
Visitors to yoursaytweed.com.au/tweed-river-estuary can also share their stories about the river and 
find out more about the management plan.  
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Tuesday 1 November 2016 

 

Community survey extended for Tweed River management plan 

Hundreds share how they value the river 
 

Almost 400 people have participated in a community survey to share how they use the Tweed 
River and how they would like to see it managed, but the survey’s organisers want to hear 
from even more residents. 
 
Jetty Research, an independent survey consultant conducting the questionnaire on behalf of Council, 
has extended the survey deadline until 19 November, so more people have the opportunity to provide 
their input. 
 
“The Tweed River is a defining feature in the landscape and is fundamental in shaping lifestyles and 
communities in Tweed Shire,” Waterways Program Leader Tom Alletson said. 
 
“How we use and manage the Tweed River is therefore a very important issue for residents and will 
have a big impact on the district’s future generations. 
 
“Public input through the survey will identify the community’s needs and priorities. It will inform a new 
Tweed River Estuary Coastal Management Program and ensure the document is in line with public 
expectations.” 
 
Visit yoursaytweed.com.au/tweed-river-estuary for a link to the online survey. Printed copies are 
available at Council’s Murwillumbah and Tweed offices and the libraries. 
 
Council staff will be on hand at the Murwillumbah Show this Friday and Saturday, as well as the 
Tweed River Festival family day at Tumbulgum on Saturday 12 November, to help people complete 
the survey.  
 
In September, Jetty Research conducted a phone survey of hundreds of randomly selected residents 
to get a statistically representative sample of community views for the management plan. 
 
“The community survey replicates the questions in that phone survey, so everyone now has the 
chance to give their feedback on the use and preservation of our iconic Tweed River,” Council’s 
Director of Community and Natural Resources, Tracey Stinson, said. 
 
“What do they think of the river’s health and what do they think of the various practices to manage it.” 
 
Visitors to yoursaytweed.com.au/tweed-river-estuary can also share their stories and photographs of 
the Tweed River, view other people’s contributions, and find out more about the management plan.  
 

 
 - ends - 
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TweedLink Issue: 974, 13th September 2016 
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TweedLink Issue: 977, 4th October 2016 

 

 

TweedLink Issue: 983, 15th November 2016 
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TweedLink Issue: 986, 6th December 2016 
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